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OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai : Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 022-24140808.
Jurisdiction: The State of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Goa.

Ahmedabad : Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061.
Tel: 079-26580567/26587193. Fax: 079-26586763.
Jurisdiction: The States of Gujarat and Rajasthan and the Union Territories of Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli.

Tel: 033-23672103. Fax: 033-23677311.
Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavav, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075. Tel.: 011-28032382/Fax : 28032381


Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032. Tel: 044- 22502044     Fax : 044-22502046

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.

Trade Marks Journal

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50,
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

Preliminary Advice by Registrar as to Distinctiveness

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

Associated Marks

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

Official Notices – contd...

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-

Trade Marks Journal
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.

b. Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
रजिस्ट्रीकरण के पूर्व विज्ञापित आवेदन

(इसमें धारा 20(2) के अंतर्गत पुनर्विज्ञापित आवेदन भी शामिल किए गए हैं, यदि कोई ऐसे आवेदन में दिए न गए हो तो वह पंजीकरण के लिए स्वीकृत हैं)

(प्रत्येक आवेदन के संबंध में व्यापार चिह्न रजिस्ट्रीकरण कार्यालय का समुचित दफ्तर कोष्ठक में मोटे अक्षरों में सदृश हैं।)

APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED BEFORE REGISTRATION

(THIS ALSO INCLUDE APPLICATIONS RE-ADVERTISED UNDER SECTION 20(2), IF ANY, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN THE APPLICATION ARE ACCEPTED FOR REGISTRATION) IN RESPECT OF EACH APPLICATION THE APPROPRIATE OFFICE OF TRADE MARKS REGISTRY IS INDICATED IS INDICATED IN BOLD IN BRACKETS
2310585  04/04/2012
NAGESH JAGANNATH KALKOTE
trading as ;TIRUMALLA FERTILIZERS, SEEDS AND AGRI EQUIPMENTS MULTI STATE CO-OP SO. LTD.
PLOT NO H-2, TRADERS COMPLEX, VASANT MARKET YARD, SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING
SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER SOCIETY ACT
Used Since :01/03/2012
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE CHEMICALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "NUTRI". THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2310586   04/04/2012
NAGESH JAGANNATH KALKOTE
trading as ;TIRUMALLA FERTILIZERS, SEEDS AND AGRI EQUIPMENTS MULTI STATE CO-OP SO.
LTD.
PLOT NO H-2, TRADERS COMPLEX, VASANT MARKET YARD, SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND TRADING
SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER SOCIETY ACT
Used Since :01/03/2012
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE CHEMICALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE:"NUTRI".
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
THE UNTIRING TRAVELLER

2528972  10/05/2013
VIKING BEVERAGES PVT. LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
2529106  10/05/2013
MR. JAMILUR REHMAN
trading as ;JINDUS SPECIALTY CHEMICALS
KH 87/3 G&F MUNDKA INDUSTRIAL AREA NANGLOI NEW DELHI 110041
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
Used Since :16/01/2013
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS & ADHESIVE
2692631  06/03/2014
SACHIN VASHULAL ROHRA
trading as ;SAIDEEP BAGS
1, SAMTA CO-OP SOCIETY, NEAR A.C.P. OFFICE, POWAI CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421003
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :01/07/1995
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
2701575    19/03/2014
SATYAM PHARMA-CHEM PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;SATYAM PHARMA-CHEM PVT. LTD.,
G/A2, GOLD COIN, 35/35A, TARDEO ROAD, MUMBAI-400034.
MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
HIGH PURITY ORGANIC SOLVENTS, HIGH PURITY CHEMICAL REAGENTS, CURING AGENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
2774248  15/07/2014
D. R. COATS INK AND RESINS PVT. LIMITED
230, SONAL LINK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BUILDING NO.2, 2ND FLOOR, LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI- 400064,
STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA.
RAJABAHDUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/01/2008
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, AND ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY ALL BEING
GOODS FALLING IN CLASS- 01.
2780284  24/07/2014
KAMAL KUMAR ROY
SUSHMITA ROY
SUBHOMOY RAY
trading as ;UNIVERSAL AGRO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
16,INDIA EXCHANGE PLACE,3RD FLOOR,ROOM-6,KOLKATA 700001,W.B.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :13/02/2014
KOLKATA
ALL TYPES OF BIO CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
GOODS /SERVICE FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
2780286  24/07/2014
KAMAL KUMAR ROY
SUSHMITA ROY
SUBHOMOY RAY
trading as ;UNIVERSAL AGRO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
16,INDIA EXCHANGE PLACE,3RD FLOOR,ROOM-6,KOLKATA 700001,W.B.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :13/02/2011
KOLKATA
ALL TYPES OF BIO CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD INSECTICIDE
EXCEPT AS DEPICTED. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA.
2814955  20/09/2014
POLYGOMMA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LTD
A-229, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPLEX, VIDYALANKAR COLLEGE MARG, WADALA (E), MUMBAI-400037
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SYNTHETIC POLYMER IN THE LIQUID FORM, POLYMER LIQUID COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRIES, POLYMER SOLUTIONS, UNPROCESSED SYNTHETIC POLYMERS
2821062   30/09/2014
M/S NEW INDIAN CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S NEW INDIAN CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
57, NEW SANT NAGAR, BEHIND RANI BAG, KHANDWA NAKA, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001 INDIA
AGRICULTURE, FERTILIZERS AND MANURES
Registered in ROC
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/09/2014
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE, FERTILIZERS AND MANURES
ENGLISH WORD WITH NUMBER
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2836116  03/11/2014
PERCEPT LTD
22, RAGHUVANSHI ESTATE, 11/12 S.B.MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS, TEMPERING
AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, TANNING
SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY IN CLASS 1
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial chemicals, chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals, fertilizers, fertilizing preparations, foundry moulding preparations, moderating materials for nuclear reactors, oil-separating chemicals, chemical reagents, waterproofing chemicals.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2887669    21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/01/2015
To be associated with:
2887662
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial chemicals, chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals, fertilizers, fertilizing preparations, foundry moulding preparations, moderating materials for nuclear reactors, oil-separating chemicals, chemical reagents, waterproofing chemicals.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2185865 AND 2887662.
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
To be associated with:
2887662, 2887669
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial chemicals, chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals, fertilizers, fertilizing preparations, foundry moulding preparations, moderating materials for nuclear reactors, oil-separating chemicals, chemical reagents, waterproofing chemicals.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2185865.
2887683  21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
To be associated with:
2185865, 2887669, 2887677

MUMBAI
Goods being industrial chemicals, chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals, fertilizers, fertilizing
preparations, foundry moulding preparations, moderating materials for nuclear reactors, oil-separating chemicals,
chemical reagents, waterproofing chemicals.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2185865.
2966982 19/05/2015
ALPESH D. GOSWAMI
trading as ;M/S. SANJIVANI CROP CARE
"DASHARATH" PEDAK ROAD, OPP. GOVIND BAGH, VEGETABLE MARKET CROSS ROAD, RAJKOT - 03. GUJRAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
FERTILIZERS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 01
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :28/05/2010
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF SOIL CONDITIONERS,FERTILIZERS,BIO FERTILIZERS,ODOR CONTROL,BIO REMEDIATION AND MANURES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 1
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.SUPER..
GUJARAT LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
9 - KRISHNA ESTATE, GORWA, BARODA - 390 016. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/01/2015
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF BIO CHEMICALS, PESTICIDES, FERTILIZER, INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES AND BIO PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 01
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.""ZINCLIFE"".
BRIXTONER

3305733  08/07/2016
MAHAPEEK FERTILIZERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Manufacturers, Traders And Distributors
AT POST TELANGWADI, TAL MOHOL, ASHTI, SOLAPUR 413324
Manufacturer, Trader, Distributor

 BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEMANT SURESHRAO PAWAR
Shop No. B-2, KPCT Mall, Adjacent to Vishal Mega Mart, Fatimanagar, Wanwadi, Pune -411 040.
Used Since :02/05/2016

MUMBAI
Included in class 1 Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
SYNBIOTECH INC.
No. 66, Beiling 6th Rd., Luzhu Dist., Kaohsiung City 821, Taiwan, R.O.C.
a corporation incorporated under the laws of Taiwan, R.O.C.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Probiotic products used in industry and agriculture for control of moulds, microorganisms and toxins for preserving feed silage and forage; cultures of microorganisms used in the fermentation of silage; cultures of microorganisms used in the fermentation of feed and plants.
TIORES
3716394 01/01/2018
AIRSON BENDITO INDUSTRIES (INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry, Adhesives for waterproofing, Waterproofing chemical compositions, waterproofing preparations (chemical), coating for waterproofing (chemicals), waterproofing compounds (other than paint), cement-waterproofing preparations except paints, waterproofing chemicals (cement) except paints, chemical preparations for water proofing masonry, Chemical compositions for waterproofing masonry, Cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints, Waterproof coatings [chemical, other than paints], Additives (Chemical -) for use in waterproofing concrete, Additives (Chemical -) for use in waterproofing masonry, Additives (Chemical -) for use in waterproofing asphalt, Waterproofing membranes in liquid chemical form for use in construction, Protective coatings for waterproofing surfaces of buildings [other than paints or oils]
3753520  14/02/2018
AGRIFORT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
911, SECTOR- M, AASHIANA, KANPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW 226012
Registered Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GERMINATION INHIBITORS.
3755628  16/02/2018
XIANGRUI INDUSTRY PRIVATE LIMITED
167/16 SEC-16, BAHADURGHAR JHARJAR HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELI
OFFICE GLUE, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY (CLASS-1)
KATALOX LIGHT
3770588 06/03/2018
RUSHI SANATBHAI JANI
trading as ;WATER MANAGEMENT COMPANY
SHED NO 43 - 44, SHYAM INDUSTRIAL HUB, B/H DEVANG STEEL, NR. HOF NH - 8, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD - 382213
GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
CLARIFICATION PREPARATIONS / PURIFICATION PREPARATIONS, FILTERING PREPARATIONS FOR THE BEVERAGES INDUSTRY, FILTERING MATERIALS [CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS], FILTERING MATERIALS [MINERAL SUBSTANCES], WATER-PURIFYING CHEMICALS, WATER-SOFTENING PREPARATIONS.
CATALOX LIGHT

3770590 06/03/2018

RUSHI SANATBHAI JANI
trading as; WATER MANAGEMENT COMPANY

SHED NO 43 - 44, SHYAM INDUSTRIAL HUB, B/H DEVANG STEEL, NR. HOF NH - 8, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD - 382213
GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CLARIFICATION PREPARATIONS / PURIFICATION PREPARATIONS, FILTERING PREPARATIONS FOR THE BEVERAGES INDUSTRY, FILTERING MATERIALS [CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS], FILTERING MATERIALS [MINERAL SUBSTANCES], WATER-PURIFYING CHEMICALS, WATER-SOFTENING PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 1

ZEOFINE
3770591 06/03/2018
RUSI SANATBHAI JANI
trading as; WATER MANAGEMENT COMPANY
SHED NO 43 - 44, SHYAM INDUSTRIAL HUB, B/H DEVANG STEEL, NR. HOF NH - 8, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD - 382213 GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLARIFICATION PREPARATIONS / PURIFICATION PREPARATIONS, FILTERING PREPARATIONS FOR THE BEVERAGES INDUSTRY, FILTERING MATERIALS [CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS], FILTERING MATERIALS [MINERAL SUBSTANCES], WATER-PURIFYING CHEMICALS, WATER-SOFTENING PREPARATIONS.
RISLONE

3773969  09/03/2018

BAR'S PRODUCTS, INC.
10386 North Holly Road P.O. Box 187 Holly, Michigan 48442, United States of America

A Corporation organized under the laws of Michigan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARAD VADEHRA
KAN AND KRISHME, Attorneys at Law, KNK House, A-11, Shubham Enclave, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi-110063, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Products for engine repair and maintenance, namely, chemical additives for use with internal combustion engines, anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; anti-leak substances for internal combustion engines, namely, automobile brake system leak sealants; automobile power steering system leak sealants, engine oil leak sealant; radiator system leak sealant; chemical additives for coolants; chemical additives for fuel; coolants for vehicle engines; automobile cooling system leak sealants; chemical compositions, namely, additives for automotive cooling systems and transmissions; fuel injection cleaner chemical additive for internal combustion engine fuel injectors; automotive maintenance fluids, namely, brake fluid, power steering fluid, clutch fluid, cooling system fluids
LAPOX BANGLEGRIP

3788725  26/03/2018

ATUL LIMITED
AT & PO: ATUL - 396020, DIST VALSAD GUJARAT INDIA

Used Since :30/04/2016

To be associated with:

AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES.
LA RENON
3792017  29/03/2018
LA RENON HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
208, ISCON ELEGANCE, S. G. HIGHWAY, CIRCLE-P, AHMEDABAD-380 051. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING AND FIRE PREVENTION COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; SUBSTANCES FOR TANNING ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; ADHESIVES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; PUTTIES AND OTHER PASTE FILLERS; COMPOST, MANURES, FERTILIZERS; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE INCLUDED IN CLASS-01.
LAPOX ULTRAFIX

3804886  13/04/2018
ATUL LIMITED
LEGAL AND SECRETARIAL DEPT. P. O. ATUL - 396020 DIST VALSAD GUJARAT
Used Since :31/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES.
RE1000-PRO
3814563    24/04/2018
KWIK FASTENING SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B 1102, ABROL VASTU PARK, NEAR RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, EVERSINE NAGAR, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, CHEMICAL USED FOR TEMPERING AND SOLDERING RODS AND IN CONSTRUCTION, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY AND PRODUCTS USED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES AND ALL OTHER PRODUCT COVERED UNDER CLASS 1
3815434  24/04/2018
MR. DEEPAK PRAKASH RAJMANE
SR No. 15, Plot No. 3/4, Dattanagar, Bannoli, Kupwad, Miraj, Sangli – 416436
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Flat No. 4, 2nd Floor, Parvati Darshan Building, Opp. Hero Showroom, Near Ingale Bridge, Shivane, Pune -411023
Used Since :17/10/2012
MUMBAI
Fertilizer, Chemicals Used In Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Organic Manure, Micronutrients, Plant Growth Promoter And Organic Plant Biostimulants
3815440  24/04/2018
NISARGA CROP CARE (I) PVT. LTD.
Nisarga Plaza, Plot No. 193, Near Sainik School Campus, Amruteshwar Nagar, Tasgaon, Sangli - 416312.
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Flat No. 4, 2nd Floor, Parvati Darshan Building, Opp. Hero Showroom, Near Ingale Bridge, Shivane, Pune -411023
Used Since :01/04/2008
MUMBAI
Fertilizer, Chemicals Used In Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Organic Manure, Micronutrients, Plant Growth Promoter And Organic Plant Biostimulants
VENLISH

3815782  25/04/2018
SWAPAN GANGULY
trading as ;M/S VANQUISH BIOTECH
NO. 87, ROY BAHADUR ROAD, BEHALA, KOLKATA - 700034
MANUFACTURER
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIDHI SHARMA
IP NATION;D-177,SHYAM PARK EXT., SAHIBABAD,GHAZIABAD
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
RAW WHITE CONCENTRATED PHENYL.
3815904  25/04/2018
D.K TRADING COMPANY
A-01 Second floor Anand Complex Nr. Maruti Suzuki Showroom Sola Overbridge Thaltej Ahmedabad 380059
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Fertilizers, Salts [fertilisers]
VioStar Lite

3816308   25/04/2018
TECHNOVA IMAGING SYSTEMS (P) LIMITED
PLOT NO.E1/2/3, MIDC, TALOJA 410 208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1687330
MUMBAI
PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES; SENSITIZED PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES; PRE-SENSITIZED FILMS; PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES SENSITIZED AND ENRICHED BY COMPUTER-TO-PLATE TECHNOLOGY FEATURES OR VIOLET LIGHT OR RADIATION OR COATED WITH SPECIAL CHEMICALS; ALUMINIUM PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES; COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES; FERROTYPE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES, VIOLET PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES; PRINTING PLATES INCLUDING OFFSET PRINTING PLATES, OFFSET LITHOGRAPHIC ALUMINIUM PLATES, POLYESTER PRINTING PLATES AND PAPER PRINTING PLATES INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; PRINTING PLATES SENSITIZED AND ENRICHED BY COMPUTER-TO-PLATE TECHNOLOGY FEATURES OR TREATED BY OR COATED WITH SPECIAL CHEMICALS WHICH ARE SENSITIVE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT; PRE-SENSITIZED CHEMICALS; CHEMICALLY TREATED AND COATED PLATE USED FOR PRINTING ON OFFSET MACHINES; PRINT CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
3816500    25/04/2018

SRF LIMITED
Block-C, Sector-45, Gurgaon Haryana
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3760837

DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science; Refrigerant Gas used for Cooling, used in Room AC, Car AC & refrigerators besides its Commercial /Industrial usage.
SRF LIMITED
Block-C, Sector-45, Gurgaon Haryana
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3760837

DELI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science; Refrigerant Gas used for Cooling, used in Room AC, Car AC & refrigerators besides its Commercial /Industrial usage.
Salviyes Pharmical

3816762   26/04/2018

VAISHALI SALVI TRADING AS SALVIYES PHARMICAL
34, Mayasagar Society, Tagore Nagar No. 3, Vikhroli (East), Mumbai – 400 083, Maharashtra, India

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S A ASSOCIATES

Used Since :08/06/2015

MUMBAI

Chemicals used in industry; chemicals and intermediates for use in the medicinal, pharmaceutical industries; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations and natural elements; chemical additives and vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals and cosmetics; Api And Pharmaceutical Intermediaries preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical industry included in class 01
AGRIPONICS
3816830   26/04/2018
HEMANTH C
#2A, 14TH MAIN, MC LAYOUT, VIJAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560040
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
CAPTAIN'S FARM
Village – Nadode, Taluka – Khalapur, District – Raigad - 410202, Maharashtra, India
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
Manures; farmyard manures; animal manure.
XMOLD POLYMERS PVT LTD
W-122D, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR -B, 4TH STREET, ANNA NAGAR WEST ETN, CHENNAI - 600101

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 1

3817073 26/04/2018
TATEHO KAGAKU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (DOING BUSINESS AS TATEHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.)
974, Aza Kato, Kariya, Ako-shi, Hyogo 678-0239 JAPAN
a Japanese company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since: 09/08/2012
DELHI
Chemicals; chemical materials used in industry; magnesium oxide; magnesium oxide ceramics; electro fused magnesium oxide
ATPGEL

3817355    26/04/2018

20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :05/03/2018

AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
RIO-BENT EW

3817356  26/04/2018

20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Angents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since :25/08/2016

To be associated with:
2050225

AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
FASTFLOW P
3817357  26/04/2018
20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :12/11/2012
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
FASTFLOW S
3817358   26/04/2018
20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :19/11/2012
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
VAPOR OXOL 3F
3817359   26/04/2018
20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :30/03/2011
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
VAPORBLOCK

3817360  26/04/2018

20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :19/12/2011

AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
VAPORMAT

3817361  26/04/2018
20 MICRONS NANO MINERALS LTD.
PLOT NO - 9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA – 391 760, DIST : VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :20/05/2011
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS AND MINERALS USED IN INDUSTRY.
ZINCISTAN

3817371  26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195

THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Fertilizers, Plant Growth Regulating Preparations, Plant Growth Regulators, Plant Growth Regulating Substances,
Preparations For Regulating Plant Growth, Plant Growth Regulators For Agricultural Purposes, Plant Growth Regulators
For Agricultural Use, Biological Preparations For Use In Industry And Science, Agricultural Chemicals, Chemicals Used In
Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Chemicals For Use In Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Except Fungicides,
Herbicides, Insecticides And Parasiticides, Chemicals For Use In Industry, Science And Photography, As Well As In
Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry.
DR. KONE
3817372  26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Fertilizers, Plant Growth Regulating Preparations, Plant Growth Regulators, Plant Growth Regulating Substances,
Preparations For Regulating Plant Growth, Plant Growth Regulators For Agricultural Purposes, Plant Growth Regulators
For Agricultural Use, Biological Preparations For Use In Industry And Science, Agricultural Chemicals, Chemicals Used In
Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Chemicals For Use In Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry, Except Fungicides,
Herbicides, Insecticides And Parasiticides, Chemicals For Use In Industry, Science And Photography, As Well As In
Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry.
3818227  27/04/2018
SAVIVTA MALHOTRA W/o LALIT MALHOTRA
trading as ;JAKHAR AGRO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. -34, KRISHNA NAGAR, NEAR BORING CHOURAHA, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES
TCI REGISTRATION SERVICES A- 207, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 12/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
ADHESIVE, COATING FOR WATER PROOFING COMPOUNDS, CHEMICAL, LIQUID CHEMICALS FOR CONSTRUCTION
TILES POLISHING CHEMICALS.
MANDAVYA
3818488   27/04/2018
HEMANTH KUMAR G P
228, GUTHALU ROAD, MANDYA TALUK, MANDYA- 571403
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
3818735   27/04/2018
SURFACE SOLUTION
D- 931, SECTOR- 6, MARKAT NAGAR,CUTTACK -753014
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH CHANDRA SAHOO
PLOT NO-4,CUTTACK ROAD,BHUBANESWAR PIN-751006

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Includes mainly chemical products used in industry, science and agriculture, including those which go to the making of products belonging to other classes
3819197  28/04/2018
SH. VISHAL BATT A S/O SH. RAJINDER BATT A TRADING AS GANPATI MARKETING
Bal Market, Amloh Road, Mandi Gobindgarh-147301 (Punjab)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
Chemical used in fixing of tiles & tile adhesive, Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry included in class 01
HDD GRADE

3819277    28/04/2018
MR. RAM LAL BISHNOI, S/O. MR. BABU LAL BISHNOI
M/s. NEELKANTH CHEMICAL AND MINERAL, D-95, RIICO COLONY, BORANADA, JODHPUR-342012, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN SHIVHARE
NAKA CHANDRVAADNI NEHAR WALI MATA ROAD LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)474009
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bentonite
FERROMAXXER

3819299  28/04/2018
DEEPAK GARG
REST HOUSE ROAD, ROOP NAGAR COLONY, WARD NUMBER 5, LEHRAGAGA, DISTT SANGRUR, PUNJAB 148031
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
446/1, Sec 41-A, Chandigarh

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE & HORTICULTURE
3819655 28/04/2018
VIRENDRA KUMAR SHARMA
DELHI ROAD, NEAR CHILDREN ACADEMY SCHOOL, DIWAKARI, ALWAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TILE ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
3819658   28/04/2018
VIRENDRA KUMAR SHARMA
DELHI ROAD, NEAR CHILDREN ACADEMY SCHOOL, DIWAKARI, ALWAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TILE ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
3819660  28/04/2018
VIRENDRA KUMAR SHARMA
DELHI ROAD, NEAR CHILDREN ACADEMY SCHOOL, DIWAKARI, ALWAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TILE ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
3819661 28/04/2018
VIRENDRá KUMAR SHARMA
DELHI ROAD, NEAR CHILDREN ACADEMY SCHOOL, DIWAKARI, ALWAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TILE ADHESIVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
3820368    30/04/2018
BHUSHAN RAM
trading as ;M/s SHRI GANESH TEST HOUSE
1083/A, KRISHNA NAGAR-4, BABA NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201001.
MANUFACTURER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Graphite, Carbon, Sodium sulphate, Soda ash, Acids.
ARVIND KUMAR ARYA
VILL-HAFIJ PUR, POST-PEEPLI DAUD, TEH-HASANPUR, AMROHA, UTTAR PRADESH-244241

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Substances for tanning animal skins and hides; Adhesives for use in industry; Putties and other paste fillers; Compost, manures, fertilizers; Biological preparations for use in industry and science
ROCKMAN

3820772 01/05/2018
ROCKMAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-7, Focal Point, Ludhiana - 141 010, Punjab
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Chemical used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; carbon composites; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesive used in industry
NUTRILAM

3821171  01/05/2018
M/S. NUTRIFERT AGRI INPUTS PVT. LTD.
BAPHNA D-4/5/6, AMBE HILL, AT POST- Jaulke, TAL- DINDORI, DIST- NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizers and chemicals
3821693  02/05/2018
M/S. INDOGULF CROPSCIENCES LIMITED
501, GOPAL HEIGHTS, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034.
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G L VERMA
MOTISH-IP, 221, V.B.Plaza, Plot-10, PKT-7, Sector-12, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER, ORGANIC MANURE, FERTILIZERS, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
2436222   03/12/2012
MR AJAY JAIN
AMIT JAIN
PUNITA JAIN
trading as ;AAYKAY INDUSTRIES
61/26 SITE-4 INDUSTRIAL AREA SAHIBABAD GHAZIABAD U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PAINTS, POLYURETHANE COATINGS, DISTEMPER, LACQUIRE, TINNER, THINNER, HAMMER STONE, DDL, VARNISH, THINNER, S. SEALAR, MALAMINE IN CLASS-2.
FLASH DRY

2527570 08/05/2013
TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
3-13, KYOBASHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
Manufacturers and Merchants
a Japanese Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002
Used Since: 31/03/2010
DELHI

Paints; varnishes; lacquers; colorants; raw natural resins; dyestuffs; pigments; printing ink
2528200 09/05/2013
MR. VIPIN JAIN
trading as ;RATTAN PAINTS & CHEMICALS
7/69, 484/6A/2A, S.NO-6, SHALIMAR PARK, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :14/04/2012
DELHI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, ENAMELS, PRIMERS, PAINT REMOVER, REDUCER RETARDED, SEALER, SYNTHETIC ENAMEL PAINTS, POLISHES, CLEARS VARNISH, INTERIOR EMULSION PAINTS, STRainers, POLISH, WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES), PRIMERS. ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER INCLUDED IN CLASS -2
2528201  09/05/2013
MR. VIPIN JAIN
trading as ;RATTAN PAINTS & CHEMICALS
7/69, 484/6A/2A, S.NO-6, SHALIMAR PARK, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :14/04/2012
DELHI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, ENAMELS, PRIMERS, PAINT REMOVER, REDUCER RETARDED, SEALER, SYNTHETIC ENAMEL
PAINTS, POLISHES, CLEARS VARNISH, INTERIOR EMULSION PAINTS, STRAINERS, POLISH, WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES),
PRIMERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER INCLUDED IN CLASS -2.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DYNASTAR

2537681   24/05/2013

TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
Sogokan 110 Tower, 7-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN
Manufacturers and Merchants
a Japanese Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR - 27, GURGAON - 22 002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Mordants; wood preservatives; dyes; pigments; colorants; dyestuffs; paints; varnishes; lacquers; printing inks; printing inks for ink jet printers; toners for photocopiers; nonferrous metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
2574781 02/08/2013
NEERAJ KAPOOR
SIDDHARTHA KAPOOR
trading as ;MONALISA COLOUR & CHEMICAL CO.
9.PRAN KRISHNA MUKHERJEE ROAD,KOLKATA 700002, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since : 29/05/2013
KOLKATA
PAINTS AND VARNISHES INCLUDED IN CLASS-02.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO
ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1052128.
2787324 06/08/2014
SNOWCEM PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-702, PRANIK CHAMBERS, SAKIVIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI 400072
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETORIATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION
NO..APP.NO.1508071,1508077,1612614,1660588,1883323.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018

Class 2

2985685 15/06/2015
PANKAJBHAI N. PATEL
trading as ;M/S.AKSHARDHAM PAINTS
B/15, KRISHNA GOPAL ESTATE,FORGE & BLOWER COMPOUND, MEMCO, NARODA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 25, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 13/09/2005

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF ALLUMINIUM, GOLDEN, SILVER PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 02.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK RESTRICTED FOR STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND GUJARAT ONLY by way of tm-m.
3664635  27/10/2017
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3295, 188443, 188444, 292460, 492221, 672265, 672268, 841937, 1463957, 2041640, 2041641

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDANTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING,
DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART
NEROLAC MASTERPAINTER

3664638    27/10/2017

KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3295, 188443, 188444, 292460, 492221, 672266, 672268, 841937, 1776969, 2041640, 2041641, 2062431, 3664635

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDANTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING,
DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART
KULDEEP SAXENA
M/s. S.R. CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS AT KHASRA No. 283, NAGLA AKKHE, MAUZA PATHOLI, AGRA (UTTAR PRADESH).

PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO
36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI AGRA 282003 UP

Used Since: 14/03/2018

DELHI

WALL PUTTY, SAMOSAM, PAINTS, DECORATIVE WHITE CEMENT.
LAPOX BANGLEGRIP
3788731  26/03/2018
ATUL LIMITED
AT & PO: ATUL - 396020, DIST VALSAD GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :30/04/2016
To be associated with:
568940
AHMEDABAD
NATURAL RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES.
LAPOX ULTRAFIX
3804885  13/04/2018
ATUL LIMITED
LEGAL AND SECRETARIAL DEPT. P. O. ATUL - 396020 DIST VALSAD GUJARAT
Used Since :31/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
NATURAL RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES
UMA PAINTS INDUSTRIES

3813672   23/04/2018

REVABHAI JOITARAM PATEL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. UMA PAINT INDUSTRIES
33, VISHNU INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NR. RUGHUNATH HIGH SCHOOL, BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD 3800024

PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABRAHAM JOSEPH PINGLE
BASEMENT 14, CENTER POINT, PANCHAVATI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006.

Used Since :01/07/2002

AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES (OTHER THAN INSULATING VARNISH), ENAMELS (IN THE NATURE OF PAINTS), PAINTER’S COLOURS (INCLUDING METAL IN POWDERED FORM), DISTEMPERS, LACQUERS, PAINT AND VARNISH DRIERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD, PUTTIES, STAPPERS AND FILLORS FOR USE OF PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853 , 11/06/2018 Class 2

3816566  25/04/2018
SARDA INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES
F-790B, ROAD NO 13, VKI AREA, JAIPUR-302013
ASSOCIATION OF PERSON
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since :01/03/2016

AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
EUROSIGN
3817749  26/04/2018
RAHUL KUMAR AGARWAL, TRADING AS: M/S. BAJRANG SCREEN-O-GRAPHIC
NARAYAN MARKET, LANGARTOLI, PATNA-800 004, BIHAR, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
INK & CARTRIDGES
3817779  26/04/2018
PRAMOD PATHAK
302B, matoshree park cooperative society ltd, bhandup village, bhandup east, mumbai-400042
construction chemicals, paints
proprietor of Multichem Industries
Used Since :01/10/2010
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, THINNER, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
3818417  27/04/2018
EDWIN PATRICK J
S.F NO 186/5A, PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SICO COIMBATORE - 641021
Trading as NISSI TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants, dyes; Inks for printing, marking and engraving; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art, Primer, Primer thinners, Silver emulsions [pigments], Emulsion paints, Distempers, Agglutinants for paints and for putty.
1613653   22/10/2007
PARUL DUTTA  
trading as ;KAMAKHYA SOAP FACTORY
RAJAMAI DAM (KALISTHAN) ROAD, P.O.JORHAT, ASSAM, PIN-785 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/03/1992
KOLKATA 
DETERGENT AND SOAP
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD JANTA AND ALL
OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO
AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF ASSAM BY FILING A REQUEST ON
FORM TM- M..
1657063    22/02/2008
JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LIMITED
SECTOR 128, NOIDA-201304
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Used Since :01/02/2008
DELI
PERFUMES AND PERFUMERY; COSMETICS, HAIR DYES, HAIR OILS, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR LOTIONS, SKIN CARE, BEAUTY
MASKS AND ADHESIVES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, ABRASIVE PAPER AND CLOTH, MAKE-UP AND BEAUTY
PREPARATIONS; SHAMPOO, SOAPS, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, COLOGNE,
ANTIPERSPIRANTS, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, TALCUM POWDER AND OTHER TOILETRY PREPARATIONS.
FRESHODENT

2159319   14/06/2011

OMEGA REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
NEAR M.I.T.C. WORK SHOP, MEERUT ROAD, KARNAL- 132 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARKS CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 110 001.
Used Since : 03/05/2006

DELHI

TOOTHPASTE, MOUTHWASH AND DENTIFRICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
Priority claimed from 08/11/2011; Application No. : 40-2011-0061915 ;Republic of Korea
2324508    01/05/2012
ANNICK GOUTAL
14 RUE DE CASTIGLIONE 75001, PARIS , FRANCE
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A company duly organised and existing under laws of France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAI CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUMES; COSMETICS; MAKE-UP FOUNDATIONS; LIPSTICKS; EYE SHADOWS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN
CARE; SKIN LOTIONS; SOLID POWDER FOR COMPACTS(COSMETICS); HAIR SHAMPOOS; DENTIFRICES
BLACK MAGIC WORLD

2327838   08/05/2012
VINOD ASRANI
trading as ;ST. LOUIS
250- KOTLA GAON, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.P. SINGH, ADV.
B-77, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
SCENTS, SPRAY PERFUMES. DEODORANTS ONLY INCLUDED IN CLASS
Vida Tokyo

2434264   28/11/2012
VIDA CO. LTD.
trading as ;Vida Co. Ltd.
Kitamura Bldg. 5F, 1-17-15 Nishishinbashı, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0003, Japan
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
Professional Hair Care Cosmetics such as shampoo, conditioners, Hair treatments, straight perm products for beauty salons and also for personal hair care
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.TOKYO AND MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2448613    26/12/2012
ABRO INDUSTRIES, INC.,
3580 BLACKTHORN COURT, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46628, USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF INDIAN USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TITUS & CO.,
R-77A, GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI 110048
Used Since :28/02/2002
DELHI
CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR CARBURETOR AND CHOKE.
AVIS GARDEN

2521451  29/04/2013

ANJANI KUMAR CHOURASIA
trading as ;CHOURASIA PRODUCTS
D 54/158 K RAMKUND JADDUMANDI LUXA VARANASI 221010 UP

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHASTRI REGISTRATION BUREAU
2-5, (1ST FLOOR), GYAN MANDAL PLAZA, MAIDAGIN, VARANASI, (U.P.).

Used Since :13/06/1989

DELHI

COSMETICS, PERFUMES, NAIL POLISH, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, KUM-KUM BINDI, KUM-KUM POWDER, MEHANDI POWDER AND FACE AND BODY GLITTERS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PANTHERE

2524985  03/05/2013

CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG
22 HINTERBERGSTRASSE POSTFACH 61 6312 STEINHAUSEN SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..424701..
2526269  07/05/2013
JATIN GOEL
trading as ;SHAHJI PRODUCTS
H-205, NEW SEELAMPUR, DELHI 110053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
 PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :22/10/2012
DELHI
DHOOP & AGARBATI AS PER CLASS 03.
GAGAN
2526515  07/05/2013
VINAY KUMAR KURELE
15/M/20, Dabouli, Kanpur-208022
Manufacturer & Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH KUMAR MIGLANI
Prop. Worldwide Registration Bureau 60/30, New Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110 005
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Laundry Soap, Washing soap & powder, Liquid Soap, Detergents, Cleaning preparations, Bleaching preparations, Laundry Blue.
MAN OF STEEL

2529534  10/05/2013

RAJESH GUPTA
trading as ;SUNDER PERSONAL CARE
196/186/11/3 Vill. Jahron, Trilokpur Road, Kala Amb, Himachal Pradesh-173030
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN, PROPRIETOR OF AN INDIAN FRIM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
TALIMOIST

2529753   13/05/2013
RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;TALIN REMEDIES
4-5 NAGPAL MARKET BAZAR BHAGTAN WALA AMRITSAR PUNJAB 143001 INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP

Used Since :20/04/2013

DELHI
FACE AND BODY WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATION; SUN BLOCK PREPARATION,SUN SCREEN PREPARATION, SKIN EMOLLIENT, SKIN LOTIONS, HAND CREAMS, SKIN MOISTURIZER AND NON MEDICATED LIP LAM; AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS; SHAVING BALMS; FACIAL LOTIONS; ANTIPERSPIRANTS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTIONS, HAIR POMADES,SKIN SOAPS> PERFUMES; SKIN CLEANSING LOTION; COLOGNES; EYE CREAMS; SHAVING CREAMS; SKIN CREAMS; FACIAL SCRUBS; SHAVINGLOTIONS; BODYPOWDER; BODY SCRUBS; SHAMPOO; HAIR CONDITIONER; NON-MEDICATED ACNE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS; NON MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS ANDABRASIVEPREPARATIONS;SOAPS;PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
AMOREPACIFIC Treatment Color Control Cushion
2529958 13/05/2013
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
181, 2-GA, HANGANG-RO, YONGSAN-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Manufacturers & trader
A KOREAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
500852, 707396, 1004409, 2041392
DELHI
Make-up preparations; Cosmetic preparations for baths; Hair shampoos; Cosmetic preparations for skin care; Shampoos for pets; Balms other than for medical purposes; False eyelashes; Perfumes; Cosmetic soaps; Cosmetics
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the other descriptive matter appearing on the mark..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SILVO
2530654  14/05/2013
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) LTD
227 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PHASE-III OKHLA NEW DELHI 20
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/12/1920
DELHI
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; METAL POLISHES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS.
BRASSO
2530655  14/05/2013
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) LTD
227 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PHASE-III OKHLA NEW DELHI 20
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/12/1911
DELHI
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; METAL POLISHES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
R.P. KHATAN (HUF)
SARLA DEVI KHATAN
trading as; R.P. ELECTRONICS
B-7/2 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE II NEW DELHI 110020 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/07/2012
DELHI
BABY WIPES DISPOSABLE WIPES, COSMETIC WIPES.
ELVON
2534032 20/05/2013
SH. PURSHOTTAM DAYAL BHALOTIA
SH. RAJAT KUMAR BHALOTIA
trading as; WONDER PRODUCTS
A -2/494 SECTOR -8 ROHINI DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :22/10/2003
DELHI
SOAPS, FAIRNESS CREAMS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR OIL, DEODORANTS, HAIR REMOVAL CREAM, SHAVING CREAM,
TOOTH PASTE, CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
PLASH
2534033  20/05/2013
SH. PURSHOTTAM DAYAL BHALOTIA
SH. RAJAT KUMAR BHALOTIA
trading as ;WONDER PRODUCTS
A -2/494 SECTOR -8 ROHINI DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :22/10/2003
DELHI
SOAPS, FAIRNESS CREAMS, SHampoos, HAIR OIL, DEODORANTS, HAIR REMOVAL CREAM, SHAVING CRaeAM,
TOOTH PASTE, CLEANING PREparATIONS AND COSMETICS INCLUDED IN ClASS 03
SURENDRA KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;SURENDRA ENTERPRISES
RAILWAY ROAD KAIMGANJ DISTT FARRUKHABAD U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, SOAPS, DETERGENTS NOT FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF PUNJAB

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
DOWNTOWN CALVIN KLEIN

Priority claimed from 13/02/2013; Application No. : 1045732 ;Chile

205, WEST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK - 10018, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

1586015, 2045544

DELHI

PERFUMERY; COSMETICS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 3

2594532  11/09/2013
JAYDEEP ASHOK THAKER
PRANAV ASHOK THAKER
trading as ;JAY PRANAV AYURVEDIC PHARMACEUTICALS
37/292, OLD ANAND NAGAR, NEAR VAKOLA POLICE STATION SANTACRUZ-EAST, MUMBAI-400055
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :12/02/2013

MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF SHAMPOO, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR TONICS, HAIR DYE, COLOURING MATTERS FOR HAIR,
PREPARATIONS FOR CONDITIONING HAIR, HAIR STYLING GEL, COSMETICS(NON-MEDICATED), PERFUMES AND
PERFUMERY PRODUCTS, ATTARS, SHAVING CREAM AND SHAVING SOAP, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, TOILETRIES,
ESSENTIAL OILS, AROMATIC(ESSENTIAL OILS), DENTIFRICES DETERGENTS AND WASHING POWDER, COLOGNE,
MOISTURIZING LOTION, INCLUDED IN CLASS 3

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."QUEEN"
SEPARATELY.
2740437  20/05/2014
KAPIL MADAN KISHORE MEHRA
trading as ;INSTANT KARMA
405, SRI KRISHNA, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI-(WEST), MUMBAI- 400057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
URVASHI MOHANLAL NAYAK
2ND FLOOR LAXMI SHOPPING CENTRE, VL ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 067

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2661128, 2668589, 2740431, 2740432, 2740433, 2740434, 2740435, 2740436

MUMBAI
GOODS PROVIDING FOR SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS SPECIFICALLY RELATING TO ZODIAC SIGNS OF DIFFERENT INDIVIDUAL BASED ON THEIR BIRTH DATES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2748676  02/06/2014
AL-TAIBA PERFUMERY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AL-TAIBA PERFUMERY PRIVATE LIMITED
29A, ZAKARIA STREET, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA-700073, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian Company duly incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2008
To be associated with:
2359231, 2748585
KOLKATA
Perfumes (Attar), Agarbatti and Soaps being included in Class - 03,
Morisons
2765638    01/07/2014
J.L. MORISON (INDIA) LTD.
trading as ;J.L. MORISON (INDIA) LTD.
RASOI COURT,20, SIR R N MUKHERJEE ROAD,KOLKATA - 700 001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :14/12/2005
KOLKATA
Soaps, Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions and Dentifrices.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MARK KROMFELD
trading as ;JACQUI AND DAVID
8500 NW, 56TH STREET, MIAMI, FLORIDA, USA - 33166.
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
USA NATIONALITY
Used Since :01/06/2014
MUMBAI
PERFUMERY AND COSMETICS
2780827  25/07/2014
BANDANA ROY
trading as ;BRS INNOVATION
21,CRAIG STREET,KAMARHATI ,KOLKATA -700058
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Agarbatti, Phenyl, Room Freshener, Perfume, Body Spray, Liquid Soap & Soap Bar.
2786658 05/08/2014
GITANJALI GEMS LIMITED
A-1, 7TH FLOOR, LAXMI TOWERS, BKC, BANDRA, MUMBAI
TRADERS AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMES, COSMETICS, PRODUCTS FOR BLEACHING AND PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING, POLISHING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATION
2787717  06/08/2014
SALIM AHMED
KHURRAM NAWAB
trading as : ARMANI FRAGRANCE
18, PARSEE CHURCH STREET, KOLKATA - 01, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JP TRADE MARK SERVICES
"APARNA BUSINESS CENTRE", 5, CLIVE HOUSE (STRAND ROAD), ROOM NO.C-3, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :04/04/2014
KOLKATA
Attar, Deo, Perfumery
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2815837  24/09/2014
O.F.I. OFFICINA FARMACEUTICA ITALIANA S.P.A.
trading as ;O.F.I. OFFICINA FARMACEUTICA ITALIANA S.p.A.
VIA VERGA 14 – I-24100 BERGAMO - ITALY.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANTIWRINKLE PREPARATIONS
2816864    24/09/2014
Mr. DEEPAK DAVE
trading as ;DDR INNOVATIONS
24/25, Sarvodaya Industrial Estate, Mahakali Caves Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400 093
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cleaning, polishing, scouring, bleaching preparations & other substances for laundry
2818059  29/09/2014
SHRADDHA ANAND THORAT
trading as ;NILAY ENTERPRISES
9/B-302, ARUNODAYA CHSL, TILAK NAGAR, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400089
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ALOK JAIN
trading as : M/S. ADVANCE HYGIENE PRODUCTS
391/4, PIGDAMBAR, A.B. ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/05/2010
MUMBAI
ROOM FRESHENER, HAND WASH AND FLOOR CLEANER
2948688   24/04/2015
DPB PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as DPB PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
A-16, AYODHYANAGAR SOCIETY, V.I.P. ROAD, KARELIBAUG, VADODARA 390 015 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since: 01/08/2014
To be associated with:
2806000
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTRER OF AGARBATTI DHUP BATTI, COSMETIC ITEMS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. GHAR GHAR KO MEHKAYE AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
MAUSAM
2949425  24/04/2015
YASAR FARUKBHAI TELWALA
trading as ;MAUSAM PERFUMES
VADVA TALAVDI, ALKA ROAD, BHAVNAGAR (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PERFUMERY
SANJAYBHAI SAVJIBHAI RAMANI
trading as; SHREE KESHARIYA CHEMICALS
NEAR KOTHARIYA RING ROAD, KESHARIYA BALAJI TEMPLE ROAD, SWATI PARK MAIN ROAD, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since: 17/06/2014
AHMEDABAD
SOAP, LIQUIDS FOR FLOOR, LAUNDRY BLEACH, DETERGENTS POWDER FOR CLOTH CLEANING.
2959945  11/05/2015
PREMJAYANTI ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
A/64 PARISEEMA COMPLEX, OPP. LAL BUNGALOW, CG. ROAD, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD - 380006 GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEERAJ JYOTISH VASU
C / O "SHATAK” OPP. ISHWAR BHUVAN, NR, COMMERCE SIX ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380009

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
2965653   18/05/2015

YASAR FARUKBHAI TELWALA
trading as ;MAUSAM PERFUMES
VADVA TALAVDI, ALKA ROAD, BHAVNAGAR (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2949425

AHMEDABAD
PERFUMERY

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
2966987  19/05/2015
GUJARAT LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
9 - KRISHNA ESTATE, GORWA, BARODA - 390 016. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/08/2014
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF FLOOR CLEANER AND DEODOURIZER INCLUDED IN CLASS - 3
2978032  03/06/2015
RASULBHAI RAHEMANBHAI PATHAN
trading as ;M/S. KHUSHBU HAIR OIL
HARIPAR ROAD, KOTHIWADI, GADHADA (S.N.) - 364750, DIST:- BHAVNAGAR. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :02/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
HAIR OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
2981119  05/06/2015
GURUMUKH DAS
trading as ;ROYAL UMBRELLA INNOVATIONS
275 BHASKAR MARG,BANIPARK JAIPUR
TRADER
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/08/2011
AHMEDABAD
HOUSE CLEANING PRODUCTS,ROOM FRESHNERS,FRAGRANCES,INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
ROSDEN

2984365  12/06/2015
RAHULBHAI Bhanubhai GAJERA
BHARATBHAI DHIRUBHAI SIDDHAPURA
SANDIPBHAI BABUBHAI VATADORIYA
trading as ;M/S.ROSDEN HEALTHCARE
SHOP NO - 103, PLOT NO - A/294,PANDOL INDUSTRIES,VED ROAD,SURAT - 395 004,GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY
USE,CLEANING,POLISHING,SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATION,SOAP,PERFUMERY,ESSENTIAL
OILS,COSMETICS,HAIR LOTIONS DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 3.
2985624    13/06/2015

JITENDRA RAMANI
trading as : LATA TRADERS
HOUSE NO.1212, KARACHI HOUSE, ROAD KHAWAS JI KA RASTA, HAWA MAHAL ROAD JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since : 01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
MULTANI POWDER, HERBAL PRODUCTS IN CLASS 3
2987722    18/06/2015
RAKANPUR HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD
L/47, Swatantra Senani Nagar, Nava Vadaj, Ahmedabad-380013.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Used Since :17/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF HAND SANITIZER AND CLEANSER.
3040864  26/08/2015
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
BALSARA HOUSE, 43 NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1767074, 1767075

MUMBAI
HAIR OIL AND OTHER HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS
3109327    28/11/2015

SADASHIV GANGRADE
trading as ;M/S. K.G. SALES & MFG.
SHRI DADAJI WARD, KHANDWA, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Detergent powder & cake and agarbatti
OWN YOUR TONE

3345093 26/08/2016
NIEYAATI V. MASURKAR
SHOP NO 3, M.L.C. PANCHSHEEL, SRA BLDG., M-2 CHS, MAHARSHI VALMIKI ROAD, B/H FISH MARKET, MATUNGA
LABOUR CAMP, MATUNGA, MUMBAI- 400019
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEETA MASURKAR
Room No 32, 3rd floor, Bombay Mutual Chambers, New Bombay Stock Exchange, 19/21 Ambala Doshi Marg Mumbai-400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF GOODS FOR COSMETICS . PURPOSES SUCH AS : COSMETICS, COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON WOOL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, CREAMS (COSMETIC -), CREAMS (SKIN WHITENING -), CITRON (ESSENTIAL OILS OF -), COSMETIC KITS, MAKE-UP, MAKE-UP POWDER , MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, MASCARA, MASKS (BEAUTY -), MASSAGE GELS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED SOAP , MINT ESSENCE [ESSENTIAL OIL], MINT FOR PERFUMERY, EYEBROW COSMETICS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYELASHES (ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE -), EYELASHES (COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR -), EYELASHES (FALSE -), FALSE NAILS, FALSE HAIR (ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING -), HAIR COLORANTS , HAIR DYES, HAIR LOTIONS , HAIR SPRAY, HAIR WAVING PREPARATIONS, INCENSE, JASMINE OIL, JELLY (PETROLEUM -) FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES , LACQUER- REMOVING PREPARATIONS, LEAVES OF PLANTS (PREPARATIONS TO MAKE SHINY THE -), NAIL ART STICKERS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL VARNISH , NAILS (FALSE -), LIP GLOSSES, LIPSTICKS , LAVENDER OIL , LAVENDER WATER , LEMON (ESSENTIAL OILS OF -), NAIL ART STICKERS , NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS , OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES , OILS FOR PERFUMES AND SCENTS , PENCILS (COSMETIC - ), PENCILS (EYEBROW -), PERFUMERY , PERFUMES, POWDER (MAKE-UP -), ROSE OIL, SCENTED WATER , SKIN CARE (COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR -), STRIPS (BREATHE FRESHENING -), SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS [COSMETICS], TALCUM POWDER, FOR TOILET USE, TRANSFERS (DECORATIVE -) FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES , ALOE VERA PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES , ALMOND MILK FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, ALMOND OIL, AROMATICS [ESSENTIAL OILS] , ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BATHS (COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR -), BEAUTY MASKS , BLEACHING PREPARATIONS [DECOLORANTS] FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES

The entire label shall be used together as one trademark
3388935  16/10/2016
HEMANT BHARDWAJ
trading as ;AADHUNIK AYURVEDA VITALS
NIRMAL COLONY, BLOCK-B, GALI NO.4, VEERPUR KHURD, RISHIKESH, DEHRADUN (UTTRAKHAND)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
SOAPS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION, PERFUMES AND DEODORANTS
3573189   18/06/2017
M/S STRATUM DERMACARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO 26, RAJENDRA NAGAR, KDK COLLA GE ROAD, NANDANVAN, NAGPUR 440009
PRIVATE LTD FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMANI SUMAN SHVAM
107, JAI SHREE KRISHNA APPT. COLONY, C.A. ROAD, MCHAPRANAGAR SQUARE, NAGPUR-440008.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
Non-medic ated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medic ated cosmetics, non-medic ated hair lotions; Non-medic ated dentifrices
3595924  20/07/2017
SHRI. B. PRADEEP, TRADING AS M/S. STAR SOAPS AND DETERGENTS.
No: 3, Vivekanandar Street, Nehruvil Nagar, Lawspet, Pondicherry – 605 008, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Detergent Powder, Detergent Soap, Dish wash Powder, Dish wash Soap and Soap Oil.
3684742  22/11/2017  
UTTAM KUMAR BANERJEE  
UNIT#06, TBIU SYNERGY BUILDING, IIT DELHI, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI 110016  
Single Firm  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
FALGUN BUCH  
Chambers of Falgun Buch, 11/589, Chopasani Housing Board, Jodhpur-342008, Rajasthan  
Used Since :01/03/2017  
To be associated with:  
2659921  
DELHI  
Cleaning preparations and other substances for use in cleaning, disinfection, scouring and abrasive preparations for toilet and toilet bowl cleaning, detergents included in Class 3.
MG Naturals
3724018 10/01/2018
SARIKA GUPTA
House No -252, Begampura, Kairana, Shamli – 247774, Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/06/2017
DELHI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY,
ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING,
POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
3739171  29/01/2018
FRAGRANCE DE ENERGY
33/75, LATAKUNJ, AJMER ROAD, BALUGANJ, AGRA – 282 001 (U.P.) INDIA.
A Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :24/11/2006
To be associated with:
1509565
DELHI
AROMATHERAPY OILS, AROMATHERAPY LOTIONS AROMATHERAPY CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, NATURAL INCENSE
STICKS (AGARBATHI), CONES, NATURAL INDIAN ATTARS AND POTPAUURI.
SANIPURE

3781499  18/03/2018

MAJA HEALTH CARE DIVISION
G-59, MEZZANINE FLOOR, MARINA ARCADE, MIDDLE CIRCLE, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI110001

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Fabric spray, glass cleaners, toilet cleaners, cleaning preparations, hand cleaning preparations, floor cleaning preparations, and general purpose cleaning liquid.
3786016  23/03/2018
MR. N. P. NASSAR
Baghe barkathi, Machipith, Raopura Vadodara-390001, Gujarat,
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF FLOOR CLEANER IN CLASS 03.
ANJANABEN KISHORBHAI ACHARYA
trading as ;DIVINE HERBAL PRODUCTS
2266322, NR. HITESH BAKERY, SINDHI BAZAR, SOURABJI COMPOUND, JUNA WADAJ, AHMEDABAD-380013. Gujarat India

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HAIR OIL, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR SPRAYS AND CREAMS, DEODORANTS, DISINFECTANT SOAPS, EAU DE COLOGNE, OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, TALCUM POWDERS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDING IN CLASS 3.
3801301  10/04/2018
GADHPAT HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
286 SHRI KRUSHNA IND. ESTATE, OPP G.V.M.M RING ROAD, OPP PAM HOTEL, ODHAV AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT 382430
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FACE WASH, HAIR SERUM, HAIR GROWTH OIL, HAIR WAX.
AAGAM HAIR AND SKIN PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

14A, SUJAN TOWER, OP. SHRADDHADEEP COMPLEX, OP.NIDHI APT.,SHASTRI NAGAR, ANKUR ROAD, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA- 380013

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SOAPS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL USE, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; COSMETICS; MAKE-UP AND MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; BEAUTY MASKS, FACIAL PADS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS, AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; AROMATIC PRODUCTS; HERBAL PRODUCTS; PRE-SHAVE AND AFTER SHAVE PREPARATIONS; DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3806475  16/04/2018
COUNTRYWIDE NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
204, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110019
REGISTERED PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIHAR RANJAN DASH
202, Meghdoot Building 94, Nehru Place New Delhi - 110019
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacture of Non-medicated Perfumery & Fragrances, Essential Oil & Aromatic Extracts belong to Class 3 only.
URVASHIBEN MAHENDRASINH RANA
trading as ;MAHALAXMI ENTERPRISE
197, NILMADHAV RESIDENCY , DIVA ROAD, TA:ANKLESHWAR, DIST: BHARUCH

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT SOAP, WASHING POWDER, PHENYLE, LIQUID SOAP, HAND WASH, TOILETARY ITEMS AND CLEANING MATERIAL.
oz natural
3811925  20/04/2018
MR. SUSHEEL KUMAR PATEL PROP, OF ASTHA CHEMICAL AND DETERGENT
Nimas bahoriband road katni 483330
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHASH SHRUNGARPURE
202,2ND FLOOR ANMOL SAGAR DARSHAN NEW PALASIA INDORE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS, HAND WASH, FACE WASH, BODY WASH, COSMETICS INCLUDING PREPARATIONS TO BE
USED ON FACE AND HAIR LIKE SHAMPOOS, AFTER BATH LOTIONS, HAIR OILS, CREAMS AND GELS, FACE CREAMS,
ANTI-WRINKLE, SKIN REJUVENATING CREAMS, PERFUMERIES, BODY LOTIONS, SPRAYS AND TOILETRIES.
Nature Diaries

3812603   21/04/2018

VIDYA SETH
45, Shankar Sagar, Sophia College Lane, Warden Road, Mumbai 400026, MAHARASHTRA - INDIA

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Body Cleaning and Beauty Care Preparations, Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

AHMEDABAD

Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814462  24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1806738, 1806739, 2503964, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1806738, 1806739, 2503964, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Soap powder, Liquid dishwasher detergents, Detergents for household use,
Liquid soaps, Soaps for laundry use, Soaps for household use Included in Class - 03
3814464 24/04/2018

SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739, 2503964

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814465  24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739
AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814466 24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054, (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814467  24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814468  24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1806738, 1806739, 2503964, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814469  24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814470   24/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054, (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :08/04/1991
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739
AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Included in Class - 03
3814815  24/04/2018
MR. CHANDRA PRAKASH KUMAWAT PROPRIETOR OF M/S. KVN ENTERPRISES
61-62, RAM NAGAR SHOPPING CENTRE, SHASHTRI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302016
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3815149  24/04/2018
B. K. INTERNATIONAL
493B, G. T. Road South, Shibpur, Howrah Block Y 32, Howrah – 711 102
call Indians and Partners of a registered partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
non-medicated cosmetics and beauty products; nail polish, lipstick, lip gloss, lip balm, mascara, eye-shadow,
foundation, rouge, skin cleansers and lotions, shampoos, hair styling and hair care products including hair sprays, hair
oils, hair colours, hair gels and creams; face and body creams and lotions; perfumery and deodorants for personal use ;
essential oils
3815197    24/04/2018
MALHAR GRUH UDYOG
559 B, LOKMANYA TILAK PATH, TRAMBAKESHWAR, NASHIK-422212, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-SWAPNIL SANTOSH SHIKHARE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CAMPHOR FOR INCENSE AND PERFUMERY PURPOSES, AGARBATI, DHOOP.
3815331 24/04/2018

1969 CLOTHING COMPANY LLP

A/12, Orchid Tower, Yamuna Nagar, Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053, Maharashtra.

A limited liability partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.

11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

DEV PRIYA

3815394  24/04/2018
MOKSH AGARBATTI CO.,
No: 39, 3rd Main Road, J.C.Industrial Estate, Yelchanahalli, Kanakapura Road, Bengaluru - 560 062, Karnataka, India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS
Forguest
3815406    24/04/2018
MOHIT JAIN
Hukmakheidi, Behind Ishwari Garden, Rajendra Nagar, A.B. Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin- 452012
Sole Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetic preparations, Cosmetic kits, Cosmetics, Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes.
CLINSELFIE

3815441    24/04/2018

DERMITAS HEALTHCARE
306, SOHAM SHOPPING CENTER, KRUSHNA NAGAR, G.H.B., GANESHPURA, CHHAPRABHATHA, AMROLI, SURAT

partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR R. KADIYA (ADVOCATE)
38, UMIYANAGAR SOCIETY, NR. MUKESHNAGAR, RAJENDRAPARK ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415

Used Since :27/03/2017

AHMEDABAD

Face Wash, Soap, Beauty Cream and Gel
Shahadat
3815603  25/04/2018
KARAN SINGH PANI DAN CHARAN TRADING AS PANJI CORPORATION
6th Floor, Flat No. 605, Bhaupadman Apt. Indralok, Phase-4, Bhayander East, Thane, Maharashtra - 401105
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cleaning preparations, Dry-cleaning fluids.
3815617  25/04/2018
HOLISTIC HEALTHBEAM PRIVATE LIMITED
20 D, POCKET F, MAYUR VIHAR, DELHI-110091
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KUMAR PARIKH
OFFICE NO. 207, D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, TOILET PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3815618  25/04/2018
HITESH MOHANLAL SAVLA (HUF)
No.85 2nd Floor, 1st stage, 5th Phase, 6th Cross, Thimmaiah Street, Shiva Nagar, Behind Basaveshwara Medicals, Bangalore North,
Bengalore- 560010,
Hindu undivided family
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHARUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-
360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALL PERFUMES USED FOR AROMATICS, SOAP AND DETERGENT, BODY PERFUMES, DEODORANT, CAR PERFUMES,
ROOM FRESHENERS, ROLL-IN DEODORENTS.
3815657  25/04/2018
MRS. BHAGYASHREE VIKAS BANBHERU TRADING AS DEMOUNT CARE
Shreyas Nagar, Plot No. 19, Patna Apartment, B Site Satarkar Hospital, Aurangabad – 431 136
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUME, WAX, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTION & SOAP
ONLYNUTRA PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
210/3, SANJAY COLONY, BAGHPAT ROAD, MEERUT
MANUFACTURER, TRADER & EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH TRADE MARK COMPANY, A-7, SARASWATI LOK, DELHI ROAD, MEERUT-250002 U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
CATANIA STUDIO
3815694  25/04/2018
S.S. ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO.2658, PVT NO.3, GROUND FLOOR, GALI ANAR WALI, KINARI BAZAR, NEW DELHI-110006
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU VERMA
J-178 B VISHNU GARDEN, NEAR SHAKTI MANDIR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicat ed dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
HOUSE OF PATAUDI

3815702    25/04/2018

AFSAR ZAIDI
A-104, Redwood, Evershine Greens, Oshiwara, New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053 Maharashtra, India.
Merchants, Traders and Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :23/06/2017
To be associated with:
3582289

MUMBAI
Cosmetics; hair lotions; perfumery; soaps; shampoos; essential oils; personal care products and kits; toiletries; cleaning,
polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; eau de cologne; perfumes; creams; gels; shaving creams; pre-shave and
after-shave lotions; moisturizing creams and preparations; sunscreens; body care products and preparations; anti-per
spirants; deodorants; hair coloring and styling preparations and products; hair conditioners; hair dyes and breath
freshening sprays.
3816289  25/04/2018
WANGMO RINZIN
House No 16, Camp No 2, Tanglipadar, Chandragiri, Gajapati, Chandragiri, Orissa, Pin code- 761017
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13TH CROSS, 10TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Cosmetics preparations
SevenHrs
3816303 25/04/2018
GELNOVA LABORATORIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
C-125, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAHAPE (PAWANE), NAVI MUMBAI - 400 703
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS (NON-MEDICATED); PERSONAL CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS AND MILK; FACIAL WASHES; BODY WASH; LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; NON-MEDICATED SCRUBS FOR FACE AND BODY; PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OIL; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS AND SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; MOISTURISING PREPARATIONS [COSMETIC]; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; SOAPS AND SHAMPOOS; SANITIZER; TALCUM POWDERS AND COMPACTS; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS.
3816405   25/04/2018
GYAN FLAVOURS EXPORT
Hari Chand Mela Ram Complex, Kh No. 703, Main Wazirabad Road, East GokulPur ,DELHI - 110094
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Essential oils,Aromatic essential oils, Pomanders [aromatic substances], Food flavourings [essential oils],Perfumery,Non-
medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching
preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
ANUSPA ACNE PROTEC

3816483    25/04/2018
RAAKESH BISHAN BANSAL
Flat No. 1, Lok Terrace, Plot 16, Sector-17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra
SINGLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2448525, 2641881, 3523706

MUMBAI
Bath soaps, Cosmetic Products, Incense Sticks, Dhoop, Agarbatties, Hand wash, Face wash, Shampoo, Conditioner, Hair Oil, Petroleum Jelly, Perfume, Talcum Powder
3816491   25/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054. (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738
AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Soap powder, Liquid dishwasher detergents, Detergents for household use,
Liquid soaps, Soaps for laundry use, Soaps for household use Included in Class - 03
3816492  25/04/2018
SARAS INDUSTRIES
D-801, Titanium Square, Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380054, (Gujarat State) India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1094269, 1806738, 1806739, 2503964, 3501368

AHMEDABAD
Soap, Detergent Soap, Laundry Detergent, Soap powder, Liquid dishwasher detergents, Detergents for household use,
Liquid soaps, Soaps for laundry use, Soaps for household use Included in Class - 03
3816591  25/04/2018
GURPREET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF DOZ CHEMICAL COMPANY
Village Kangniwal, P.O. Hazara, Jalandhar
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Automotive cleaning preparations; Cleaning preparations; Foam cleaning preparations; Polishing preparations; Cleaning, washing and polishing preparations; Carnauba polishing wax for automobile use; General purpose cleaning, polishing liquids and powders
3816718    26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3816719  26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816720  26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER,
NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE,
LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM,
PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR
OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
अभ्यन इंटरन्याशनल

3816721   26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER,
NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE,
LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM,
PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR
OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816722    26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816723  26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER,
nail glitter, face pack, lotion, soaps & shampoo, bleaching preparation & perfumery, lip care,
lipstick, mascara, facial pack, kajal, blusher, eye liner, eye shadow in powder and liquid form,
-pencil for lips, eyes and eye brows, lip gloss and compact powder(cosmetics), essential oil, hair
oil & gel, hair colour & dye, deodorant, fragrances and perfumery products included in class 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816724  26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834
DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER,
NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE,
LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM,
PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR
OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816725    26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASKARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816726    26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER,
NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE,
LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM,
PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR
OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816727 26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI

Transliteration : AVLON INTERNATIONAL
3816728    26/04/2018

SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI

COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3816729  26/04/2018
SUNIL KUMAR THUKRAL TRADING AS S P PERFUMERY CO.
C-130, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, DELHI-110033.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125834

DELHI
COSMETICS AND HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES INCLUDING BINDI, NAIL POLISH AND REMOVER, NAIL GLITTER, FACE PACK, LOTION, SOAPS & SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY, LIP CARE, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, FACIAL PACK, KAJAL, BLUSHER, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW IN POWDER AND LIQUID FORM, PENCIL FOR LIPS, EYES AND EYE BROWS, LIP GLOSS AND COMPACT POWDER(COSMETICS), ESSENTIAL OIL, HAIR OIL & GEL, HAIR COLOUR & DYE, DEODORANT, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
HOMEOVERS

3816737    26/04/2018

SUCHISMITA MALL
PLOT NO-556/2147, KORDAKANTA VILLAGE, NEAR PURI NH, VIA-JHARPADA, BHUBANESWAR - 751006

THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
SBAL ADITI

3816740  26/04/2018

SUNIL KUMAR SAHU
172/4 JUHI, LAL COLONY, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
APPLY MARK
466, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

DETERGENT POWDER, FLOOR CLEANER, SOAP, AGARBATTHI AND DHOOPBATTI
ATUL RATILAL KANSAGARA
OFFICE NO.F-5, FIRST FLOOR, SKY COMPLEX, GUNDALA CHOWKDI, GUNDALA ROAD, GONDAL (Gujarat)
single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tujsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER, CLEANING POWDER, LIQUID DETERGENT, SOAP, BLEACHING PREPARATION, CLEANING PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3816791  26/04/2018
M/S SCENT IN INDIA
Nilbagan Hojai Assam-782445
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; all included in class 3
3816840    26/04/2018
NISHA MADAAN
B-72, GROUND FLOOR, INDER PURI, NEW DELHI-110012
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86, Om Vihar, Phase-2, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics, Toiletries, Detergents, Cleaning and fragrancing preparations
3816995   26/04/2018
HEMANT TULI
730 SECTOR 7, KARNAL-132001
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3816996  26/04/2018
HEMANT TULI
730 SECTOR 7, KARNAL-132001
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
LUSHIA
3817000  26/04/2018
HIMANSHU
3189, First Floor, Punjabi Basti, Shivaji Katra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GULSHAN SINGH
78/8, Jagriti Vihar, Meerut, U.P. - 250004
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI
Cosmetics, beauty Products, makeup preparations
JUNOON
3817020    26/04/2018
ASHOK KUMAR BHATIA
trading as; KANIKA IMPETUS
PLOT NO.-79, POCKET-M, SECTOR-5, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI-110039
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/01/1987
DELHI
HAIR OIL, FACIAL CREAM, COLD CREAM, SHAMPOOS, PERFUMES (LIQUID), KAJAL, TURMERIC VANISHING CREAM, DEODRANTS, LIP GUARD, DEodorants, SINDUR, TELCUM POWDER, NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICK INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
RACHURI

3817023    26/04/2018
AADITYA INDUSTRIES
H.No: 5-3-68/12/E, Venkateshwara Colony, Katedan, Hyderabad-500077, Telangana, India.
Sole Proprietorship Firm, Proprietor Name is: RACHURI URMILA .
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
RAITHU BANDHU
3817024   26/04/2018
KAVALI RAJKUMAR
H.No:1-48/A, Jinnaram (V), Gandeed(M), Mahabubnagar-509409, Telangana India.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
3817064   26/04/2018
HITESH WADHWA
FLAT NO 202, C BLOCK, KALPA VRIKSH APARTMENTS, 38/53, KRISHNADOSS MAIN ROAD, MANGALAPURAM,
CHENNAI- 600012
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching
preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3817085  26/04/2018
JAI PRAKASH
C/O TULSI MEDICAL STORE, OPPOSITE GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL, MARWAR JUNCTION, PALI, RAJASTHAN - 306001

THE TRADE MARK ACT- 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Toothpaste, Dental bleaching gels, Dental rinses, not for medical purposes, Dentifrice powder, Tooth powder, Dentifrices and mouthwashes, Breath freshening sprays, Breath freshening strips.
3817094  26/04/2018
NATURISTA PRIVATE LIMITED
408, 4th Floor, Concorde Premises, Plot No - 66 A, Sector - 11, CBD, Belapur - 400614
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes.
3817106  26/04/2018
ROOTTREE NATURES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ROOTTREE NATURES PVT. LTD.
MARTIN BURN I-SPACE,2ND FLOOR,OFFICE C,DH6/35,NEWTOWN,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700156,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SOAPS,FACE WASH,SHAMPOO, PERFUME AND COSMETICS
3817190  26/04/2018
SHAILESH KUMAWAT PROPRIETOR OF - A.V. COSMETICS
215, ALKAPURI DEWAS – 455001 (M.P.)
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER SPRAY
3817200  26/04/2018  
PANKAJ GUPTA  
10/16, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR  
Prop.  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAJ KUMAR KATARIA ADVOCATE  
H.NO. 2994/3, 3RD FLOOR, GALI NO. 17, RANJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8  
Used Since :01/07/2017  
To be associated with:  
3606877  
DELHI  
Cleaning Power and detergents and substances for laundry use (not for use in Industrial and manufacturing process), Washing Soaps and detergents in foam of powder, Cake or Bar, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, and dentifrices, Cleaning preparations, kitchen
3817202  26/04/2018

PANKAJ GUPTA
10/16, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR
Prop.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJ KUMAR KATARIA ADVOCATE
H.NO. 2994/3, 3RD FLOOR, GALI NO. 17, RANJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Used Since: 29/04/2017
To be associated with:
3732625, 3817201

DELHI

Cleaning Power and detergents and substances for laundry use (not for use in Industrial and manufacturing process), Washing Soaps and detergents in foam of powder, Cake or Bar, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, and dentifrices
TET SOAP

3817205  26/04/2018

D. SRINIVAS REDDY
8-2-24/2/1, PLOT NO - 24, ROAD NO - 7, SHAKTHI NAGAR, CHINTALAKUNTA, K.V. RANGA REDDY, TELANGNA - 500074

A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SOAPS, BATH SONGS, TOILET SOAPS, SOAPS AND GELS, BODY CLEANING AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS, BATH PREPARATIONS
DIAPASTE

3817206    26/04/2018
D. SRINIVAS REDDY
8-2-24/2/1, PLOT NO - 24, ROAD NO - 7, SHAKTHI NAGAR, CHINTALAKUNTA, K.V. RANGA REDDY, TELANGNA - 500074
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TOOTH CLEANING AND MOUTH CARE PRODUCTS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, POLISHING MATERIALS FOR TEETH AND
TEETH POWDER FALLING IN CLASS 3.
3817272  26/04/2018
SHASHANK DWIVEDI
B-74, PRATAP GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR WEST DELHI, NEW DELHI-110059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETIC AND SKIN CARE COSMETIC PREPARATION, AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL COSMETICS PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTIONS, FACIAL CREAM, HAIR OIL, SOAP
JYOT SUPRIME

3817284  26/04/2018
JADAV DILIPBHAI DEVABHAI
trading as ;M/S JYOT SUPRIME
AT-NAVADRA, TALUKA-VERAVAL
Manufacturer
SINGLE FIRM

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

DETERGENT SOAP, CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
REVITALIFT
3817342  26/04/2018

L’OREAL
14 rue Royale, 75008 PARIS - France
Société Anonyme

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Used Since : 01/07/2009

DELHI
Facial skincare preparations.
OSRC NATURAL TOUCH
3817380  26/04/2018
SH. NITIN ABHI PROPRIETOR OF M/S OM SAI RAM COMPANY
SHOP NO. 2, STREET NO. 3, PURANI KOTWALI, CHAURA BAZAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-3.
BODY CODE
3817383   26/04/2018
GHN LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
325/B, Platinum Plaza, Opp. Pushkar Tower, Bodakdev Ahmedabad 380015

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRA BHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEVAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, SKIN CREAM, SKIN SERUMS, SKIN OIL, SKIN LOTIONS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SERUM, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CREAM, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR OILS, DENTIFRICES;
UNRULE

3817384  26/04/2018
GHN LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
325/B, Platinum Plaza, Opp. Pushkar Tower, Bodakdev Ahmedabad 380015

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEER BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, SKIN CREAM, SKIN SERUMS, SKIN OIL, SKIN LOTIONS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SERUM, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CREAM, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR OILS, DENTIFRICES;
UP-DO
3817385   26/04/2018
GHN LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
325/B, Platinum Plaza, Opp. Pushkar Tower, Bodakdev Ahmedabad 380015
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEVAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, SKIN CREAM, SKIN SERUMS, SKIN OIL, SKIN LOTIONS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SERUM, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CREAM, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR OILS, DENTIFRICES;
3817448  26/04/2018
LOTUS HERBALS PVT. LTD.
NO. 02, FOREST LANE, NEAR GHITORNI METRO STATION, SULTANPUR, M. G. ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 030.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3561211, 3656610, 3656693

DELHI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, TOILET AND BATH LOTIONS & BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
CHAKRAM AGARBATTI

3817595    26/04/2018

GOPINATH MORAVANENI
1-72, MOPURU, VELLAMPALLI VILLAGE, SRI POTTI SRIRAMULU NELLORE, ANDHRA PRADESH-524134

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Incense sticks
3817622  26/04/2018
DILIPBHAI KESHAJI PRAJAPATI PROPRIETOR OF SHANTA DETERGENT PRODUCT
80, NAVAGAM UDHYOGNAGAR, KAMREJ, SURAT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, OIL SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3817677   26/04/2018
Kiva Health Brands LLC
99-1295 Waiua Place, Unit B Aiea HI 96701, United States of America
A company existing under the Laws of State of Nevada, the United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Used Since :20/11/2016

CHENNAI
Aromatic oils; body oils; body and beauty care cosmetics; skin conditioners; skin lotions; skin toners; skin and body topical lotions, creams and oils for cosmetic use.
SWIMAILD 3
3817894  27/04/2018
DR. RITIKA SHAH
305, TAPASYA APT, OPP. RAVINDRA NATYA MANDIR, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI - 400025.
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 3

3817954 27/04/2018
KARAN SOBIT
B-596, FIRST FLOOR, SUDARSHAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110015
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
MESO-GENESIS BP3

3817967  27/04/2018
Corrective Developments LLC
20-21 Wagaraw Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410, United States of America.
A company incorporated under the laws of United States of America.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-surgical injectable cosmetic treatment preparations
MESOEYE C71

3817970  27/04/2018

Corrective Developments LLC
20-21 Wagaraw Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410, United States of America.
A company incorporated under the laws of United States of America.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-surgical injectable cosmetic treatment preparations.
MESOSCULPT C71

3817971 27/04/2018

Corrective Developments LLC
20-21 Wagaraw Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410, United States of America.
A company incorporated under the laws of United States of America.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-surgical injectable cosmetic treatment preparations
HUBROOT
3817990  27/04/2018
KISHAN CHAND NEBHANI
SHOWKIRAM & SONS, NEBHANI MARKET, BANJARI CHOWK, RAIPUR 492001, CHATTISGARH
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS, PERFUMERY AND FRAGRANCES, MAKE-UP POWDER, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, ESSENTIAL OILS, TOILETRIES, ORAL HYGIENE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS
MAYANK NIGAM
508, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WORLI NAKA, WORLI, MUMBAI- 400 018 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE: CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
AUTO MOTO

3818134   27/04/2018
RAVI MANT MANDORE, Proprietor, VIJAY SOAP WORKS
VIJAY SOAP WORKS, FAFADIH CHOWK, STATION ROAD RAIPUR, C.G.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Liquid Soap
3818309  27/04/2018
GSA RETAIL LTD.
trading as ;GSA RETAIL LTD.
112/4F, B.T. ROAD, KAMARHATI, KOLKATA - 700058, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT ,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2018
KOLKATA
PREPARATION FOR CLEANING TOILET, FABRICS, UTENSILS & FLOOR, SOAP DISINFECTANT, SCOURING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATION, GLASS CLEANING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY.
ZIPPY

3818405  27/04/2018
BANDI BHAVANI TRADING AS LEON INDUSTRIES
1-56, Near Venugopala Swamy Temple, Agraaha Gopavaram, Ganapavaram Mandal, West Godavari - 534197(AP)
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Liquid soap for dish washing, Floor cleaning preparations, Glass cleaners, Spray cleaners for household use.
GLAMMATTE

3818437  27/04/2018

MR. RAVI BHAWARLAL JAIN
209/211, JAWAHIR MANSION, 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO. 5, NARSI NATHA STREET, MUMBAI – 400 009

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, SHAMPOOS & CONDITIONERS DEODORANTS, ESSENTIALS OILS, FINE FRAGRANCES; AFTER SHAVES, SHAVING GELS, TALCUM POWDERS, SOAPS & SHOWER GELS; COSMETICS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, SKIN CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, FACE CLEANERS, FACIAL TONERS, HAIR-REMOVAL-CREAMS, BLEACHES, FACE-PACKS, BODY-SCRUBS, FACE-WASHES, FAIRNESS CREAMS, SUNSCREEN LOTION, MOISTURIZING LOTIONS, PETROLEUM-JELLY (COSMETICS), LIP-BALMS (COSMETICS), ROSE-WATER, MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS INCLUDING LIPSTICKS, EYE-BROW PENCILS, PACE POWDERS, NAIL-POLISHES & REMOVERS, ROUGE, EYE LINERS, KAJALS, EYE SHADOWS, MASCARA & MAKE-UP CLEANSER; ORAL CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING TOOTH PASTE, TOOTH POWDER, MOUTH WASHES, HAIR OILS, BABY OILS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR GELS, MOUSSES & BALMS FOR HAIR STYLING, HAIR-DYES, MEHENDI FOR HAIR, MEHENDI CONE, HAIR COLORANTS, HAIR DECOLORANTS, PERMANENT WAVING & CURLING PREPARATIONS; DETERGENT POWDERS, BARS & LIQUIDS, ROOM FRESHNERS, AGARBATTIS & DHOOP, BINDIS, DENTRIFICES
3818525  27/04/2018
MINTREE PREMIER LIFESTYLE & BEAUTY PVT.LTD.
01, Ajanta, Byramji Town, Chhindwada Road, Nagpur-440013
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cosmetics
CleoVeda

3818583    27/04/2018

APURV AGARWAL
35, H-3, Rampur Garden, Bareilly Uttar Pradesh

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils.
POMVIT

3818668 27/04/2018

MR. KEHKASHAN BEDI
FLAT NO.2, TOWER-A, SPANGLE HEIGHT APARTMENTS, DHAKOLI, ZIRAKPUR, PUNJAB, 140603
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 3

ZONVIN
3818669 27/04/2018
MR. KEHKASHAN BEDI
FLAT NO.2, TOWER-A, SPANGLE HEIGHT APARTMENTS, DHAKOLI, ZIRAKPUR, PUNJAB, 140603
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS
BELCRAFT
3818723  27/04/2018
NALINI DEVRA
M/S BELCRAFT, FLAT NO. 98, H.E.W.O APARTMENTS, SECTOR-31, GURUGRAM, HARYANA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Used Since :03/01/2016
DELHI
Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices
GAJANAN SHANKARRAO PATRE
C/O PADMABAI FAKIRCHAND DHAMANE, PLOT NO. 16, SR. NO. 25, NAVNATH PROVHIJAN JAY BHAVANI NAGAR, N-4 CIDCO, AURANGABAD
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRASAD SATISH TAKALKAR
OFFICE NO.7/8, J. HARNAM PLAZA, OPP.IDBI BANK, Osmanpura, Aurangabad-431005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON FOAMING SHAVING GEL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
PURE SAVIOUR
3819017  27/04/2018
PURE INDUSTRIES
S.F.NO: 368, VETTUKATTU VALASU, VAYYAKATTU THOTTAM-INGUR POST, ERODE DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DETERGENTS, OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DETERGENT SOAP; DETERGENTS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; DISHWASHING DETERGENTS; LAUNDRY DETERGENT
RSSAEL WORLD

3819118  28/04/2018
RSSA ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
130, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. GURU NANAK DEV HOSPITAL, MAJITHA ROAD, AMRITSAR
Private Limited Company
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS & HERBAL PRODUCTS
3819304  28/04/2018
PRASAD KAMBLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. WONDER MARKETING
#5, BASAVA NAGAR, GHODAKE PLOT, ANAND NAGAR ROAD, OLD HUBLI, HUBLI - 580024. KARNATAKA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOAP, SHAMPOOS, SOAP POWDERS, DETERGENT SOAP AND POWDER, LIQUID DISHWASHER DETERGENTS AND LIQUID SOAPS, DISH WASHER POWDER, WASHING POWDER, LAUNDRY DETERGENT, DETERGENT BAR, DISHWASH BAR, FLOOR POLISH, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATION, FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, TOILETRY PREPARATIONS, HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND HAND CLEANSERS
3819463  28/04/2018  
SIDDHARTH SOMAIYA  
10 M.L.DAHANUKAR MARG MUMBAI CUMBALA HILL MUMBAI 400026  
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VANCHINATHAN  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
KICHI
3819525  28/04/2018
RUSHIKESH NANDKUMAR MULEY
Plot No.15, New Shreya Nagar, Near Pawan Gas Godown, Usmanpura, Aurangabad-431 003
Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAYA LAW OFFICE
BHARADWAJ,NANDANWAN COLONY,KAREGAON ROAD,PARBHANI-431 401
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DETERGENTS, PREPARATIONS AND THE OTHER SUBSTANCES ALL FOR LAUNDARY USE, FABRIC CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPS, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPS, SOAPS; DEODARANTS; HAND WASHER INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
PARI APSARA DETERGENT POWDER

3819753  29/04/2018
DHARMENDRA KUMAR
149, CHABILAPUR ROAD, VILLAGE-AMIRGANJ, P.O.- MOKATAGANJ, RAJGIR, ANDWAS, NALANDA, BIHAR-803116
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
dergent powder , washing powder, soap, Cleaning Products, Bleaching & Abrasives, Cosmetics in class 03
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HERBAL PRODUCTS FOR SKIN, HAIR CARE AND HERBAL MAHENDI INCLUDED CLASS 03.
PAYQUEEN
3819877 30/04/2018
KISHOR KUMAR LALJIBHAI GABANI
B/316, TIRUPATI SOC, OPP.PANI NI TANKI, YOGICHOK, NANAVARACHA, SURAT.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicated dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
DwaarPe
3820244  30/04/2018
DKOP LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-82, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR 57, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH- 201301
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :18/01/2017
DELHI
Soaps, perfumery, eau de cologne, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, skin care preparations and dentifrices, face and body lotions, bath powder, body powder, hair oils and lotions, hair shampoo, hair dyes, hair packs, hair styling serums, aftershave creams, body creams, eye cream, face cream, hand cream, anti-ageing cream, incense stick, cosmetic goods included in class 3
3820348  30/04/2018
MR. SANDEEP KUMAR SHARMA SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S JIANA INTERNATIONAL
WZ-27, JAWALA HERI MARKET, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063, INDIA.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, COLOR COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES
FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING POLISHING, SOCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; ESSENTIAL OILS
AND PRODUCTS MADE FROM ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICE, KAJAL, KUMKUM BINDI, DHOOP,
AGARBATTI AND HAWAN SAMAGRI
3820354   30/04/2018
NAZEERKHAN F
CP V/1092, XL GARDEN, PALACHIRA, VARKALA, TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT, PIN 695143
Trading as MS EXCELL HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicned cosmetics and toiletry preparations; Non-medicned dentifrices; Perfumery, essential oils; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations
3820365  30/04/2018
TAPASYA FILAMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
328, WESTER KUCHERY ROAD, ASURA HOUSE, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH-250001.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetics
TOIPIC

3820369  30/04/2018
M/s HINDUSTAN PRODUCTIONS
12/182, PALM OLYMPIA, SECTOR-16C, GREATER NOIDA WEST, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201308.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cleaning preparations for fabrics, Scouring preparations, Disinfectant soaps, Toilet cleaners, Toiletry preparations.
QUREZ
3820387 30/04/2018
PRERNA
377, POCKET Q, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI-110095
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3647229
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
ELEMORA

3820388  30/04/2018
PRERNA
377, POCKET Q, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI-110095
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.
TMTL - TAFE Motors And Tractors Limited

3820465    30/04/2018
TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
No 77, Nungambakam High Road, Pottipatti Plaza, 1st Floor, Chennai-600034
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :27/05/2005

CHENNAI
Cosmetics, perfumes, essential oils, deodorants and sprays.
TMTL
3820483  30/04/2018
TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
No 77, Nungambakam High Road, Pottipatti Plaza, 1st Floor, Chennai-600034
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :27/05/2005
CHENNAI
Cosmetics, perfumes, essential oils, deodorants, spray.
TAFE MOTORS AND TRACTORS LIMITED
No 77, Nungambakam High Road, Pottipatti Plaza, 1st Floor, Chennai-600034
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since: 26/02/2016
CHENNAI
Cosmetics, perfumes, essential oils, deodorants, spray.
DRMOSKITTO

3820736  01/05/2018
KARAN GOOMAR
trading as ;KARAN GOOMAR
16, RAJINDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

TOOTHPASTE, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTINS; DENTIFRICES
3820941   01/05/2018
SJANSI RANI
trading as ; MANTHITHOPPU HERBAL PRODUCTS
9, MANTHITHOPPU THOTTAM, THIRUNAGAR, MADURAI - 6
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL SOAP
PELLISANDADI

3821020  01/05/2018
G.SRINIVAS, PROPRITOR , TRADING AS PADMAJA ENTERPRISES
1-7-1002/23, Sri Lakshmi Plaza, Ramnagar, Hyderabad-500 20(T.S)

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :22/10/1999

CHENNAI
Bindis, nail polish and henna powder
3821239  01/05/2018
HARESHBHAI MAGANBHAI SAVALIYA AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF RAJ TRADERS
126 – SHIVANJALI ROW HOUSE, KATHODRA ROAD, TA – KAMREJ, NR. GADHPUR TOWNSHIP, SURAT. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF CLEANING PREPARATION FOR USE ON TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 03
IRFAN ABDULRAZZAK MEMON (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS TAJ GRUH UDHYOG
B-202 SANIYA RESIDENCY, OPP AJMERI FLATS, RANDER GORAT ROAD, ADAJAN PATIA, SURAT-395009

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
POWDER LAUNDRY DETERGENTS, DETERGENT SOAP, WASHING LIQUIDS, HAIR LIQUIDS, LIQUID SOAP,
DISHWASHING LIQUID, DISHWASHING DETERGENTS, DISHWASHING PREPARATIONS, TOILET CLEANERS, FLOOR
CLEANING PREPARATIONS
SRIDHAR CHIDUMALLA  
trading as SHRI SWAMI SAMARTH ENTERPRISES  
PLOT NO 16/A/8 ROAD NO 10 SHIVAJI NAGAR NO 2 GOVANDI WEST MUMBAI-400043  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
INDIVIDUAL  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
CLEANING AND FRAGRANCE PREPARATIONS, HOUSEHOLD FRAGRANCES.
3821703 02/05/2018
S.SANGEETHA
trading as ;KEMPROZ
RS NO.125/6, PLOT NO.28,29, SENTHIL NAGAR, MUTHARAYARPALAYAM, PONDICHERRY-605009, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.SHAJAHAN
11/234, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 37
Used Since :01/01/2015

CHENNAI
CLEANING AND FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS HOUSEHOLD FRAGRANCES
1521541  03/01/2007
MATRIX CELLULAR (INTERNATIONAL) SERVICES P. LTD
7, Khullar Farms, 140 New Mangla Puri, Mandi Road, Mehrauli, New Delhi - 110030.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KHURANA ADVOCATE
IFAIA CENTRE S 20-22 GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA UPSIDC SITE-IV KASNA ROAD GREATER NOIDA UP
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES AND WICKS ALL IN CLASS 4.
LAFARGE INDIA LIMITED
Equinox Business Park, Tower 3, East Wing, 4th Floor, LBS Marg, Kurla (West), Kurla – 400 070, Maharashtra, India.
manufacturer & merchants
a company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
cementitious binding compositions; fly-ash based binding compositions; wetting and binding compositions; industrial oils and greases

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OF DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIAL SHOWN.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2310906.
2448610  26/12/2012
ABRO INDUSTRIES, INC.,
3580 BLACKTHORN COURT, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46628, USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF INDIANA USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TITUS & CO.,
R-77A, GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI 110048
Used Since :01/01/2000
To be associated with:
817861
DELHI
NON-CHEMICAL AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID ADDITIVES; NON-CHEMICAL FUEL ADDITIVES; FUELS; GEAR
LUBRICANT; GEAR OIL; HYDRAULIC OIL; INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; INDUSTRIAL LITHIUM GREASE;
INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS; MOTOR OIL; MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE FOR LUBRICATING WHEEL BEARINGS, CV JOINTS,
UNIVERSAL JOINTS AND ROLLER BEARINGS; PENETRATING OIL; SHOCK ABSORBER OIL; INDUSTRIAL SPRAY
LUBRICANTS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..817861..
CLEARFLEX
Priority claimed from 03/12/2012; Application No. : 2644536 ;United Kingdom
2536198 22/05/2013
SHELL BRANDS INTERNATIONAL AG
BAARER MATTE, 6340 BAAR, SWITZERLAND
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OILS; GREASES; LUBRICANTS; FUELS
2563899  12/07/2013
ALO MAJUMDER
trading as ;ASWINI CANDLE INDUSTRY
SHERNAGAR,AGOMANI,PIN 783335,DIST.DHUBRI,ASSAM.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & RETAILERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHARAGPUR TRADE MARK BUREAU,
PURATAN BAZAR, KHARAGPUR, DIST.PASHIM MEDINIPUR, WEST BENGAL.
Used Since :25/02/1996
To be associated with:
1965232
KOLKATA
CANDLES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
2624644  08/11/2013
BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.
trading as ;BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.
21, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.
Used Since :01/04/2011
KOLKATA
Industrial Oil, Industrial Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating grease, Lubricating oil falling in Class 04
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2632498  25/11/2013
BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.
trading as ;BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.
21, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/ 1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.
Used Since : 01/04/2003
KOLKATA
Industrial Oil, Industrial Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating grease, Lubricating oil falling in Class 04
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2749304   03/06/2014
C.MURUGAN
trading as ;AGM TRADING CO.,
NO.1368, 5TH STAGE, 6TH MAIN, 1ST PHASE, BEML LAYOUT, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560098,
KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :15/07/2010
CHENNAI
CANDLES
2835864 03/11/2014
BINWA AUTOMOBILES AND ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.
R-502, MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI-400701
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
A LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :25/08/2009
To be associated with:
1965310
MUMBAI
Industrial oils and greases, lubricants dust absorbing, wetting and binding composition, fuels and illuminants, candles, wicks including in class 4
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1965310..
2887663  21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial grease, oils, coke, combustible oil, lubricants, industrial wax, industrial oil, fuels including fuel oil, gas oil and fuel gas, coal briquettes, mineral fuel and solidified gas.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF.Maharashtra.
2887684    21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
To be associated with:
2887663, 2887670, 2887678
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial grease, oils, coke, combustible oil, lubricants, industrial wax, industrial oil, fuels including fuel oil, gas oil and fuel gas, coal briquettes, mineral fuel and solidified gas.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Maharashtra.
2941068  15/04/2015
MR. SARANG MANGAL WEDHEKAR  
BHUPENDRA KHADILKAR  
trading as ;FB VARUNA INDUSTRIES  
PLOT No.233, B/h. BHAGYODAY HOTEL, OPP. HARSHA ENGINEERING, SARKHEJ BAVLA HIGHWAY, CHANGODAR,  
AHMEDABAD - 382 210. (GUJARAT)  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
TRADESANE  
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,  
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT  
Used Since :16/12/2014  
AHMEDABAD  
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LIBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS  
(INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING
DELTACOAL

2985162  15/06/2015
DELTA GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
903, Saffron Tower, Opp. Ahmedabad Central Mall, Panchwati, Ahmedabad 380 006, Gujarat, India
IMORTING AND MARKETING
Used Since :04/03/2013

AHMEDABAD
INDIAN/IMORTED COKING / NONCOKING COAL (STEAMCOAL), PETROLEUM COKE (PETCOKE), METURGICAL COKE, CALCINED COAL, SCREENING COAL, SIZING COAL AND COAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 04.
MOBISOL

2985687  15/06/2015

IQBALBHAI TAILY
trading as ;M/S. ATOP LUBRICANTS

BLOCK NO.203,PAKI PLOT NO - 3, HARIYAL KARANJ,TAL:MANDVI,DIST:SURAT- 394110,GUJARAT - INDOIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since :01/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF OIL,GREESE,LUBRICANTS OIL,MOTOR OIL,COOLENT 2T OIL,BREAK FUEL & GASES ,PETROLIUM IN
CLUDED IN CLASS - 4.
2987347  17/06/2015
PRAVINKUMAR MAGANBHAI BHALODIA
RAJESHKUMAR LALJIBHAI FULTARIYA
trading as ;ATLANTIK INDUSTRIES
SURVEY NO. - 121/3, PRATHAMPURA (SIHORA), TAL. SAVLI, DIST. VADODARA, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since : 16/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOTIVE OIL, GREASES, COOLANT WATER AND LUBRICANT PRODUCTS
2987348 17/06/2015  
PRAVINKUMAR MAGANBHAI BHALODIA  
RAJESHKUMAR LALJIBHAI FULTARIYA  
trading as ;ATLANTIK INDUSTRIES  
SURVEY NO. - 121/3, PRATHAMPURA (SIHORA), TAL. SAVLI, DIST. VADODARA, GUJARAT.  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
TRADESAFE  
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT  
Used Since :16/06/2015  
AHMEDABAD  
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOTIVE OIL, GREASES, COOLANT WATER AND LUBRICANT PRODUCTS.
TEJAS KHOKHAR
MAYUR PATEL.
trading as ;M/S.ULTRAMAX ENTERPRISE
"MURLIDHAR", KERIYA ROAD, MANEKPARA, AMRELI, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/08/2014
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF OIL, GREESE,LUBRICANT OIL, MOTOR OIL, COOLENT,2TOIL,BREAK FUEL & GASES PETROLIUM INCLUDED IN CLASS - 4.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
DIVYAMRUT

2992072  23/06/2015
HARDIKBHAI D. KOTAK
trading as ;SHREEJI OIL TRADING
8, YOGESHWAR NAGAR, SECOND RAILWAY CROSSING, DHEBAR ROAD, ATIKA (SOUTH), RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
LUBRICATING OIL, INDUSTRIAL OIL AUTOMATIVE OIL AND GREASE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 04.
3475702 06/02/2017
M/S TECHITEG LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.
Plot no. 105, Sr No. 33/1, Lane no. 13/Q, Vidyanagar Vimal Classic Building, Pune 411032, Maharashtra
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electrical energy
3736262  24/01/2018
UMESH GUPTA
H. NO.-G1/55, BUDH VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-110086
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LUBRICANTS, INDUSTRIAL OIL, GREASE AND ENGINE OIL
LA RENON

3792020  29/03/2018
LA RENON HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
208, ISCON ELEGANCE, S. G. HIGHWAY, CIRCLE-P, AHMEDABAD-380 051. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, WAX; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 04.
GoMore

3800356 09/04/2018
MAHESHKUMAR RAMANLAL PATEL
904, ISCON ATRIA TOWER-1, GOTRI ROAD, VADODARA 390021, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS AND FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS), LUBRICANTS, DUST LAYING AND ABSORBING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT), INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
STATE POWER INVESTMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
Building 3, No. 28, Financial Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China
A limited company organized under the laws of the China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oil; Fuel; Fuel gas; Kerosene; Oil-gas; Coal; Coal dust [fuel]; Industrial wax; Illuminating wax; Dust removing preparations; Electrical energy; Electricity; Atomic energy; Mineral fuel.
MR. HARMIJI NAVINCHANDRA GHETIYA, TRADING AS:- VISHNU SALES COMPANY
NEAR GUNDALA DARWAJA, GONDAL – 360 311 (GUJARAT) INDIA
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
OIL, GREASES AND LUBRICANT PRODUCT.
TRANQEBAR

3813783  23/04/2018
NICOBAR DESIGN PRIVATE LIMITED
Tulsi Farm, Mandi Road Sultanpur Estate, Mehrauli, South Delhi, New Delhi 110030
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERFUMED CANDLES, AROMATHERAPY FRAGRANCE CANDLES, BEESWAX FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
COSMETICS
XUROL

3816507  25/04/2018
XUROL LUBRICANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-243 Ground Floor, Safdarjung Enclave DELHI South West Delhi DL 110029
Body Corporate
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES (OTHER THAN EDIBLE OILS, FATS AND ESSENTIAL OILS); HYDRAULIC FLUIDS BEING OILS, LUBRICANTS FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS
USHA BADRINATH
105, Naidu Street, Kottur Gardens, Chennai
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekananda Road, HBR Layout, 1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.
NTALF GOLD

3818050  27/04/2018
MR. RAJESH SINGH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. TOSS PETROCHEM COMPANY
E-69, AMAR COLONY, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS
3818321  27/04/2018
SH. SANJAY GULATI TRADING AS OM AUTO PARTS.
POCKET G-9, HOUSE NO.-143, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Engine Oil, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, Lubricating Fluid and Fuels (including Motor spirit).
3818547  27/04/2018
RENEW POWER LIMITED
138, Ansal Chambers II, Bhikaji Cama Place, Delhi -110066
A company organized under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
A-7, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVODYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI - 110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
electrical energy; fuels and illuminants.
RENEW POWER LIMITED
138, Ansal Chambers II, Bhikaji Cama Place, Delhi -110066
A company organized under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
A-7, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVODYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI - 110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

electrical energy; fuels and illuminants;
3818564  27/04/2018
RENEW POWER LIMITED
138, Ansal Chambers II, Bhikaji Cama Place, Delhi -110066
A company organized under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
A-7, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVODYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI - 110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
electrical energy; fuels and illuminants.
D. BANUMATHI TRADING AS SREE LUBRICANTS
NO.5E2, SARADHA NAGAR, OMALUR(T.K), SALEM-636 455, SALEM DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Lubricants, Lubricants for machines, All purpose lubricants, Lubricants for industrial purposes, Lubricating oils [industrial lubricants], Industrial oils and greases, Lubricating oils and greases, Grease for machines, Grease for arms [weapons], Motor oils, Engine oils and Gas oil.
3821019  01/05/2018
SRI DWARAKASHA LUBRICANTS PVT.LTD.
2-22-12,Plot No.441/3,Eenadu Colony, Vivekanandnagar, Kukkatpally, Hyderabad- 500 072 (T.S)
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3790008
CHENNAI
Lubricating oils and greases
ROAD WARRIOR

3821792    02/05/2018
SKL UNIVERSAL PVT. LTD.
1970, BANK STREET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Body Incorporated (Pvt. Ltd.)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZBRINY
15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Engine oil and Shocker oil included in class 04.
LOFNAC

1583911   25/07/2007
BLISS GVS PHARMA LIMITED
6/29-A, UDIT MITTAL ESTATE, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI -400 059.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT.
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2004
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
RAVINDRA NAMEV BHAMRE
trading as ;INDEED PHARMACEUTICAL
M/s. INDEED PHARMACEUTICALS, C/O. SHRUSHTI HOSPITAL, NEAR KHWAJAMIYA, GANESH COLONY ROAD,
JALGAON-425 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS.
INDIAN PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/01/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2138591  02/05/2011
RANJIV GROVER
trading as AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO. 24/1, PHASE - II, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH - 160002
TRADER
Used Since :05/03/2010
DELI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAXTOZ
2184199  02/08/2011
MOHD.ISHRAQUE
trading as ;LEEMED PHARMACEUTICALS
AIMEN MEDICAL AGENCIES, SUPER MARKET, PATEL NAGAR, UTRAULLA ROAD, GONDA - 271001, U.P
MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.
S.C.O.-12 GROUND FLOOR SEC-17 NEAR L.I.C. BUILDING KURUKSHETRA-136118
Used Since :10/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ZINOFOF-L
2199577   05/09/2011
G 7 BIOPHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
WONDER CITY 2ND FLOOR, BANGLORE- MUMBAI HIGHWAY KATRAJ PUNE-411046.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :24/08/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES, NAMLY FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLIMENT
ADDME
2241158  29/11/2011
MOHAMMAD TAYOUB KHAN
trading as; Passim Pharma
Kh. No. 13/4/2, NEAR POST OFFICE, OLD DELHI GURGAON ROAD, SAMALKA, NEW DELHI-110037
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since: 04/04/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
ALCOPOP

2241159  29/11/2011
MOHAMMAD TAYOUB KHAN
trading as ;Passim Pharma
Kh. No. 13/4/2, NEAR POST OFFICE, OLD DELHI GURGAON ROAD, SAMALKA, NEW DELHI-110037
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :04/04/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
MEGORATE

2254263  22/12/2011
SMT. JASVINDER KAUR
trading as ;CANOPY HEALTHCARE
SCO 15-16-17 CABIN NO 11 BENIPAL COMPLEX PHASE-10 MOHALI
MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :25/11/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AMLOIN

2313297  11/04/2012
AISHIKA PHARMA PVT LTD.
BEHIND ROADWAYS BUS STATION NAI BASTI LAKHIMPUR KHEERI UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA RAJIV & ASSOCIATES
# 866, SECTOR 25, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
Used Since :15/12/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND OTHER PRODUCTS IN CLASS 05.
2326676  04/05/2012
SHREYA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SHREYA HOUSE 301/ A, PEREIRA HILL ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400099
MANUFACTURING, MARKETERS, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
INDIAN PVT. LTD. COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1106034..
2328846 09/05/2012
IND-SWIFT LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 31/03/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
NATURE’S WAY

2333269  17/05/2012
NATURE’S WAY PRODUCTS, LLC
825 CHALLENGER DRIVE, GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 54311, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A WISCONSIN LIMITED OCMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.
Used Since :15/11/1997
DELHI
"DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS"
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..764868.
GEEZONE

2336109  23/05/2012
SUBEG SINGH
JAGPREET KAUR
SUKHWINDER KAUR
GUNDEEP SINGH
trading as ;SUNVET BIOTECH
13 14 VITA ENCLAVE NEAR SENA NAGAR AMBALA CITY-134002
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853 , 11/06/2018          Class 5

2342198    04/06/2012
MOHSIN GHASWALA
trading as : ASIAA PHARMACEUTICAL
142/48, GHASWALA ESTATE, S.V. ROAD JOGESHWARI (WEST) MUMBAI 400102
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTER
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Used Since : 01/05/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
RELACTO
2346396  12/06/2012
HOIST BIOCARE PVT. LTD
62 IIND PANDIT BIHARI LAL MARKET OLD DELHI GURGAON ROAD SMALKA NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :20/05/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES HERBICIDES.
ECO D3

2353726  25/06/2012
GREBITHE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 77, INDUSTRIAL AREA -1, CHANDIGARH - 160002
Manufacturing, Trading and Sales
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
STRAIN BRAIN INNS OF COURT
IIS GROUP, SCO 58-59, Fourth Floor, Sector 34 A, Chandigarh
Used Since :01/12/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, substances adapted for medical use.
GREFITH LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 77, INDUSTRITAL AREA -1, CHANDIGARH - 160002
Manufacturing, Trading and Sales.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
STRAIN BRAIN INNS OF COURT
IIS GROUP, SCO 58-59, Fourth Floor, Sector 34 A, Chandigarh
Used Since :01/09/2010
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, substances adapted for medical use
FICOTUSS

2353745  26/06/2012

KRISHNA GOPAL GUPTA

trading as: Ficus Lucknow (UP)

F 2302, Rajaji Puram, Lucknow 226017 (UP)

Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH

H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since: 15/01/2012

DELHI

Medicines for human purpose
2353868  26/06/2012
SH. RAKESH KUMAR GOEL
SMT. RANJANA GOEL
trading as ;ORISON PHARMA INTERNATIONAL
VILLAGE OGLI SADHAURA ROAD KALA AMB DISTT SIRMOUR H.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA.
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :21/09/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
MR SANDEEP BHARTI
trading as ;SKYCRABMART.
496 E/5E STREET NO-1 RAMA BLOCK BHOLA NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI-110032
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECT REPPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS; PHENYL; MOSQUITO REPPELLANTS, MOSQUITO REPELLENT CAKE, MOSQUITO COIL, LOSQUITO LIQUIDS, MOSQUITO PASTES MOSQUITO CREAM
LINHANCE
2418253  27/10/2012
WANVE MAHADEO SARJERAO
trading as ;Mohinee Pharma 390/07 Datta Nagar, Karegaon Road, Parbhani 431401 (Maharashtra)
390/07 Datta Nagar, Karegaon Road, Parbhani 431401 (Maharashtra)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :24/09/2012
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
M-WORM
2422627  05/11/2012
DINESH GOEL
V.P.O SHAHPUR DISTT AMBALA
MARKETING/TRADING/SELLING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since :29/05/2012
DELHI
1. PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
RHYTHM HEALTH PVT. LTD
36 CHAWLA COMPLEX A-215 SHAKAR PUR VIKAS MARG DELHI 92
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD, UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.--10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since: 01/11/2012
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AUSOM

2428360  16/11/2012
RHYTHM HEALTH PVT. LTD
36 CHAWLA COMPLEX A-215 SHAKAR PUR VIKAS MARG DELHI 92
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD, UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.-10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2428365 16/11/2012

PANKAJ KHETARPAL
121 GF SUSHANT VYAPAR KENDRA SUSHANT LOK-I GURGAON
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.-10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TELZON-40

2432666   26/11/2012
AMAZONE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
SPANDAN 10 UNDER HILL LANE COTTAGE NO 7 CIVIL LINES NEW DELHI 54
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.
S.C.O.-12 GROUND FLOOR SEC-17 NEAR L.I.C. BUILDING KURUKSHETRA-136118
Used Since :31/08/2009
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BHUPINDER SINGH KOCHAR
trading as ;MAJA HEALTH CARE DIVISION
G-59 MEZZANINE FLOOR MARINA ARCADE CONNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL BODY CARE PREPARATIONS
VDILIV
2436218   03/12/2012
PANKAJ KHERARPAL
GF-121, SUSHANT VYAPAR KENDRE, SUSHANT LOK-I, GURGAON
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD. OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED, HERBAL MEDICINE IN CLASS-5.
2436220 03/12/2012
NAVNEET KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;YASH PHARMACEUTICALS
MOHALLA HALLU SARI NEAR PARK SAMBHAL U.P
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :01/05/2009
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
2436221 03/12/2012
NAVNEET KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;YASH PHARMACEUTICALS
MOHALLA HALLU SARI NEAR PARK SAMBHAL U.P
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD. OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :01/05/2009
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
KOFROK

2438991  07/12/2012

MR. RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI G.T ROAD KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND NITARY PREPARATIONS.; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERVICIDES.
2440300  11/12/2012
SH RAJAT KUMAR BHALOTIA
SH PURSHOTTAM DAYAL BHALOTIA
trading as ;WONDER PRODUCTS
A-2/494 SECTOR -8 ROHINI DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :22/10/2003
To be associated with:
2418709
DELHI
MEDICINE, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2418709.
NIMRALD-P

2440665  11/12/2012
KUNWAR DHANANJAY SINGH
trading as ;EMERALD PHARMACEUTICALS
21/378, BEHIND M.D.P.G COLLEGE, VIVEK NAGAR, PRATAPGARH, U.P.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
ESENAC PLUS

2450557   28/12/2012
PLATINUM PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-90-91, SECTOR-6A, II E, SIDCUL, HARIDWAR (U.K.)
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD. OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :15/09/2012
DELHI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
DROMY
2450559  28/12/2012
PLATINUM PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-90-91, SECTOR-6A, II E, SIDCUL, HARIDWAR (U.K.)
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD. OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR 882, GALI NO.-10 SEWA NAGAR, GZB.201001.
Used Since :15/09/2012
DELHI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
CIBACTUM
2453295  02/01/2013
CIEL PHARMA PVT LTD
647A/007 Gudiyan Purwa Sector H, Behind Arihant Hospital, Shivalik Vihar Jankipuram, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, Pincode- 226021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ITGLO
2453965  03/01/2013
DHARA FORMULATION PVT. LTD.
A - 1 / 18 UDHYOG KUNJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DASNA, GAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, PIN - 201001
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :20/12/2012
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparation for human body.
DONSET
2455718  07/01/2013
DAKSH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
SCO 96 FIRST FLOOR SEC 5 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :31/05/2007
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AZOFINE

2457309  09/01/2013
DR. MOREPEN LTD
220 ANTRIKSH BHAWAN 22 K.K. MARG NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/03/2006
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GYNACOL SYRUP

2458812  11/01/2013
DR. RAJESH KUMAR GUPTA
MRS. CHARU LATA GUPTA
trading as GROWEL PHARMACEUTICALS
D -7 M.G. ROAD U.P.S.I.D.C. INDL AREA PHASE I GHAZIABAD UP
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAXENA AND CO.
76/77,1ST FLOOR AMRIT PLAZA B-BLOCK SURYA NAGAR GHAZIBAD
Used Since :07/04/1997
DELHI
PHARMA CUETICALS
2459327  12/01/2013
SHISHIR GUPTA
Navneet Dhanaw
Nitin Singla
trading as ;M/s SYN LABS
440/3, Village Katha, Baddi, Distt.- Solan (H.P.) Pin 173205
Manufacturer and Trader of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009
Used Since :31/07/2009
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
LAXATOR
2460668  15/01/2013
SYMBIOTIC DRUGS & DIABETIC CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
305, MAHAJAN TOWER, LSC, SHRESHTRA VIHAR, DELHI - 110092
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
GIVMET
2490897  06/03/2013
DITIN JOHAR
trading as :DUKEN PHARMACEUTICALS PANCHKULA
H NO 99, SECTOR-12 A PANCHKULA HR
Marketing and Trading
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
RABLENA
2492610  10/03/2013
Deepak Gupta,
trading as ;Dipper Pharma
320 Gandhi Road, Ashink, Geeta Colony, ( Sambhal) CHANDAUSI 202412
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
AID PHARMACEUTICALS
2511098 10/04/2013
VIPIN KUMAR
trading as ; AID PHARMACEUTICALS
BAROLA SECTOR 49 NOIDA DISTT G B NAGAR UP 201301 INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Used Since : 01/01/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RITERAB
2512930  13/04/2013
METLIFE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;METLIFE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 20, APNA MARKET, DABRA CHOWK, HISAR-125005, HARYANA.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHARBANDA TRADE MARK CO.
STAR BUILDING, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
RESPITAB
2519263  25/04/2013
ALCHEMIST LTD.
ALCHEMIST HOUSE, 23, NEHRU PLACE, New Delhi-110019,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GEETA GULATI
913, SECTOR 12-A, PANCHKULA-134109
Used Since :01/01/2006
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINE FOR ASTHMA.
CONCID
2520774   26/04/2013
NITRO ORGANICS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 2 MAHABIR DAL MARKET KUNJPURA ROAD KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DUTY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :05/03/2005
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
FIN-250
2521503  29/04/2013
SHRI RUPINDER MAYYAR
trading as :CUTIGEN INC.
SCO 178 SECOND FLOOR SEC 39/D CHANDIGARH 160036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ANTIBIOTIC MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES, PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) DERMATOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL CREAMS FOR TREATMENT OF SKIN DISEASES.
MIOTEL

2521510    29/04/2013
RUPINDER MAYYAR
trading as ;BATPAC INC
SCO 178 SECOND FLOOR & 39/D CHANDIGARH 160036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ANTIBIOTIC MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES, PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO) DERMATOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL CREAMS FOR TREATMENT OF SKIN DISEASES IN THE NAME OF MIOTEL
2524512  03/05/2013
LAVKUSH
NEAR NEW THANA SIKANDRARAO ROAD,HATHRAS JUNCTION,HATHRAS PIN 204102 UP INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AS ANTIINFLAMMATORY, ANALGESIC, AND ANTIPYRETIC, ALL RELATED GOODS BEING
RELEXZYME
2525137    04/05/2013
NANHU PATHEKAR
trading as ;SNP HEALTHCARE
POST-KARPA, TH. MULTAI, BETUL, M.P.
TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :29/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICINAL USE
ENDO-DRIL

2526253  07/05/2013
VISHWESHWAR KUMAR
trading as : ROCKWELL PHARMACEUTICALS
GALI NO. 3, KAMAL VIHAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..
BURSOB
2526257  07/05/2013
VISHWESHWAR KUMAR
trading as: ROCKWELL PHARMACEUTICALS
GALI NO. 3, KAMAL VIHAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 15/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
JUST-ZOLE

2526261  07/05/2013

VISHWESHWAR KUMAR
trading as : ROCKWELL PHARMACEUTICALS
GALI NO. 3, KAMAL VIHAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 15/04/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
VOMICUT

2526263  07/05/2013
VISHWESHWAR KUMAR
trading as ;ROCKWELL PHARMACEUTICALS
GALI NO. 3, KAMAL VIHAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
NUPARA-ADT

2526267   07/05/2013

VIKRANT GUPTA
trading as ;Z.R.S. LABS
A-2/238, JAIN NAGAR, KARALA VILLAGE, DELHI 110081
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
Karnomet

2526511  07/05/2013

PANACEA BIOTEC LIMITED
B-1 EXTN. A/27, MOHAN CO-OP, INDL. ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 044.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANDISER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
EARCLIN

2526665  07/05/2013
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN & VETERINARY USE.
SPORULIN
2526776 07/05/2013
NOVUS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
20 Research Park Drive, St. Charles, Missouri, 63304, U.S.A.
Manufacturers and Merchants
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary preparations, namely, probiotic animal feed additive for use as a supplement for medical purposes; veterinary preparations, namely, probiotic animal feed; veterinary preparations, namely, directly fed medicated microbial animal feed; and nutritional supplements, namely, probiotic feed additives for animals
NUPENAM
2526903  07/05/2013
HARDEP SINGH BHATIA
trading as ;GENESIS BIOTEC INC
SCF-437, MOTOR MARKET, MANI MAJRA, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
PEBAC

2526905   07/05/2013
HARDEP SINGH BHATIA
trading as :GENESIS BIOTEC INC
SCF-437, MOTOR MARKET, MANI MAJRA, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2528212  09/05/2013
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2528216     09/05/2013
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL. MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTABILITY AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2528227  09/05/2013
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2528230  09/05/2013
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2528232   09/05/2013
FORGO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 92, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
MR. KARAN JEET SINGH  
trading as ;OROMED LABS  
GAUSHALA STREET, MUKATSAR ROAD, SURGAPURI KOTKAPURA, DIST-FARIDKOT, PUNJAB, 151204  
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
FIN CENTURION CO.  
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092  
Used Since :08/04/2012  
DELHI  
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN DASS-5  
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
COLACARDEE

2528236  09/05/2013
VIVEK GARG
H.NO-2, MANGAL NAGAR, SHAHARANPUR, U.P-247001
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 12/03/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
TRUPHYLLINE

2528240   09/05/2013
VIVEK GARG
H.NO-2, MANGAL NAGAR, SHAHARAN PUR, U.P-247001
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :12/03/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
PIUS

2528248  09/05/2013
SURGE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
S.C.O, I-656, ALFA-2, GREATER NOIDA,( U.P.)
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :09/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMAECUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
LYRAMA

2528457  09/05/2013

SANOFI
54 RUE LA BOETIE 75008 PARIS FRANCE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AMTEK ANIMAL HEALTHCARE

2528469  09/05/2013

JYOTI KAPOOR

trading as : AMTEK ANIMAL HEALTHCARE

B-XXXIV-6654/C ST. NO 1 NEW ATAM NAGAR JASSIAN ROAD HAIBOWAL KALAN LUDHIANA PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 10/02/2010

DELHI

MEDICINES FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ANIMAL HEALTHCARE.
ANAM-PLUS

2528765  10/05/2013

ANSHU GUPTA

trading as :ANNA PHARMA

2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP

TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER

Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ACISEN

2528766  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as ;ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM Ghat ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/03/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ANAPRESS-A
2528767  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as ;ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/11/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ANYSOL

2528768  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as ;ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
DECODAR

2528770  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as ;ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
IZUZONE

2528771  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as ;ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
HEPADAR
2528778  10/05/2013
ANSHU GUPTA
trading as : ANNA PHARMA
2/144 NEAR LAL MANDIR GALI MANSAROWAR NIRANJAN PURI RAM GHAT ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP
TRADERS, MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 01/02/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
DIMCID

2529588  11/05/2013

Future Pharma Pvt. Ltd.

Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since: 06/05/2013

DELHI

Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation Being Dietetic Supplement, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medical And Hygienic Products, Dietetic Substances Adopted For Medical Use, Nutritional And Dietetic Food Products For Use In Body Maintenances And Weights Control Including Nutritional Drinks In Powder Mix And Liquid Forms, Food Supplements, Dietic Supplements, Nutritional Supplements, Vitamin Supplements And Health Foods Being Goods Included In Class 5.
TORSEM

2529589 11/05/2013

Future Pharma Pvt. Ltd.
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since: 06/05/2013

DELHI

Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparation Being Dietetic Supplement, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medical and Hygienic Products, Dietetic Substances Adopted For Medical Use, Nutritional and Dietetic Food Products For Use In Body Maintenances And Weights Control Including Nutritional Drinks In Powder Mix And Liquid Forms, Food Supplements, Dietic Supplements, Nutritional Supplements, Vitamin Supplements And Health Foods Being Goods Included In Class 5.
**GREENPLEX**

2529594  11/05/2013

Future Pharma Pvt. Ltd.

Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since :06/05/2013

**DELHI**

Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation Being Dietetic Supplement, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medical And Hygienic Products, Dietetic Substances Adopted For Medical Use, Nutritional And Dietetic Food Products For Use In Body Maintenances And Weights Control Including Nutritional Drinks In Powder Mix And Liquid Forms, Food Supplements, Dietic Supplements, Nutritional Supplements, Vitamin Supplements And Health Foods Being Goods Included In Class 5.
GIVECEF
2529595  11/05/2013
Future Pharma Pvt. Ltd.
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :06/05/2013
DELHI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation Being Dietetic Supplement, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medical And Hygienic Products, Dietetic Substances Adopted For Medical Use, Nutritional And Dietetic Food Products For Use In Body Maintenances And Weights Control Including Nutritional Drinks In Powder Mix And Liquid Forms, Food Supplements, Dietic Supplements, Nutritional Supplements, Vitamin Supplements And Health Foods Being Goods Included In Class 5.
MIXVITA
2529598  11/05/2013
Future Pharma Pvt. Ltd.
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :06/05/2013
DELHI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation Being Dietetic Supplement, Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medical And Hygienic Products, Dietetic Substances Adopted For Medical Use, Nutritional And Dietetic Food Products For Use In Body Maintenances And Weights Control Including Nutritional Drinks In Powder Mix And Liquid Forms, Food Supplements, Dietic Supplements, Nutritional Supplements, Vitamin Supplements And Health Foods Being Goods Included In Class 5.
TALISHIELD

2529752  13/05/2013
RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;TALIN REMEDIES
4-5 NAGPAL MARKET BAZAR BHAGTAN WALA AMRITSAR PUNJAB 143001 INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :20/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
ORIFLAME WELLNESS
2529952  13/05/2013
ORIFLAME COSMETICS A.G.
c/o Oriflame Global Management, A.G., Bleicheplatz 3, 8200 Schaffhausen, Switzerland
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Food supplement products, vitamins and minerals, dietetic substances
DOBICOS
2530017  13/05/2013
SH. SANGEET DIXIT
SH. RAJAN DHAWAN
trading as; BLUBELL PHARMA
1401/22 BEHIND TATA MOTORS MOHAN NAGAR ROHTAK ROAD SONIPAT HARYANA
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 02/05/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS ASPERCLASS-05.
RABDRIL

2530095  13/05/2013
BHAKT PRAKASH DUBEY
RANJANA SINGH
trading as ;LIFE LIGHT PHARMACEUTICALS
VEER ABDUL HAMID NAGAR, PADRAUNA, DISTT. KUSHINAGAR, U.P
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUKI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :02/05/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
SEENOF
2530291  13/05/2013
SARVODAYA DRUGS & PHARMA LTD
FLAT NO 601/6 TOWER NO 3 ROYAL ESTATE ZIRAKPUR PB
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
MEDICINES.
2530437   14/05/2013

RAMJI LAL JUNEJA
trading as ; AADARSH PHARMACY
H NO 345/14 MULTAN NAGAR COLONY JIND ROAD HANSI 125033 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PANTOBERRY

2530583   14/05/2013
PREM KUMAR ARORA
BODH RAJ SIKRI
ANIL MUNJAL
P H SUBBA RAO
trading as ;NEXT WAVE (INDIA)
89A GROUND FLOOR ZAMRUDPUR GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI 48
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
R -167 G.K. 1 NEW DELHI 110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE ONLY
2530757  14/05/2013
Xenone Healthcare Pvt. Ltd.
DLF Tower B, 11th Floor, 1121, Jasola District Center, New Delhi-110025 India
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :01/03/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TYRION

2530977 14/05/2013
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
POKRITI
2530980  14/05/2013
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
SURMATA
2530984  14/05/2013
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2531172  15/05/2013
S. AJMER SINGH SHERA
trading as ;ARISE WORLD HERBAL (INDIA)
SHOP NO. 4, TALWAR TOWER, NEAR CITY HEART RESORT, GALI NO. 1, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, PHAGWARA- 144401, PB MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Ageants address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
No Exclusive right to use All Descriptive Matter appearing in the label.
OLESPN

2531259  15/05/2013
SHASHI BHUSHAN
78/A/2 C-BLOCK OPP I.H.BAS HOSPITAL NEAR POST OFFICE DILSHAN GARDEN DELHI 95
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
THP-2

2531262   15/05/2013

SHASHI BHUSHAN
78/A/2 C-BLOCK OPP I.H.BAS HOSPITAL NEAR POST OFFICE DILSHAN GARDEN DELHI 95
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
BOTOIN
2531264  15/05/2013
SHASHI BHUSHAN
78/A/2 C-BLOCK OPP I.H.BAS HOSPITAL NEAR POST OFFICE DILSHAN GARDEN DELHI 95
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI
MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
2531338  15/05/2013
R.P. KHITAN (HUF)
trading as ;R.P. ELECTRONICS
B -7/2 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE II NEW DELHI 110020 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/07/2012
DELHI

ANTISEPTIC WIPES, DISPOSABLE SANITIZING WIPES, MEDICATED PRE-MOISTENED WIPES, SANITIZING WIPES.
AMOTIN
2531940  16/05/2013
MANJEET SINGH
SACHVINDER DEV GOEL
JATINDER RALHAN
JAYANT KALRA
DEEPAK ARORA
trading as ;AIMBIOTIC
MAGZINE STREET, SANGRUR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/02/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
VITIZED

2531943  16/05/2013
MANJEET SINGH
SACHVINDER DEV GOEL
JATINDER RALHAN
JAYANT KALRA
DEEPAK ARORA
trading as ;AIMBIOTIC
MAGZINE STREET, SANGRUR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/02/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ULTASET

2532973  17/05/2013
PANKAJ KHETARPAL
GF-121, SUSHANT VYAPAR KENDRE, SUSHANT LOK-I, GURGAON
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED, HERBAL MEDICINE IN CLASS-5.
TIMPOL

2533014   17/05/2013
INDIAN HERBS SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD
D-21 SHOP NO 2 ACHARYA NIKEAN MAYUR VIHAR PHASE I NEW DELHI 91
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :23/10/1973
DELHI
HERBAL MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE OF ANIMALS
CAFLON

2533023   17/05/2013
INDIAN HERBS SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD
D-21 SHOP NO 2 ACHARYA NIketan Mayur Vihar Phase 1 NEW DELHI 91
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :01/01/1970

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

2533123 17/05/2013
NARENDER KUMAR
trading as ;N.R.I. VISION CARE
H NO 20-A RAILWAY CROSSING NO 8 BADLI DELHI 42
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
VEGAPOD
2533125   17/05/2013
NARENDER KUMAR
trading as ;N.R.I. VISION CARE
H NO 20-A RAILWAY CROSSING NO 8 BADLI DELHI 42
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

2534571 21/05/2013
NUTAN GUPTA
trading as: MEGHRAJ PHARMACEUTICALS
33 UPTON ESTATE PANKI INDUSTRIAL AREA SITE 1 KANPUR
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2534574    21/05/2013
NUTAN GUPTA
trading as ;MEGHRAJ PHARMACEUTICALS
33 UPTRON ESTATE PANKI INDUSTRIAL AREA SITE 1 KANPUR
MERCHANTS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2534575  21/05/2013
NUTAN GUPTA
trading as: MEGHRAJ PHARMACEUTICALS
33 UPTRON ESTATE PANKI INDUSTRIAL AREA SITE 1 KANPUR
MERCHANTS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Bihana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
RIM-UP

2534577    21/05/2013

NUTAN GUPTA
trading as ;MEGHRAJ PHARMACEUTICALS
33 UPTRON ESTATE PANKI INDUSTRIAL AREA SITE 1 KANPUR
MERCHANTS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
KABEEZ

2535555  22/05/2013
MR.MOHD JAVVAD KHAN
A-293, Defence Colony, New Delhi-24
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALFA UNIVERSAL
101 TOWER B NOOR BLDG C -135/1 ST NO 8 SHAHEEN BAGH OKHLA NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INCLUDING ALL KINDS OF AYURVEDIC & ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES
MACTAID

2535560  22/05/2013
MR. MOHD JAVVAD KHAN
A-293, Defence Colony, New Delhi-24
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALFA UNIVERSAL
101 TOWER B NOOR BLDG C -135/1 ST NO 8 SHAHEEN BAGH OKHLA NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR "V-: DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STopping TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INCLUDING ALL KINDS
OF AYURVEDIC & ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES INCLUDED IN - CLASS5
2535561  22/05/2013
MR. MOHD JAVVAD KHAN
A-293, Defence Colony, New Delhi-24
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALFA UNIVERSAL
101 TOWER B NOOR BLDG C-135/1 ST NO 8 SHAHEEN BAGH OKHLA NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA
Used Since: 01/04/2012
DELHI
"PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INCLUDING ALL KINDS OF AYURVEDIC & ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5"
2536043   22/05/2013
PRESETT PHARMA MARKETING PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1, JAGRUTI CHS LTD, PLOT NO.207, 208 SECTOR 23, JUNAGAR, NAVI MUMBAI-400705, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
TESTOCARE

2536397  23/05/2013
CARE FORMULATION LABS PVT LTD
673 BLOCK E 1ST FLOOR DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA NARELA DELHI 40
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY DULY REGISTERED WITH COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES,
AYUSTONE

2536807    23/05/2013
PANDIT SHIV KUMAR V AID CHARITABLE TRUST
R-225,226,227,228,229, MANGOL PURI, DELHI-83
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN CHARITABLE TRUST UNDER THE INDIAN TRUST ACT 1882
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, DRUGS, CHURAN AND MUNNKA, DIGESTIVE TABLETS & CHURAN, CHURAN GOLI, HING GOLI, PACHAK, ANARDANA AND MEDICATED CANDY INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
CARTFIT

2536925  24/05/2013
STREAMLINE PHARMA (P) LTD.
trading as ;STREAMLINE PHARMA (P) LTD.
178-OLD GRAIN MARKET, JAGRAON, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
TRIORAB
2536929    24/05/2013
TEJINDER PAL SINGH
trading as ;TRIO HEALTH CARE
KACHA BHAGSAR ROAD, SRI MUKTSAR SAHIB-152026 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/02/2013
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
CRIGENT

2537316  24/05/2013
CRYSTAL CROP PROTECTION LIMITED
GI-17, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA AZADPUR DELHI 33
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :18/08/2000
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES.; DISINFECTANTS; AGRO-CHEMICALS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS & DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECT REPELLING & DESTROYING SUBSTANCES & PREPARATION; NAPHTHALENE BALLS, PHENYL; POISON
2 PNOL- 40
2538343   27/05/2013
SHASHI BHUSHAN
78/A/2 C-BLOCK OPP I.H.BAS HOSPITAL NEAR POST OFFICE DILSHAN GARDEN DELHI 95
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
2542794 04/06/2013
SIGNOVA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
trading as SIGNOVA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
H/NO.24,BANINAGAR,1ST BYE LANE,PIYALI PHUKAN ROAD,REHABARI,GUWAHATI,KAMRUP,PIN 781008,ASSAM,INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADERS, RETAILERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DCR PLUS

2546158  10/06/2013
SIGNOVA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SIGNOVA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
H/NO.24,BANINAGAR,1ST BYE LANE,PIYALI PHUKAN ROAD,REHABARI,GUWAHATI,KAMRUP,PIN 781008,ASSAM,INDIA
TRADERS, MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2032524.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853,  11/06/2018       Class 5

2576579    06/08/2013
RUPESH ASHOK SHELAR
trading as ;G T S SURGICO
1935, OM NIVAS, 1ST FLOOR, VINAMRA NAGAR, NACHANE, RATNAGIRI 415639
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
2577734  08/08/2013
EL-DORADO BIO-TECH PVT. LTD.
74/1, SECTOR-G.C., CIDCO, WALUJ, M.I.D.C., AURANGABAD-431136
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :12/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2595714  13/09/2013
DEBASIS BANIK
SUBHASISH BANIK
JHIMLI BANIK
PURBASHA BANIK
trading as ;N.C.P. WORKS
97,G.T. ROAD,BHADRAKALI,DIST.HOOGHLY,PIN-712232,W.B.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :03/02/1964
KOLKATA
MEDICATEO ANTISEPTIC CREAM, EMOLLIENT, BALM, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
ELESOM
2606764 04/10/2013
ELDORA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
303, MALAVKUNJ BLOCK NO.A-1, NEAR NAVALAKHA SQUARE, INDORE (M.P.)
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2609638  09/10/2013
PRASHANT SEN
trading as ;CALESAI HEALTH CARE
S/25, NEW KUSHAL NAGAR, GANDHI NAGAR, GWALIOR (M.P.)-474002
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR
A1/15, SHASTRI MARG, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-84
Used Since :07/08/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2655878 07/01/2014
Mr. Nepal Chandra Saha
MR. LAB SAHA
MR. UTTAM SAHA
trading as ;NORTH BENGAL AYURVEDIC PHARMA
VILL.KHUDIRAM PALLY (SHITALPUR RD.),P.O.+P.S.ISLAMPUR,DIST.UTTARDINAJPUR,PIN-733202,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer, Merchant, Trader & Exporter
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :02/03/2013
KOLKATA
Ayurvedic Medicine.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL...
2656927 09/01/2014
TAURIAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
HALLMARK BUSINESS PLAZA, 5TH FLOOR, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :02/04/2008
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2656933  09/01/2014
TAURIAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
HALLMARK BUSINESS PLAZA, 5TH FLOOR, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :02/04/2008
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TAURIAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
HALLMARK BUSINESS PLAZA, 5TH FLOOR, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :22/06/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
MELKO

2658043   10/01/2014

MR. HEMANT JAIN
155, KAUSHLYA PURI, CHITAWAD ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MP.
2658375  13/01/2014
SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED.
HOUSE NO.24, BANI NAGAR, 1ST BYE LANE, PIYALI PHUKAN ROAD, REHABARI, GUWAHATI 781008, ASSAM.
TRADER AND MERCHANT, RETAILER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17, REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781 001, ASSAM.
Prepared to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2659735   15/01/2014
SHAILENDRA JAIN
AG-273, SCHEME NO.74-C, A.B. ROAD INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :02/12/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2667840    28/01/2014
HANNOR PHARMA PVT. LTD.
AUDI RESIDENCY, OFFICE NO.306/A, U.G-F-1, NEAR CANARA BANK, PULVADDO, BENAULIM, GOA-403716
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
CITIREST
2668682  29/01/2014
IKON REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;IKON REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED,
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, DATTA WADI, NAGPUR - 440 023, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
( A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 ).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CLOCOLD
2669908  30/01/2014
BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as ;BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
5XL

2675854   11/02/2014
JUGULAR PHARMA PVT. LTD.
RAJATALAB ROAD, RAIPUR CHHATISGARH-492001
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARVIND MALVIYA (ADVOCATE)
60, VYASPHALA VINAYAK APPARTMENT, IIND FLOOR, JUNI INDORE, INDORE-452007
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
SULPHUR SAMRAT

2679706  15/02/2014

M/S. SHIPON CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.

trading as ; M/S. SHIPON CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.

38, WARE HOUSE ROAD, GOYAL MARKET, 1ST FLOOR, INDORE (M.P.)

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PESTICIDES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Sulphur...

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MP.
2684251 21/02/2014
VISHAL BEDMUTHA
trading as ;INFINITY PHARMA
SHOP NO.-19. MEHAR PLAZA BASEMENT. OLD AGRA ROAD. MEHAR SIGNAL, GOLE COLONY. NASHIK-
422001.MAHARASHTRA. INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2686211  25/02/2014
SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.44, BARTHAKUR MILL ROAD, ULUBARI, GUWAHATI-781007, ASSAM, INDIA.
TRADER AND MERCHANT, RETAILER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17, REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781 001, ASSAM.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPERATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
GALAXY'S RINS MOUTHWASH

2698606  13/03/2014
M.P.HARIDAS
trading as ;Galaxy Pharmaceuticals
Building No.36, Gala No.2, 3, 4A, Arilanth Commercial Complex, Kopar, Bhiwandi, Thane (W).
Manufacturer and Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
Mark to be used as substantially shown in the application.
VETRINA HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
A-30, KUDLE PATIL TOWNSHIP, SR. NO. 33/23, MANIKBAUG, SINGHGAD ROAD, PUNE-411051
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMAL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
SPASMOX

2702075  20/03/2014
WOCKHARDT LIMITED
WOCKHARDT TOWERS, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA-(EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2702489  20/03/2014
SERUM INSTITUTE OF INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SAROSH BHAVAN, 16-B/1, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, PUNE-411001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ATORFRESH

2702493    20/03/2014

NIMESH MEHTA
trading as : NEELAM PHARMA

NEELAM PHARMA SHOP NO 5 OPP SHARDA MANDIR WADIA ESTATE BAIL BAZAR KURLA WEST MUMBAI 400070.

Medicines for human purposes.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since : 06/03/2014

MUMBAI

Medicines for human purposes.
BOLARACE
2703719  22/03/2014
SAGAR SUHAS BUDUKH
E-403, RAMYA NAGARI CO. OP HSG. SOC., BIBWEWADI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Manufactured
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMEER VIDYADHAR KALE
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances all being goods included in class 5.
ACEPLON

2704830  24/03/2014

VALLEENA PHARMACEUTICAL
trading as ;WHOLESELLER & RETAILER
1908, A/P UJALAIWADI, TALUKA - KARVIR, KOLHAPUR - 416216
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK PANDURANG KADAM
1211 "A" WARD, 1ST BUS STOP, PHULEWADI, KOLHAPUR - 416 010.

Used Since :13/05/2012

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.44, BARTHAKUR MILL ROAD, ULABARI, GUWAHATI-781007, ASSAM, INDIA.
TRADER AND MERCHANT, RETAILER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17, REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781 001, ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2711284  02/04/2014
EMIL PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
101, MANGALAM, KULUPWADI, NEAR NATIONAL PARK, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI 400066.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD.CO,INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO,ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
MISOGUARD

2712884  04/04/2014
NS UNIBIOSYS MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NS UNIBIOSYS MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop no S-7,choundheshwari Complex, Mangalwar Peth, Miraj- 416410, Distt. Sangli, Maharashtra ,India
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including class - 5
Registred in ROC & Local Authority
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/2014
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ENGLISH WORD
2722614  22/04/2014
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
ONE INDIA BULLS CENTRE TOWER 2-B, 7TH FLOOR 841, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG ELPHINSTONE ROAD (WEST)
MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
MRS. HEMA SHUKLA
trading as: KASHI DISTRIBUTOR
SHUKLA FARM, NEAR SUDAMA NAGAR, KHANDWA (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 02/05/1997
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN BEING, ANIMALS, PLANTS AND CROPS
Oxalee

2732751  07/05/2014
ONCOSTAR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Oxalee
No.26, Sanjog Phirozshah Street, Santacruz ( W)Mumbai 400054, Maharashtra.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL G TEGGI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E), Chennai - 600102
Used Since :25/03/2014

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, TABLETS, PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE, SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES,
OINTMENTS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
IN USE
MOXIPRIDE
2735982  13/05/2014
PARVEZ KHAN
trading as ;MEDINEXT
H-72, BEHIND RUKMANI GAS, RAVEN BHATIA RING ROAD NO 1, RAIPUR. CHATTISGARH
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/05/2014
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
FERINEO
2735984  13/05/2014
PARVEZ KHAN
trading as ;MEDINEXT
H-72, BEHIND RUKMANI GAS, RAVEN BHATIA RING ROAD NO 1, RAIPUR, CHATTISGARH
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/05/2014
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
RAJ KUMAR JIWANI
trading as ;AMERICAN BIOCARE
266, NAPIER TOWN, NEAR BHAWARTAL GARDEN, JABALPUR-482001(M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIVALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS-05
RACTOPAR
2740524  20/05/2014
REVASTO LABORATORIES PVT. LTD
5-A, S.R. COMPOUND, DEWAS NAKA, LASUDIA MORI, INDORE (M.P.)- 452010
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PVT.LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARVIND MALVIYA
60, VYASPHALA VINAYAK APPARTMENT, IIND FLOOR, JUNI INDORE, INDORE 452 007
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2743417 26/05/2014
SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SIGNOVA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.44,BARTHAKUR MILL ROAD,ULUBARI,GUWAHATI-781007,ASSAM, INDIA.
TRADER AND MERCHANT, RETAILER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPERATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Splond

2755409  13/06/2014
SPLENZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 49, 2ND FLOOR-B WING, K.K.MARKET, 19 B, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE
2755411 13/06/2014
SPLENZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 49, 2ND FLOOR-B WING, K.K.MARKET, 19 B, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE
2755413    13/06/2014
SPLENZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 49, 2ND FLOOR-B WING, K.K.MARKET, 19 B, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE
2755417  13/06/2014
SPLENZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 49, 2ND FLOOR-B WING, K.K.MARKET, 19 B, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE
OMESONIC

2755874  13/06/2014

UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
trading as ;UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED

1st floor , Ganga Commerce , lane no 5 , North Main Road , Koregaon Park, Village Ghorpadi, Pune 411001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE

A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
ABIVITE
2756843  17/06/2014
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
503, DALAMAL HOUSE, 5TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
Manufacturers and merchants.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOB TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since :30/10/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
Used Since: 01/06/2013

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED FOR REDUCING ODEMA INFLAMATION AND WOUND HEALING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2761173 24/06/2014
DR. HARDIK SHAH
KAMLESH SHAH
trading as ;OLIVE HEALTHCARE
GODREJ COLISEUM, B WING, 2ND FLOOR, SOMAIYA HOSPITAL ROAD, OFF. EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SION (EAST) MUMBAI-400022
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
LIVLANT

2764085  27/06/2014
BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as ;BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED , 15/3 BMW House, BMW Street, Lalpur Road, Gwarighat Jabalpur 482008 (MP)
15/3 BMW House, BMW Street, Lalpur Road, Gwarighat Jabalpur 482008 (MP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
2764833    30/06/2014
ALL INDIAN ORIGIN CHEMISTS AND DISTRIBUTORS LTD
6TH FLOOR, CORPORATE PARK II, V. N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ADULT ASSIST

2767720    03/07/2014
ROYAL HYGIENE CARE PVT. LTD.

trading as; Royal Hygiene Care Pvt. Ltd.

Crescent Business Park, 6th floor, Office no. 612-614, Sakinaka Telephone Exchange Lane, Safed Pul, Sakinaka, Andheri (East),
Mumbai - 400072, Maharashtra, India

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company duly organized and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Used Since: 23/06/2014

MUMBAI

DIAPERS INCLUDING ADULT DIAPERS, SANITARY NAPKINS AND PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL AND HYGIENIC
PURPOSES; PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
DESDEP OD
2772705  11/07/2014
EISAI PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR, B WING, MARWAH CENTRE, KRISHNALAL MARWAH MARG, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK PANDURANGI
CLOSER2PATENTS, A-403, ATHENE BUILDING, LODHA PARADISE, MAJIWADA, THANE(W), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA -
400601
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical Preparations.
2773160  14/07/2014
ZANDRA LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD.
202, GOVINDDHAM, 8-UNION PARK, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :13/10/2010
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND ALL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
DHARMENDRA SINGH RAMLAL SINGH YADAV trading as DR XONE PHARMA
S.N. F-7, H.NO.1410, PLOT NO.9 AND 10, W.NO.4, DASHRATH COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, KOHALE LAY OUT, KHADGAON ROAD, WADI, NAGPUR-440023(MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since: 19/11/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2779162 23/07/2014
GENEITH PHARM LIMITED
12, ADEWALE CRESCENT, OFF EHENLA STREET, OSHODI-APAPA EXPRESSWAY, OSHODI, LAGOS, NIGERIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE, B WING, 84, VALLABHBhai PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056
Used Since: 18/06/2003
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2779167   23/07/2014
GENEITH PHARM LIMITED
12, ADEWALE CRESCENT, OFF EWENLA STREET, OSHODI-APAPA EXPRESSWAY, OSHODI, LAGOS, NIGERIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE, B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056
Used Since :30/01/2007
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2779173  23/07/2014
GENEITH PHARM LIMITED
12, ADEWALE CRESCENT, OFF EWENLA STREET, OSHODI-APAPA EXPRESSWAY, OSHODI, LAGOS, NIGERIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE, B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056
Used Since: 06/08/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Used Since: 01/06/2014

Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2780356  24/07/2014
SUBHASH KUMAR
trading as ;MACHISMO HEALTHCARE
33,MADAN MOHAN BURMAN STREET,DIST.KOLKATA 700007,W.B.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :01/06/2013
KOLKATA
MEDICINE, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL PRODUCTS, PROTEIN PRODUCTS & MULTI VITAMIN, FOOD FOR BABIES, MEDICINAL & MEDICATED PRODUCTS BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
2780438  24/07/2014
MD.TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2780439  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2780440  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN, 36/1 E/1D, TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID), 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700039, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since : 03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2780441  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ; HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O. MD. SAIJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAAJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2780443  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSISA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER...
2780444  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D, TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2780445   24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA - 700 039, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
H A Y R E D - XT

2780446  24/07/2014

MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014

KOLKATA

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
H A Y D R Y L

2780448  24/07/2014

MD. TAUHEED
trading as ;HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS

C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D,TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID),1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

TRADER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014

KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
AZIHAT
2780449  24/07/2014
MD. TAUHEED trading as :HAYAT PHARMACEUTICALS
C/O.MD. SAJJAD HOSSAIN,36/1E/1D, TOPSIA ROAD (NEAR OLD V.I.P. MASJID), 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700039, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
TRADER & MERCHANT AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Used Since :03/06/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
MYENDUR

2781002  25/07/2014

NOVARTIS AG
4002 BASEL, SWITZERLAND.
Manufacturers, traders and exporters.
a Swiss Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use.
2782668 28/07/2014
STANCE BIOGENICS PVT.LTD.
1/B,PANDITIYA PLACE,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700029, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :12/01/2012
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2782669  28/07/2014
STANCE BIOGENICS PVT.LTD.
1/B,PANDITIYA PLACE,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700029, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :12/01/2012
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2783458  30/07/2014
CHETAN J. MEHTA
DIPAN J. MEHTA
trading as ;MEHTA VET CHEM
B- 404, KANARA BUSINESS CENTER, LAXMI NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI- 400075. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL RAW MATERIAL, NUTRACEUTICALS AND CHEMICALS PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL
PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
RAVIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
RAJENDRA RAM PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.C. GANGOPADHYAY, ADVOCATE
31/E BACHARAM CHATTERJEE ROAD, P.O. BEHALA, KOLKATA 700034.
Used Since: 01/07/2014
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RAVIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
RAJENDRA RAM PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.C. GANGOPADHYAY, ADVOCATE
31/E BACHARAM CHATTERJEE ROAD, P.O. BEHALA, KOLKATA 700034.
Used Since: 01/07/2014

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation
YMLI
2789055  09/08/2014
GLOBUS PHARMALINK (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : GLOBUS PHARMALINK (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O BHOLESANKAR AGENCY, H/O, SUJATA MOHANTY, MALI SAHIL, B.K. ROAD, BUXIBAZAR, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA INDIA.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader.
N/A
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since : 15/05/2012
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparations.
STADMED PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as STADMED PRIVATE LIMITED
"KUMUD" 14A, MANOHAR PUKUR ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since: 01/01/1946
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations included in class-05.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 175515.
2789459    11/08/2014
STADMED PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;STADMED PRIVATE LIMITED
"KUMUD" 14A,MANOHAR PUKUR ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since : 01/01/1946
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations included in class-05.
TRACKVIT

2790436  12/08/2014
ARUN KUMAR DAS
ARUN KUMAR DAS
PROBODH KUMAR DAS trading as ;TRACKMED HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
NATAKATA, AMARDA ROAD, PLOT NO - 58/987, KHATA NO - 286/227, 1ST FLOOR, NIMA COMPLEX, DIST - BALASORE
(ORISSA).
TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since :05/08/2014

KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
SULPAN
2790437  12/08/2014
ARUN KUMAR DAS
ARUN KUMAR DAS
PROBODH KUMAR DAS
trading as ;TRACKMED HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
NATAKATA, AMARDA ROAD, PLOT NO - 58/987, KHATA NO - 286/227, 1ST FLOOR, NIMA COMPLEX, DIST - BALASORE (ORISSA).
TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.
Used Since :05/08/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853 , 11/06/2018           Class 5

2790738    13/08/2014
LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
66/1 A, BAITHAK KHANA ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 009.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since :07/08/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

“FAT GONE”
2790742    13/08/2014
LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
66/1 A, BAITHAK KHANA ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 009.
MERCHAND AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 07/08/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
2790744  13/08/2014  
LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED  
66/1 A, BAITHAK KHANA ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 009.  
MERCHAND & MANUFACTURER  
Used Since :07/08/2014  
KOLKATA  
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
“SUGARZA”

2790752 13/08/2014
LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; LA-CHEMICO PRIVATE LIMITED
66/1 A, BAITHAK KHANA ROAD, 1 ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 009.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since: 07/08/2014
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation
2791116 13/08/2014
RELIABO PHARMA INDIA PVT. LTD.
SARAT BHAWAN, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. HARISABHA, S.C. GOSWAMI ROAD, PANBAZAR, GUWAHATI-781001, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since: 03/10/2013
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations. Ayurvedic Medicine.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ODYRICH EXCEPT AS DEPICTED.
PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
ASPHA HOUSE, SANTA SAHI, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINE PREPARATION
2791608 14/08/2014
PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as; PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
ASPHA HOUSE, SANTA SAHI, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2013
To be associated with:
1502692, 1502743, 1979784, 1979785, 2236718, 2236719, 2236720, 2236721, 2236722, 2236723, 2615461, 2615462, 2615463, 2615464,
2615465, 2615466, 2615467
KOLKATA
MEDICINE PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2791609  14/08/2014
PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as; PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
ASPHA HOUSE, SANTA SAHI, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/06/2014
KOLKATA
MEDICINE PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2791610 14/08/2014
PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as; PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
ASPHA HOUSE, SANTA SAHI, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2011
KOLKATA
MEDICINE PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Market Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018  Class 5

2791611  14/08/2014
PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA PVT. LTD.
ASPHA HOUSE, SANTA SAHI, CUTTACK-753001, ORISSA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO. 28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/12/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICINE PREPARATION
DECLAZ

2798383  27/08/2014
J. B. CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
NEELAM CENTRE, B WING, 4TH FLOOR, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS- 5
2804630  05/09/2014
NDC MARKETING LLP
11, GROUND FLOOR, NADIRSHAW SUKHIA STREET, UTI BANK HORNIMAN CIRCLE, FORT, MUMBAI-400001,
MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :25/08/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 5
2808138 12/09/2014
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
7, THE CENTRIUM, PHOENIX MARKET CITY ANNEXE, LBS MARG, MUMBAI 400070
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL FOODS; DIETETIC FOODS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE.
2809130    15/09/2014
RALLIS INDIA LIMITED.
156/157 NARIMAN BHAVAN, 15TH FLOOR, 227, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI- 400021.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :27/06/2014
To be associated with:
2668560, 2809129
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES INCLUDING INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES, DISINFECTANTS AND
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..651062 & 2323910.
2810668 17/09/2014
KHURSHEED ANWAR MOHAMMED ALI
B-701, CASTLE TOWER, VAISHALI NAGAR, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI-400102, MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE
UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 10/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND BEING IN CLASS 5
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2835101  31/10/2014
MEDISYNTH CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
D-282, MIDC, TURBHE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A CO. INCORPORATED IN INDIA PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE CO. ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA.
RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :01/04/1980
Mumbai
HEMEOPATHIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS FALLING IN CLASS-5
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..994551..
2835783  03/11/2014
AKRITI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
207, BLOCK NO.04, HIRANANDANI MEADOWS, EMERALD PLAZA, THANE (WEST)-400610
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Securia cold DS

2836675  03/11/2014
ANKUSH MAHADEV SUDRIK
trading as ;SECURIA HEALTH PHARMA
S. No. 16 shop no. 4 Shiv Sai Vihar, Siddhi Chowk, Ambegoan Bk. Pune - 411046
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since :03/11/2014
To be associated with:
2831726, 2836673, 2836674
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; included in class 5.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2831726,2836673,2836674..
ELLIN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
P-26 GANGOTRI PARK, KO. WADGAON, GANGOTRI, WALUJ, AURANGABAD-431001 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 29/09/2014
MUMBAI
DEALING IN ALL TYPES OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ROSEACE - P

2840773   12/11/2014

HARSH AND SUN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO. 14, RENUKA NIWAS, 4TH FLOOR, SR. NO. 29, KALA NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :03/11/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TAJ PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
B/134, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, OPP OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST),
MUMBAI-400104
MANUFACTURING
A INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 12/02/2013
MUMBAI
ALLOPATHIC PREPARATIONS / AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATION / HERBALS PREPARATION / MEDICINE
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN TABLETS / CAPSULES / INJECTIONS / ORAL / SUSPENSION / OINTMENTS /
SOLUTIONS / SYRUPS / POWDER / LIQUID FORMS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
BHARAT MEHTA trading as ;MEDIAN BIOPHARMA
D/602, OLD ASHOK NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI 400091 MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BHARAT MEHTA
trading as ; MEDIAN BIOPHARMA
D/602, OLD ASHOK NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI 400091 MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/04/2005
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2847264 21/11/2014
TAJ PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/134, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, OPP-OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST) MUMBAI-400104
MANUFACTURES, EXPORTERS, MARKETING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 30/07/2013
MUMBAI
ALLOPATHIC PREPARATIONS / AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATION / HERBALS PREPARATION / MEDICINE
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN TABLETS / CAPSULES / INJECTIONS / ORAL / SUSPENSION / OINTMENTS /
SOLUTIONS / SYRUPS / POWDER / LIQUID FORMS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2847265  21/11/2014
TAJ PHARMAECUTICALS LTD.
B/134, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIALS CENTRE, OPP OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST),
MUMBAI-400104
MANUFACTURING
A INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :19/08/2013
MUMBAI
ALLOPATHIC PREPARATIONS / AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATION / HERBALS PREPARATION I MEDICINE
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN TABLETS / CAPSULES /INJECTIONS / ORAL / SUSPENSION / OINTMENTS /
SOLUTIONS /SYRUPS / POWDER / LIQUID FORMS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS -05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

VAISHALI PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
706-709, 7TH FLOOR, ARAVALI BUSINESS CENTRE, R.C.PATEL ROAD, SODAWALA LANE, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/09/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2848974  25/11/2014
VAISHALI PHARMA PVT. LTD.
706-709, 7TH FLOOR, ARAVALI BUSINESS CENTRE, R.C.PATEL ROAD, SODAWALA LANE, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 11/09/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
2849285  25/11/2014
VARION LIFESCIENCES PVT.LTD.
2/C, 403, DHEERAJ UPVAN, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :20/01/2006
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS / DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND EXPORTS
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST), THANE-421 204
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
AZILAT

2849552  25/11/2014

UNIQUE PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
83, B AND C, SHETH GOVINDRAO SMRITI, DR. A.B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS- 5
2851147 27/11/2014
ELLIN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
P- 26 GANGOTRI PARK, KO. WADGAON, GANGOTRI, WALUJ, AURANGABAD - 431001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :29/09/2014
MUMBAI
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS,
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
2851148  27/11/2014
ELLIN LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
P- 26 GANGOTRI PARK, KO. WADGAON, GANGOTRI, WALUJ, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 29/09/2014
MUMBAI
DEALING IN ALL TYPES OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CHLOSERA

2852366    24/11/2014

UTTAMHIRA PHARMACEUTICAL (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;UTTAMHIRA PHARMACEUTICAL (INDIA) PVT LTD
4419, PETH ROAD, OLD MARKET YARD ROAD, PANCHAVATI, NASHIK-422003, MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :18/11/2014

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals and Medicinal Preparations
ALL INDIAN ORIGIN CHEMISTS AND DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, CORPORATE PARK II, V. N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400071
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Used Since : 01/01/2013
To be associated with:
2058915

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2856625  05/12/2014
KAUZECURE PHARMASOL PVT. LTD.
406, 3RD FLOOR, NILOY, PLOT NO.82, BHIDEWADI, KANSAI SECTION, AMBERNATH (EAST), THANE-421501,
MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 26/11/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED, FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2858096   08/12/2014
KHAN MUSAVVIR IQBAL
Mr. Shaikh Shahzad Shabbir
Mr. Shaikh Saeed Ahmad Mohd Israel
trading as ;INDIAN UNANI PHARMACY
637/ 1,NAWAZ MANZIL,, FLAT NO.201,2ND FLOOR, SHASTRI NAGAR, KALYAN ROAD, BHIWANDI- 421302
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/12/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL
MEXOQUINE

2863123  16/12/2014

TAJ PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

B/134, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, OPP OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON WEST, MUMBAI-400104

MANUFACTURING

A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Used Since :04/12/2013

MUMBAI

ALLOPATHIC PREPARATIONS/AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATION / HERBALS PREPARATION / MEDICINE

PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN TABLETS / CAPSULES / INJECTIONS / ORAL / SUSPENSION / OINTMENTS /

SOLUTIONS / SYRUPS / POWDER / LIQUID FORMS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2864193  17/12/2014
REXION HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO. 103, 1ST FLOOR MAGHA BLDG, KORAS, KNASHATRA PJHARAN ROAD NO. 1, VERTAK NAGAR, THANE-400606
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2865809 19/12/2014
S. G. BIOPHARM
7 VIDHYA VILLA 3, B/H SARVODAYA HOTEL, OLD NAGAR DAS ROAD, ANDIHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400069
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2868727  24/12/2014
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1587570, 2308654

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS,
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
GAP

2874738  02/01/2015
OSHNIC CROP SCIENCE LIMITED
trading as ;Oshnic Crop Science Limited
C-113, Vidhya Nagar, Hoshangabad Road, Bhopal-462026, Madhya Pradesh.
Manufacturer
Company Registered Under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/12/2014
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND WEEDICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
LAXOGEN

2876035  06/01/2015

PINAKI CHUNI LAL BHATTACHARYA
FLAT NO.E/001, GROUND FLOOR, GALAXY APARTMENT, SURVEY NO.97, OPP. RAJPRABHA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR SAI BABA MANDIR, GOLANINAL, WALIV, VASAI EAST, THANE-401204
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :06/01/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDS INCLUDING PHARMACEUTICAL
ANGEAS HEALTHCARE LTD
G-4/6, RANI SATI NAGAR, S.V. ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since : 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
FAMOT

2876105  06/01/2015
ANGEAS HEALTHCARE LTD.,
G-4/6, RANI SATI NAGAR, S.V. ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2876107  06/01/2015
ANGEAS HEALTHCARE LTD.
G-4/6, RANI SATI NAGAR S.V ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2876811  07/01/2015
SWATI SPENTOSE PRIVATE LIMITED
114, MARINE CHAMBERS, 11, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400020
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN
2876988 07/01/2015
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400067 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2877625  08/01/2015
ARUN P BHALERAO
SUJIT S CHAPE
MRS MANJUSHA H NANOTI
MRS SANJIVANI P NANOTI
trading as ;SUREDGE LIFESCIENCES
FLAT NO. 202, ABHINAV RESIDENCY, PLOT NO. B-1, POST OFFICE LANE, LAXMINAGAR, NAGPUR-22
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AS IN CLASS 5.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
NOFORGE HCT

2882691  15/01/2015

TAJ PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
B/134, OSHIWARA INDUSTRIALS CENTRE, OPP OSHIWARA BUS DEPOT, NEW LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400104

MANUFACTURING
A INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :20/05/2014

MUMBAI
ALLOPATHIC PREPARATIONS / AYURVEDIC MEDICINE PREPARATION / HERBALS PREPARATION / MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN TABLETS / CAPSULES /INJECTIONS / ORAL / SUSPENSION / OINTMENTS / SOLUTIONS / SYRUPS / POWDER / LIQUID FORMS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
DRAZZLE

2883369  15/01/2015

NITIN CHOUHDARY
trading as ;CHOUHDARY MINERALS AND CHEMICALS
355-C, BESIDE GANDHARV HOTEL, BHAGWANGANJ, SAGAR-470002 (M.P.)
merchants and manufacturers
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 10/12/2014

MUMBAI
Insecticides for agriculture and horticulture
VARILLA

2883611  16/01/2015
NOVO MEDI SCIENCES PVT.LTD,
40/B1, SHANKAR SMRUTI, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400014
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2863785

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CHIKVAX
2883612  16/01/2015
NOVO MEDI SCIENCES PVT.LTD.
40/B1, SHANKAR SMRUTI, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400014
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2863786
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853 ,  11/06/2018           Class 5

2884564    19/01/2015
DR. RAMDAS AVHAD
DR. SATISH BHATTAD
DR. SHARAD THUBE
DR. MAHENDRA SHINDE
DHARAMVIR PATHAK
trading as ;DIVINE AYURVEDA
18-B, VAIBHAV SOCIETY, SAVEDI, AHMEDNAGAR-414 003, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K G ASSOCIATES
Office No.37, Prajapati Cascade, Sector 1, New Panvel (East) Navi Mumbai - 410 206
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND MEDICINES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; GLUCOSE AND MINERAL WATERS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HERBICIDES, MEDICINAL DRINKS, MEDICINAL TEA, MEDICINAL OILS, MILK OF ALMONDS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, YEAST DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, YEAST FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
EXTROGAIN

2886214  20/01/2015
GOPAL ZANVAR
trading as ;Gopal Zanvar
Flat No.401, Shree Parshwa Nagar,Near NIBM,Kondhwa br.pune-48
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011

Used Since :18/12/2014
MUMBAI
Medical Pharmaceuticals preparation & substance
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
2887664 21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
MUMBAI
Goods being fungicides, herbicides and algicides.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
2887673  21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/01/2015
To be associated with:
2887664
MUMBAI
Goods being fungicides, herbicides and algicides.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
2887679   21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
To be associated with:
2887664, 2887673
MUMBAI
Goods being fungicides, herbicides and algicides.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
2887685  21/01/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :30/11/2013
To be associated with:
2887664, 2887673, 2887679
MUMBAI
Goods being fungicides, herbicides and algicides.
Red 032C C:0 M:100 Y:95 K:0 R:236 G:50 B:55
2889316  27/01/2015
HERMAS BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO.26, BUILDING NO.2, A WING, SHRI SAI SHRADDHA CHS LTD, OPP NEHRU NAGAR, CHEMBUR-400071
TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :22/10/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING DANDRUFF PHENOL FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, ANTIBIOTICS, MEDICINAL DRINKS, MEDICINAL HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS,
MEDICINAL HERBS, MEDICINAL INFUSIONS, MEDICINAL ROOTS, MEDICINES FOR DENTAL PURPOSES, MEDICINES
FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, MEDICINES FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES, BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES, BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES, BIOLOGICAL TISSUE CULTURES FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS, VACCINES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR
VETERINARY PURPOSES CONTRACEPTIVES (CHEMICAL ), VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, TINCTURE OF IODINE AND
TINCTURES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
PALSINORM

2889345  24/01/2015
RAJU BAPUSAHEB VAYCHAL
trading as ;Atharvraj Marketing
1st Floor Block No. 1, 790/4/8, E, Plot No. 8B, N.T. Sarnaik Nagar, Pachgaon Road, Kolhapur - 416007
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations, pharmaceutical lotions, injections, ointments.
2889712  27/01/2015
MUKESH YADAV
C/O VEDANT LIFE SCIENCE RAILWAY STATION ROAD, INFRONT OF RADHA KRISHNA MANDIR, BIAORA, RAJGARH-465674, M.P
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :15/01/2015
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 05
TADADEL

2889943  23/01/2015
IRFAN AMEERHUSAIN ANSARI
trading as ;IRFAN AMEERHUSAIN ANSARI
FLAT NO-18, 2ND FLOOR,BARKAT MANZIL, OP-BYCULLA RAILWAY STATION, N.M JOSHI MARG, MUMBAI-400027,
MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS and MERCHANTS
An Indian National and sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/03/2012
Mumbai
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
AVIDEL
2890460 27/01/2015
AVIRAL BIO TECH & FERTILISERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AVIRAL BIO TECH & FERTILISERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 21,22 Sector-B, Industrial Area Mandideep, Dist. Raisen (M.P.) - 462046
Manufacturer
CIN : U24120MP2010PTC023170
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :04/01/2015
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND WEEDICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REXTON
2890472  27/01/2015
AVIRAL BIO TECH & FERTILISERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AVIRAL BIO TECH & FERTILISERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 21,22 Sector-B, Industrial Area Mandideep, Dist. Raisen (M.P.) - 462046
Manufacturer
CIN : U24120MP2010PTC023170
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :04/01/2015
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND WEEDICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
B-HIST
2940607    11/04/2015
TPPL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
8, RFC COLONY, SIRSI ROAD, Opp. MOSAIC HOTEL, JAIPUR-302021 (RAJ.)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/10/2009
AHMEDABAD
Medicines and Pharmaceuticals Preparations in class 05.
CNF

2943018   16/04/2015
ERIS LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100 FEET ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380015.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO., ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
AIRSON
2944685  17/04/2015
AJEET SINGH SHEKHAWAT S/O. SH. KAILASH SINGH SHEKHAWAT
VILLAGE POST-BAGHOLI, TEH- UDAIPURWATI, DISTRICT JHUNJHUNU RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
INDIVIDUAL.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDabad
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2948647  24/04/2015
MR. CHANDULAL SHIVABHAI KHANPARA
BHARATKUMAR MAGANBHAI KHANPARA
trading as DEVOUT REMEDIES
BALAJI OIL AND FOOD PRODUCTS COMPUND, NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO. 27, OPP. JAMWADI PETROL PUMP, GONDAL 360 311 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :15/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word REMEDIES.
PINKHEALTH

2951132  23/04/2015
SAHAJANAND LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SAHAJANAND ESTATE, WAKHARIA WADI, NEAR DABHOLI CHAR RASTA, VED ROAD, SURAT - 395 004 - GUJARAT
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UPENDRA PATEL
UPENDRA PATEL & ASSOCIATES, 63/A, 6TH FLOOR, MAHER PARK-A, ATHWAGATE, NANPURA, SURAT - 395 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2007
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies
2952866  28/04/2015
SIDDARTH JAIN
trading as ;MANUFACTURER
204 B, VARDHMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023 GUJARAT, INDIA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including Class 5
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/1999
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

ENGLISH WORD WITH NUMBER BUT WRITE IN HINDI AND ENGLISH
2952868  28/04/2015
SIDDARTH JAIN
trading as ;MANUFACTURER
204 B, VARDHMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023 GUJARAT, INDIA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/1997
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ENGLISH WORD BUT WRITE IN HIND AND ENGLISH
2952870 28/04/2015
SIDDARTH JAIN
trading as ;MANUFACTURER
204 B, VARDHMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023 GUJARAT, INDIA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/2000
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ENGLISH WORD BUT WRITE IN HINDI AND ENGLISH
2952872 28/04/2015
SIDDARTH JAIN
trading as ;MANUFACTURER
204 B, VARDHMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023 GUJARAT, INDIA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/2002
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ENGLISH WORD BUT WRITE IN HINDI AND ENGLISH
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853 , 11/06/2018           Class 5

TVS
2952933    29/04/2015
SHINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
308-310, DWARKESHCOMPLEX, SUN PHARMA ROAD, OFF. OLD PADRA ROAD, POST-ATLADRA, VADODARA 390 012
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R. HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :23/05/2004
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2957014  06/05/2015
MR. MANOJKUMAR RAMCHAND NAVANI
MR. MANOHARLAL RAMCHAND NAVANI
trading as ;DUMAX AGRO INDUSTRIES
1-603, ISCON PLATINUM, BOPAL CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 380058 GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.A.BHATT, ADVOCATE
B-603, SIGNATURE-2, NEAR SARKHEJ SANAND CIRCLE, OPP. RELIEF HOTEL, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD - 382210 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
MOODY
2960702 11/05/2015
SUNIL NATANI S/O. SH. RAM SWAROOP NATANI
RAM SWAROOP NATANI S/o. SH. HARI NARAYAN NATANI
trading as ;ALSUN PHARMACEUTICALS (Indian Partnership firm)
A-11, NEHRU NAGAR, PANIPECH, Jaipur Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932 )
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
HYDROKAN
2962723  13/05/2015
FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
trading as :FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
PLOT NO.38 JAMESH COLONY VIDHYADHAR NAGAR JAIPUR
TRADER
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :06/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
FUSIKAN
2962728  13/05/2015
FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
trading as ;FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
PLOT NO.38 JAMESH COLONY VIDHYADHAR NAGAR JAIPUR
TRADER
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :06/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PYNOCIN

2962734   13/05/2015
FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
trading as ;FUCHAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
PLOT NO.38 JAMESH COLONY VIDHYADHAR NAGAR JAIPUR
TRADER
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :06/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
TMULIN

2962884  14/05/2015

HESTER BIOSCIENCES LIMITED
1st Floor, PUSHPAK, Panchvati Cross Road, C.G. Road, Ahmedabad-380 006, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7TH FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD,
BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD -
Used Since :12/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICALS AND FEED SUPPLEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2966960  19/05/2015
GANESH KUMAR PRAJAPATI S/O. SH. SITARAM PRAJAPATI
Smt. VIMLA GUPTA W/o. SH. NEMI CHAND GUPTA
trading as ;GYRO DIAGNOSTICS (Indian Partnership firm)
A-52/A, SHANTI PATH, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 (RAJ.)
Manufacture and merchants trading as
An Indian Partnership firm (Registered Under Indian Partnership Act, 1932)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES,
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 01/10/2007
AHMEDABAD
Chemical, Reagents, Kits, Consumables for Medical, Diagnostics Purposes.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
2966970  20/05/2015
SHRI ASHISH KANTIBHAI PATEL
SHRI ADITYA DILIPKUMAR PATEL
SHRI KANTIBHAI DEVJIBHAI PATEL
trading as: ACESO PHARMA
19- SAHJANAND KUTIR, OPP. EARTH COMPLEX, NEAR AKSHAR CHOWK, MUJAMAHUDA, VADODARA - 390020
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since : 14/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES.
ZIPVIT

2967295  19/05/2015
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRUBRIDGE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
SH. SUSHMA GOEL
trading as :M/s Goel (Vet) Pharma
42-C, Pratap Nagar, Chittorgarh- 312 001 (Rajasthan).
Manufacturers and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
Veterinary Medicines.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF COW, PLUS AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
QXT
2967940  20/05/2015
SHINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
308-310, DWARKESHCOMPLEX, SUN PHARMA ROAD, OFF. OLD PADRA ROAD, POST-ATLADRA, VADODARA 390 012
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NUROGEN ALFALFA

2968050  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 31/07/2006
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. mark should be used together as applied for.
ASTHASULE
2968051  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :30/12/2005
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
FEBROSULE

2968052  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEOH PHARMA CEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :31/07/2006
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
UROSULE
2968053  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEOPHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :29/11/2007
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LEUCOSULE

2968055  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEOPHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 29/11/2007
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
COFSULE

2968058  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMOEOPHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :30/12/2005
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BONISULE

2968059  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMEO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :31/07/2006
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BONY DENT

2968060  20/05/2015
GOEL HOMEO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-188, SUBHASH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :20/08/2014
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SUMAN

2970812  25/05/2015
JAISUKH DHANJIBHAI PAREKH - KARTA (H.U.F.)
trading as ;SUMAN REMEDIES
C/17, Katira Medical Market, R. T. O. Relocation Site, Bhuj, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/1998
To be associated with:
869634

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
XOLIC

2971882  26/05/2015
MAHENDRA GUPTA S/O. RAJENDRA GUPTA
P.NO. 28A, F-3, INDRAPRASTH COLONY, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
INDIVIDUAL.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2974624    22/05/2015
SIDDARTH JAIN
trading as ;MANUFACTURER
204 B, VARDHMAN COMPLEX, SUBHANPURA, VADODARA - 390023 GUJARAT, INDIA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations including
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since :01/04/2005
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides

ENGLISH WORD BUT WRITE IN HINDI AND ENGLISH
KENKO

2976179  01/06/2015
PI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Udaisagar Road, Udaipur 313 001 in the State of Rajasthan within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, weedicides and herbicides
YUEIKI

2976186  01/06/2015
PI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Udaisagar Road, Udaipur 313 001 in the State of Rajasthan within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, weedicides and herbicides
HOGO
2976187  01/06/2015
PI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Udaisagar Road, Udaipur 313 001 in the State of Rajasthan within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, weedicides and herbicides
YUJIN
2976188  01/06/2015
PI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Udaisagar Road, Udaipur 313 001 in the State of Rajasthan within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, weedicides and herbicides
PAZOWOR
2977041  29/05/2015
GULSHAN RAI S/O. SH. SHYAM SUNDER RAI
trading as ; ASSURE HEALTHCARE
"AASTHA" 6P6, MAHAVEER NAGAR EXTN. BASANT VIHAR, KOTA-324009 (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 21/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
RABICLAS
2978028  30/05/2015
SHIMANO HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
18, VINAYAK VIHAR, BEHIND SUMER NAGAR, NEAR AGARWAL FARM, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR, Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/10/2009
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
COLIPED
2979149  05/06/2015
JAYESHBHAI CHANDULAL MEHTA
trading as ;OLCARE LABORATORIES
504/A, 505/A, G.I.D.C. ESTATE, WADHWAN CITY- 363035, DIST. SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKASH S. GOGIA, ADVOCATE
SBG ASSOCIATES, A-26, CIRCLE B, THIRD FLOOR, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, S.G.HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV,
AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :30/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
MFG. OF MEDICINE INCULED CLASS 05.
CURRENT

2979463   04/06/2015

MRS. NIRMALA KABRA W/O. SH. NARAIN PRASAD KABRA
trading as ; ACTION (INDIA) PHARMACEUTICALS DIVISION
157, RAM NAGAR SHOPPING CENTER, SHASTRINAGAR, NEAR NEHRU COLLEGE, JAIPUR
Manufacturer and merchants
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :31/10/2001
To be associated with:
1272575

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PRAZOLUM-D

2980423  05/06/2015
DIPEN M. SHAH
DIPEN M. SHAH
VIVEK B. DHOLU
trading as ;M/s. REYES PHARMACEUTICALS
78, KHADAYATA BOARDING SOCIETY, OPP. BUS STAND, MODASA, DIST. ARAVALLI, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
LIL CHAMPS
2982624 10/06/2015
NARSHIBHAI H. ADROJA
BHAVESH N. ADROJA
MANISH N. ADROJA
SANJAY N. ADROJA
GAURIBEN N. ADROJA
JASHODABEN B. ADROJA
ANSOYABEN M. ADROJA
SONALBEN S. ADROJA
DIPEN R. HALVADIYA
HIMEN R. PATEL
MEHUL R. HALVADIYA
BHAKHESH D. BHIMANI
trading as ;M/S.SAFILO HEALTHCARE
SURVEY NO.11, PAIKI,8 - A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OPP. LALPAR VILLAGE, LALPAR, MORBI, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUTSIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF DISPOSABLE BABY DIAPERS, BABY DIAPERS, BABY DIAPERS MADE OF PAPER AND / OR
CELLULOSE, PANT TYPE DIAPERS, PULL UPS DIAPERS, DISPOSABLE BABY WIPES, SANITARY WIPES, ADULT
DIAPERS, DISPOSABLE ADULT DIAPERS, PANT STYLE ADULT DIAPERS, NAPPY PADS, SANITARY NAPKINS, PANTY
LINERS, SANITARY PANTS, MENSTRUATION TEMPSONS, NAPKINS FOR INCONTINENTS, PADS FOR CONTINENTS,
PRODUCTS FOR FEMININE HYGIENE, SANITARY MASKS, ABSORBENT COTTON, BREAST PADS, SANITARY TOWELS,
MADICATED SOLUTION, DIAPER RASH CREAMS, DRUG FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
ROSDEN

2984364 12/06/2015
RAHULBHAI BHANUBHAI GAJERA
BHARATBHAI DHIRUBHAI SIDDHAPURA
SANDIPBHAI BABUBHAI VADADORIYA
trading as ;M/S.ROSDEN HEALTHCARE
SHOP NO - 103, PLOT NO - A/294,PANDOL INDUSTRIES,VED ROAD,SURAT - 395 004,GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
2985622  13/06/2015
HEMANT CHANDWANI
trading as :AYURWELL
D-235, AKSHAT APARTMENT, B-1 BASEMENT BIHARI MARG, BANIPARK JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :24/02/2014
AHMEDABAD
HERBAL PRODUCTS, HERBAL THERAPY PRODUCTS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE, ALL DESRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION.
ITRASAFE

2985689  15/06/2015

VINESH A. MODI
CHETAN V. KALKAR
DEVENDRA C. RAJPUT

trading as ;M/S. PROSPERO HEALTH CARE

45, FIRST FLOOR, SHANKUNTAL COMPLEX, VAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA, GUJARAT - INDIA..

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL ,MEDICINAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
STABIVIT

2985690  15/06/2015
VINESH A. MODI
CHETAN V. KALKAR
DEVENDRA C. RAJPUT
trading as ;M/S. PROSPERO HEALTH CARE
45, FIRST FLOOR, SHANKUNTAL COMPLEX, VAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA, GUJARAT - INDIA..
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5.
BIO - 69

2985691  15/06/2015
VINESH A. MODI
CHETAN V. KALKAR
DEVENDRA C. RAJPUT
trading as M/S. PROSPERO HEALTH CARE
45, FIRST FLOOR, SHANKUNTAL COMPLEX, VAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5.
SCOCEF
2986168  16/06/2015
BEENA NIRANJAN THAKAR
ARVIND PARASMAL JAIN
trading as ;SCOASIA PHARMA
G/3,PALACE PLAZA,NEHRU MARG, NR.KASHIVISHWANATH TEMPLE,VADODARA-390001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PREPARATION OF MEDICINES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
LCIUM

2986169  16/06/2015
BEENA NIRANJAN THAKAR
ARVIND PARASMAL JAIN
trading as ;SCOASIA PHARMA
G/3,PALACE PLAZA,NEHRU MARG, NR.KASHIVISHWANATH TEMPLE,VADODARA-390001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PREPARATION OF MEDICINES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Manco-M-45
2990380   22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Global-41

2990381  22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Metinno

2990383  22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Innocarp

2990386  22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Innopara
2990387  22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since : 01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Global-71
2990389   22/06/2015
INNOVATIVE AGRITECH PVT. LTD
914, KERALA, G.I.D.C TA: BAVLA, DIST: AHMEDABAD 382220
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/2015
To be associated with:
2990381
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GLOBAL.
HAVMOR ICE CREAM LIMITED
2ND FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE – 4, BESIDES SHELL PETROL PUMP, 100FT ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD – 380 015, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1456551

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ZEDTIME
2992189  23/06/2015
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRUBRIDGE, ASHARAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
INTAPARIN

2992191  23/06/2015
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRUBRIDGE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2138690

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS;
3123631 14/12/2015

PRINCE FARMA LDA
STREET S/N NEAR PORTO SECO (ZONA INDUSTRIAL OF VIANA), NO. S/N, TOWN, VIANA, STATE LUANDA, REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER LAW OF REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BALYARIZA

3336912    12/08/2016

MR. VARUN MADANLAL AGARWAL
Sr. No 173, At Post Wakad, Tal.Mulshi, Dist. Pune Pin.411057
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002

Used Since: 10/08/2016

MUMBAI
Ayurvedic Medicines
UTHPRO

3386452  11/10/2016
UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
trading as ;UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
1st floor , Ganga Commerce , lane no 5 , North Main Road , Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
Manufacturer and Merchants
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; dietary food supplements for medical use; dietetic food supplements adapted for medical purposes; medicated food supplements
3390447  18/10/2016
PRIYANKKUMAR SHAH trading as ;STARLIFE HEALTHCARE
SHOP NO-02, NARAYAN SMRUTI, OPP-PHC BOISAR, OFF-NAVAPUR ROAD, BOISAR (WEST) - 401501, DIST-PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MAHKIJA
Makhija & Associates, Office No.1/1, 1st floor, A Wing, Sai Tirth Tower, Station Road, Siddharth Nagar, Thane(E)-400603, Mumbai.
Used Since :09/09/2016
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASSES 5
ARNICRISE

3398146  27/10/2016
SAS FINANCIERE BATTEUR
AVENUE DU GENERAL DE GAULLE AT HEROUVILLE SAINT-CLAIR (14200) FRANCE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER LAWS OF FRANCE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATHENA LEGAL
37, LINK ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI-110024.
Used Since :21/06/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND PREPARATIONS ; PHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES.
CANCURRA
3424896  01/12/2016
MR. VIVEK MANHOR DATAR
trading as ;M/S. DATAR NEUTRACEUTICAL
C-2, DEVENDRA APARTMENTS, SAHAYOG MANDIR PATH, GHANTALI, THANE-400602
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Used Since :12/02/2016
MUMBAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (NON MEDICATED) FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
3441446  27/12/2016
ANSICHT SCIDEL PHARMA INDIA PVT LTD.
KANT HELIX, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. TATA MOTORS LTD, BHOIR COLONY, CHINCHWAD, PUNE 411 033, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KATARIYA VISHAL PRAKASH
2, SHARADA APT. OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE, AUNDH, PUNE--8
Used Since :20/12/2016
MUMBAI
Stem cells for medical purposes.
SALARGE
3516946  29/03/2017
RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO. 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR-50B, CHANDIGARH, 160047
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
P-COUNT

3526179  14/04/2017
GUFIC BIOSCIENCES LTD.
SUBHASH ROAD A, GUFIC HOUSE, VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medical preparations
AALSTEP
3527937  18/04/2017
AGASTYA AGRO LIMITED
trading as ;AGASTYA AGRO LIMITED
39 AND 40, CHITTA REDDY COLONY, TADBUND "X" ROADS, SECUNDERABAD - 500 009,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.V.PHANINDRA KUMAR
1-8-36, FLAT NO.202, ABHITEJA APPAJI ARCADE, VIKAS NAGAR, DILSUKHNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500060.
Used Since :10/04/2017
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, WEEDICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE AND DOMESTIC USE.
3532729  24/04/2017

VIKAS AGGARWAL TRADING AS PASSIM MEDICHEM AGENCIES
PLOT NO- 186, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH-160002, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
LETNINE
3546922  11/05/2017
UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
trading as ;MARKETING COMPANY
1st floor , Ganga Commerce , lane no 5 , North Main Road , Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
PHARMACEUTICALS AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances
TEPENTOCET

3557724    26/05/2017
KARANRANJIT SINGH SIDHU
VILL ABHUN CHAK, BANWALA, FAZILKA, PUNJAB-152123
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
VILPREG

3557740  26/05/2017
KARANRANJIT SINGH SIDHU
VILL ABHUN CHAK, BANWALA, FAZILKA, PUNJAB-152123
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CAYRESO

Priority claimed from 09/01/2017; Application No. : 87/293,837 ;United States of America
3588146  10/07/2017
INFACARE PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION
8 Neshaminy Interplex, Suite 221, Trevose, Pennsylvania 19053, United States
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Corporation incorporated in Delaware
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations used in the prevention and treatment of hyperbilirubinemia.
3594830 19/07/2017
KARYON HEALTHYCO FOREVER LLP
307 LUNKAD SKY STATION, DATTA MANDIR CHOWK, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE – 411014
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)– 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PADLION
3600176    27/07/2017
DANLION PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O SATVEEK GIRAMKAR, A-6, Hanuman Colony, Alandi Road, Hutatma Chowk, Behind SBI Bank, Bhosari, Pune – 411039
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ZAHEERUDDIN MOINUDDIN SHAIKH
278, UDAY NAGAR, FISH MARKET, OPP. SB.I., SAKINAKA, ANDHERI(E), MUMBAI-400072.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
U Sperm

3603578  26/07/2017
UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
trading as ;UTH Healthcare Limited.
1st floor , Ganga Commerce , lane no 5 , North Main Road , Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
PHARMACEUTICALS AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations and substances
UP Sperm
3603579  26/07/2017
UTH HEALTHCARE LIMITED
trading as ;UTH Healthcare Limited
1st floor , Ganga Commerce , lane no 5 , North Main Road , Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
PHARMACEUTICALS AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances
3606732 04/08/2017
KARYON HEALTHYCO FOREVER LLP
307 LUNKAD SKY STATION, DATTA MANDIR CHOWK, PUNE-411014
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Food supplements, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
3606734 04/08/2017
KARYON HEALTHYCO FOREVER LLP
307 LUNKAD SKY STATION, DATTA MANDIR CHOWK, PUNE-411014
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Food Supplements, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
ELDOGESIC
3676995  13/11/2017
ELDER REMEDIES LTD
440,6 , FARSH BAZAR , SHAHDARA , DELHI
MANUFACTURER , MERCHANT , TRADER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC , MEDICAL , PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY PREPARATION, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, SANITARY PREPARATION AND MEDICAL PREPARATION IN CLASS-05
3677274  14/11/2017
RAVI ROHRA
KANAKIA ZILLON, F-339, LBS ROAD, CST JUNCTION, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI-400070
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA-W, MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
3684682  22/11/2017

AAYUSHYA FOUNDATION
B/4, D.I.G. Colony, M.A. Road, Varanasi UP 221002

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since : 31/08/2013

DELHI

Sanitary Napkins
3684683  22/11/2017
AAYUSHYA FOUNDATION
B/4, D.I.G. Colony, M.A. Road, Varanasi UP 221002
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :31/08/2013
DELHI
Oils and essential oils used for medical purposes
SONPOL
3694754  05/12/2017
SH. RAKESH KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;SH. RAKESH KUMAR SINGH
VILL. BABHANPURA, POST-KAMAULI, DISTT-VARANASI (U.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
MCFEN
3708725  21/12/2017
BALAKRISHNAN K
Chandhanam Parambil House, Poomala Post, Manichira, Sulthan Bathery, Wayanad, Kerala - 673592
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :01/09/2017
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides as included in class 5.
VOMITROX

3710372 23/12/2017

JASPREET SINGH
SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GAN
GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceutical preparations
3726361  12/01/2018
A.THARMALINGAM
Trading as M/s. SAKTHI MOOLIGAI OIL, #26/6, NAIR HOSPITAL OPPOSITE, KARUVAMPALAYAM, ESWARAOORTHY LAYOUT FIRST STREET, TIRUPUR - 641604.
THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079
Used Since :01/01/2011
CHENNAI
PAIN RELIVER OIL (JOINT PAIN OIL, KNEE PAIN OIL, NECK PAIN OIL AND HAND AND LEG PAIN RELIVER OIL)
3727505   15/01/2018
SAMRAT CHAKRABORTY
trading as ;DURJODHAN HERBAL HOME
78, KALI PRASANNA ROY LANE, TOLLYGANJ, KOLKATA 700033, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 16/04/1983
KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
BHARTI HARISH SAVALIA trading as ;CARE LIFE SCIENCES
66, SAIBABA SOCIETY, OPP RAMESWAR MAHADEV, MEGHANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380016 STATE GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :05/10/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
LAL BABU PRASAD
trading as LENITIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
C-5, PARASMANI FLAT, DAXINI SOCIETY, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380008, GUJARAT INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.D.PATEL & CO.
207, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA COMPLEX, OPP. TEN ACERS, O/S RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380022, GUJARAT-INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.
3767276   01/03/2018
SHREE KRISHNAKESHAV LABORATORIES LIMITED
AMRAIWADI ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 008, GUJARAT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PADH
790/1, TANKSHAL, NEAR TUTORIAL HIGH SCHOOL, KALUPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380001
Used Since :01/03/2018
AHMEDABAD
INTRAVENOUS FLUIDS USED FOR REHYDRATION, NUTRITION AND THE DELIVERY OF PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND ARTICLES.
3767561  01/03/2018  
YASH V. KSHATRIYA  
trading as ; MAZORAT PHARMACEUTICALS  
A-209 AKSHAR VIHAR APS SCHOOL ROAD NH-8, DHANIYAVI CHOWK NEW TARSALI 390009 GUJARAT INDIA  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC FOOD, FOOD FOR BABIES AND MEDICINAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED ONLY IN CLASS 5.
3769355 05/03/2018
MR. ANIS A. KARBHARI
5, Binanagar Society, Vasna Road, Vadodara, Gujarat, India - 390007,
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF CLEANING PURPOSE DISINFECTANT FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, SURFACE, WALL AND AERIAL AND DISINFECTANT SWABS, SOAP IN CLASS 5.
LR-ITRARET 200mg

3781390  18/03/2018

LIFERAY PHARMACEUTICALS
H. No 3-5-60/C/12, Plot No 944, S. No 38/2, Vivekananda Nagar, opp: Andhra Bank, Kukatpally, Hyderabad –500072.

PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PONUGOTI SATHEESH RAO
# 1-2-597/24/3, Lower Tank Bund Road, Domalguda, Hyderabad, PIN: 500029

Used Since :01/03/2018

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
SANIPURE
3781500  18/03/2018
MAJA HEALTH CARE DIVISION
G-59, MEZZANINE FLOOR, MARINA ARCADE, MIDDLE CIRCLE, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI110001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVER & ASSOCIATES
A-250, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitizing wipes, lotion & cream; prickly heat lotion, antiseptic spray, sanitizer for household use, skin sanitizer gel, hand sanitizing preparations, air sanitizer, and disinfectants (toilet bowl cleaners).
3781987   19/03/2018
CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ DHOLKA ROAD, BHAJ, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

**Proposed to be Used**
To be associated with:
1321392

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3782729  20/03/2018
AQUUNOA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
FF5,RUSHABAPARTMENTS,Nr.RABARICOLONENY, VAIRATNAGAR, ISHANPUR,AHMEDABAD GJ 382345
Used Since :06/02/2018
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3786281  23/03/2018

VILTIS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
47, DHARMARAJNAGAR CO. OP. HOUSING SOCIETY, BEHIND CHANAKYAPURI, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380061, GUJARAT INDIA

Used Since :21/02/2018

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3797221  05/04/2018
MAYFIELD WELLNESS PVT. LIMITED
PLOT NO 792-D, SECTOR-21 GANDHINAGAR, 382021 STATE GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS.
3800412  09/04/2018
RAM PRAKASH BERIA
trading as ;MILLENNIUM BABY CARE
60 - SANT TUKARAM SOCIETY - 3, NEAR. JAMNA NAGAR, BHATAR, SURAT - 395007.
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
BABY DIAPERS, ADULT DIAPERS, SANITARY NAPKINS, FEMININE HYGIENE PADS AND UNDERPADS FOR INCONTINENTS.
Coxtev

3807496 16/04/2018

Tevez Lifecare Pvt. Ltd.
35/1297-D-5, Janatha Junction, Palavattom, Cochin-682025, Kerala

Manufacturers and Merchants
A Private Limited company registered under Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BABU K.A.
1st Floor, Radhagopalam, Near Ganapathi Kovil, Sanskrit College Road, Tripunithura, Cochin-682301, Kerala

Proposed to be Used

Chennai

Medicines
URIBARD
3807646   17/04/2018
LEOBARD HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Vill. Bagodara, Taluka- Bavla, Dist. Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad - 382230
Used Since :01/03/2018
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
NAMOPARA
3807690  17/04/2018
LEOBARD HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Vill.- Bagodara, Taluka- Bavla, Dist. Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad - 382230
Used Since :01/03/2018
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLIMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
TENESPEC

3808239  17/04/2018

DHARMESH THAKER
FF-12/13, NARAYAN KRUPA COMPLEX, OPP. RUSHIKESH PARK, BOPAL-GHUMA ROAD, GHUMA, AHMEDABAD - 380058

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESH B. DARJI
D-12, Alakhanada Flats, Near Vivekanand Party Plot, Opp. Vejalpur Police Chowky, Vejalpur Road, Vejalpur, Ahmedabad-380051

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MEDERNIB

3810345   19/04/2018

SHIVALIK RASAYAN LIMITED
Pharma R & D Center-Bhiwadi (Medicamen Biotech Campus) SP 1192 A & B, Phase IV, Industrial Area Bhiwadi (Distt. Alwar)
Rajasthan-301019

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Public Limited Company

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING
RADOMIDE

3810347   19/04/2018

SHIVALIK RASAYAN LIMITED

Pharma R & D Center-Bhiwadi (Medicamen Biotech Campus) SP 1192 A & B, Phase IV, Industrial Area Bhiwadi (Distt. Alwar)

Rajasthan-301019

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing

Public Limited Company

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURING
SUPRIMA NOZ
3810706  19/04/2018
SHREYA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHREYA HOUSE, 301/ A, PEREIRA HILL ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400099, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MARKETERS, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
INDIAN PVT. LTD. COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :10/09/2007
To be associated with:
1537363
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
NUTRA GALLERY

3811819  20/04/2018

SHETTY USHALATA

trading as ;Quest Wellness

B26, Ishwarkrupa Apt., Nr. Sidhreshwari Society, Haripura, Maninagar, Ahmedabad

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

FOOD AND SPORT SUPPLMENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND PRODUCTS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE AND ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
KEEOCAL- K27

3812171  20/04/2018
ANANT DEEPARAM KHATRY (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KEEO PHARMA
HOUSE NO. 84/85, BLOCK NO. 74 NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, PADA NO. 4, LOKMANYA NAGAR THANE (W) 400606
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
KEEOVITA
3812172  20/04/2018
ANANT DEEPRAM KHATRY (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KEEO PHARMA
HOUSE NO. 84/85,BLOCK NO. 74 NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, PADA NO. 4, LOKMANYA NAGAR THANE (W) 400606
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CUFKEEO - LS

3812174  20/04/2018

ANANT DEEPARAM KHATRY (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KEEO PHARMA
HOUSE NO. 84/85, BLOCK NO. 74 NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, PADA NO. 4, LODMANYA NAGAR THANE (W) 400606
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPRATIONS
KEEORAB

3812178  20/04/2018
ANANT DEEPMARAM KHTRY (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KEEO PHARMA
HOUSE NO. 84/85,BLOCK NO. 74 NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, PADA NO. 4, LOKMANYA NAGAR THANE (W) 400606
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPRATIONS
Hemoroidin
3812361   20/04/2018
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE IN ORAL LIQUID CATEGORY
SALOCUMIN
3812975  21/04/2018
SALUBRIOUS PHARMACEUTICS.
SHOP NO-LG-02 A TO Z COMPLEX,NEAR VINOBA BASTI PARK,SRI GANGANAGAR,RAJASTHAN-335001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
3813501  23/04/2018
PREMRAJ K R
Agasthya Madhom, XIX/200, Paygode, Konathukkunnu P.O, Thrissur District, Kerala, India-680123
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADATHIL VANAJAKSHAN MANJU
MADATHIL HOUSE, CHERRYAPILLY KAITHARAM P.O., N. PARAVOOR, ERNAKULAM (DIST) KERALA-683519.
Used Since: 25/01/2017
CHENNAI
Mosquito repellents, Mosquito-repellent incenses, Mosquito repellants for application to the skin.
PIPRAGUARD

3814060 23/04/2018
PRAKASH KUMAR KHETAN TRADING AS NUCLEAS PHARMACEUTICALS
216, SHANTI BHAWAN, SAPTA SAROVAR ROAD, BHUPATWALA, HARIDWAR (U.K.)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
BASTINADO
3814115  23/04/2018
M/S RIBSTON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C- 840 Sangam Vihar, New delhi- 110062, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNCIN

3814116  23/04/2018

M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09999003474

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNCYPO

3814117   23/04/2018

M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09999003474

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNFENAC

3814118  23/04/2018

M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
MOB. NOS.-09871034747 , 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNFRUTOVIT

3814119    23/04/2018
M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNTRIN

3814121  23/04/2018
M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNVITAL
3814122 23/04/2018
M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNXIN
3814123   23/04/2018
M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P.
M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
WSNZOL

3814124  23/04/2018
M/S WINSAN LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
3/20/27, Niyawan Shakti Vihar, Faizabad, U.P.-224001, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P. M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
FITLICKS
3814500  24/04/2018
FITLICKS NUTRITION LLP
CRADLE, ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE OF INDIA, NEAR APOLLO HOSPITAL BHAT CIRCLE,
AHMEDABAD - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, PINCODE 382428 GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :17/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLIMENT MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS FOR BOOSTING ENERGY.
BHANUDAS G. KHAVANEKAR trading as VIE SANTE PHARMA
6, ANIL CHS, COLLEGE STREET, AGAR BAZAR, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400028 MAHARASHTRA MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE, DIETARY, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TRIUND

3814763   24/04/2018
CANARY AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
7, SHOPPING CENTRE, IIIRD FLOOR, KARAMPURA NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CANTARY SMOOTH
3814770  24/04/2018
CANARY AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
7, SHOPPING CENTRE, IIIRD FLOOR, KARAMPURA NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3405190
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
INSEATER

3814771   24/04/2018
CANARY AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
7, SHOPPING CENTRE, IIIRD FLOOR, KARAMPURA NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NALBUPIL
3814829   24/04/2018
PSYCHOTROPICS INDIA LIMITED
PLOT NO. 17, SECTOR-20A, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART I, NEW DELHI-110 048
Used Since :01/03/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS & AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
AGRO MALAI
3814926  24/04/2018
BARAMATI AGRO LIMITED
A/p- Pimpali, Tal-Baramati, Dist-Pune 413102
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicated animal feed, veterinary preparations, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use
AGRO MALAI PLUS

3814928    24/04/2018

BARAMATI AGRO LIMITED
A/p- Pimpali, Tal-Baramati, Dist-Pune 413102

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medicated animal feed, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use.
ROBOPUISSANT

3815230  24/04/2018

DR. A. RAJENDRAN
No. 14, KAMATCHI NAGAR, 2ND STREET, IYYAPPANTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600056.

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
PARACAFIENE
3815235  24/04/2018
DR. A. RAJENDRAN
No. 14, KAMATCHI NAGAR, 2ND STREET, IYYAPPANTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600056.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3650611

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
TWINPARK
3815244    24/04/2018
C.MANCHAIAH
Park Pharmaceuticals, No.370, North East Of, N.R. Mohalla,mysuru-570007.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; Sugar substitutes for diabetics, Foodstuffs for diabetics, Dietary and nutritional supplements.
TRANSWARE

3815317  24/04/2018

H.S.HEALTH CARE
502/A, Shajanand Complex, 5th floor, Near BAPS hospital Shahibaug Ahmedabad

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Medical and veterinary preparations and articles
DERMITAS HEALTHCARE
306, SOHAM SHOPPING CENTER, KRUSHNA NAGAR, G.H.B., GANESHPURA, CHHAPRABHATHA, AMROLI, SURAT, GUJARAT

partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR R. KADIYA (ADVOCATE)
38, UMIYANAGAR SOCIETY, NR. MUKESHNAGAR, RAJENDRAPARK ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415

Used Since : 27/03/2017

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ROSELF

3815462  25/04/2018
FUJIN KAMI PHARMACEUTICO LLP
3/53, Shivaji Nagar, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122001, India
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
Office No.36,S-513,Second Floor,Sakarpur(opp.Metro pillar No.25,Car bajar) New Delhi-110092.
Used Since :05/04/2018
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3815571   25/04/2018  
PINKESH RAJNIKANT PRAJAPATI  
E - 3, Budhdev Market, Patch Batti, Bharuch - 392001  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
NADAR VENNILA  
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
Mosquito-repellent incenses.
MONTEFREE

3815619    25/04/2018

ARKAS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.1-4-180/80/A, SAI BABA OFFICERS COLONY, SAINIKPURI KAPRA HYDERABAD TG 500094 IN

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANARDHANA REDDY
303, Sai Brundavan Apts, Model House Lane, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, TS

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ORSIQUEST
3815621 25/04/2018
ARKAS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.1-4-180/80/A, SAI BABA OFFICERS COLONY, SAINIKPURI KAPRA HYDERABAD TG 500094 IN
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANARDHANA REDDY
303, Sai Brundavan Apts, Model House Lane, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, TS
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3815664  25/04/2018

KADUBA KONDIBA PAWAR
H. No. A 129/3/4, Behind Sharad Hotel, Sudarshan Nagar, Hudco, N – 11, Aurangabad - 431001

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since : 01/01/2018

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3815719   25/04/2018
M/S. BIOMYlz Pvt. Ltd
Building No. 1, #21-D, 2nd Phase, Peenya Industrial Area, Bangalore – 560058, Karnataka, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSI
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai
Used Since: 01/03/2017
To be associated with:
3528437

Chennai
Pharmaceuticals and Nutritional Supplements for Humans and Animals, Nutritively Fortified Water for Medical Purposes, Dietary and Nutritively Fortified Food Products Adapted for Medical Purposes, Nutritional Drink Mixes for Use as Meal Replacements for Medical Purposes, Nutritional Meal Replacement Bars Adapted for Medical Purposes for Individuals Undergoing Medical Treatments, Delivery Agents that Facilitate the Delivery of Nutritional Supplements, Powdered Nutritional Supplement Drink Mixes
UTSERVE
3815754 25/04/2018
CALLISTO LABORATORIES LIMITED
1 ST FLOOR, RASHMI COMPLEX, OLD JAGRAN BUILDING, P & T COLONY KIDWAIPURI
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJU PRASAD, ADVOCATE
C/O.AJIT KUMAR,GALI NO.3,SIDHESHWAR NAGAR,BEHIND MAHANT HIGH SCHOOL,EAST MAINPURA,DEVI ASTHAN,GPO,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
FERTITOP
3815759  25/04/2018
CALLISTO LABORATORIES LIMITED
1 ST FLOOR, RASHMI COMPLEX, OLD JAGRAN BUILDING, P & T COLONY KIDWAIPURI
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJU PRASAD, ADVOCATE
C/O.AJIT KUMAR,GALI NO.3,SIDHESHWAR NAGAR,BEHIND MAHANT HIGH SCHOOL,East Mainpura,Devi
Asthan,GPO,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
CALICRAMP

3815760    25/04/2018

CALLISTO LABORATORIES LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, RASHMI COMPLEX, OLD JAGRAN BUILDING, P & T COLONY, KIDWAIPURI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJU PRASAD, ADVOCATE
C/O AJIT KUMAR, GALI NO.3, SIDHESHWAR NAGAR, BEHIND MAHANT HIGH SCHOOL, EAST MAINPURA, DEVI ASTHAN, GPO, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
SONALAN
3815853 25/04/2018
GOWAN CROP PROTECTION LIMITED
Highlands House Basingstoke Road, Spencers Wood, Reading, Berkshire, England RG7 1NT
A company organized under the laws of England
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agricultural Pesticides
MANOJ LALA M/S EXTREME SPORTS NUTRITION
15, BASANT ENCLAVE, MARUTI ESTATE, AGRA - 282010
Individual (Proprietorship firm)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI,
AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides all included in class 5.
PABATRIP

3816004  25/04/2018
NEON LABORATORIES LIMITED
140, DAMJI SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA AS PER THE PROVISION OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
Zedanex

3816147   25/04/2018

ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
trading as ;ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
SKS VILLA, KAVALAKULOM, NEYYATTINKARA P.O, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695121, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Nitcet

3816148  25/04/2018
ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
trading as ;ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
SKS VILLA, KAVALAKULOM, NEYYATTINKARA P.O, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695121, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Zedoglim

3816150  25/04/2018
ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
trading as ; ASWAS LIFE CARE PVT LTD
SKS VILLA, KAVALAKULOM, NEYYATTINKARA P.O, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695121, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
FRACK

3816163  25/04/2018

PHARMED LIMITED
PHARMED GARDENS, WHITEFIELD ROAD, BANGALORE-560048, KARNATAKA.
PHARMED LIMITED, PHARMED GARDENS, WHITEFIELD ROAD, BANGALORE-560048, KARNATAKA., AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913, Trading as: PHARMED LIMITED, Manufacturer And Merchant,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals
REDANA

3816173  25/04/2018
GLAXO GROUP LIMITED
980 Great West Road Brentford Middlesex TW8 9GS England
a company incorporated under the laws of U.K.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; vaccines.
BANTOCAINE
3816178  25/04/2018
PRASHANT TYAGEE
02 SAPAN BAGH DAYAL BAGH AGRA
THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND ALL TYPE OF MEDICATED
SHAMPOOS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAP, OILS, SERUMS INCLUDED IN CLASS -05 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
BONAV COLD

3816179   25/04/2018
PRASHANT TYAGEE
02 SAPAN BAGH DAYAL BAGH AGRA
THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND ALL TYPE OF MEDICATED
SHAMPOOS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAP, OILS, SERUMS INCLUDED IN CLASS -05 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
DERCOLAZINE
3816180 25/04/2018
PRASSHANT TYAGEE
02 SAPAN BAGH DAYAL BAGH AGRA
THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND ALL TYPE OF MEDICATED
SHAMPOOS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAP, OILS, SERUMS INCLUDED IN CLASS -05 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
PROBECAIN

3816181  25/04/2018
PRASHANT TYAGEE
02 SAPAN BAGH DAYAL BAGH AGRA
THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANUJ ASHOK
41, JAIPUR HOUSE MARKET, AGRA-10.
Used Since :01/01/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND ALL TYPE OF MEDICATED
SHAMPOOS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAP, OILS, SERUMS INCLUDED IN CLASS -05 AS PER NICE CLASSIFICATION.
HP PRIME GOLD
3816195  25/04/2018
BRAHMADEO NARAYAN
MAIN ROAD, LANDMARK NR. TIKONA PARK, VILLAGE BADLI, NEW DELHI-110042
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
HP PRIME
3816196  25/04/2018
BRAHMADEO NARAYAN
MAIN ROAD, LANDMARK NR. TIKONA PARK, VILLAGE BADLI, NEW DELHI -110042
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
LYCOSYT
3816197    25/04/2018
BRAHMADEO NARAYAN
MAIN ROAD, LANDMARK NR. TIKONA PARK, VILLAGE BADLI, NEW DELHI-110042
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
SAVRON - XT

3816198  25/04/2018

BRAHMADEO NARAYAN
MAIN ROAD, LANDMARK NR. TIKONA PARK, VILLAGE BADLI, NEW DELHI -110042
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
3816256     25/04/2018
NARENDRA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants;
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicide
TICAFLO

3816271  25/04/2018

DR. REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED TRADING AS MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
trading as ; Manufacturer and trader
8-2-337, Road No. 3, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad- 500 034, Telangana, India
Pharmaceutical
Incorporated and Registered under Indian Law

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals and Medicinal Preparations
FMTR-6
3816287  25/04/2018
PFLANZE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
H. NO-361, ST. NO-4, SARDAR BASTI, NEAR CHURCH, COLLEGE ROAD, SANGRUR (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceuticals Preparations; Food Supplements & Feed Supplements for Veterinary purposes.
SevenHrs

3816304  25/04/2018
GELNOVA LABORATORIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
C-125, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAHAPE (PAWANE), NAVI MUMBAI - 400 703
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED COSMETICS; MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OILS, LOTIONS & CREAMS; MEDICATED TOILETRY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED SOAPS AND SHampoOS; MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS.
QIZOLAX

3816374  25/04/2018

NARINDER SINGH
NEAR S.P.N COLLEGE, MUKERIAN, DISTT. HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB-144211

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
AMOGHASHMARI

3816400  25/04/2018
M/S AMOGH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
905, Sihani Road, Ghaziabad, U. P.- 201003, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
AMOGHNEUROB

3816401  25/04/2018
M/S AMOGH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
905, Sihani Road, Ghaziabad, U. P.- 201003, (India)

COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
AMOGHTYROD

3816402  25/04/2018
M/S AMOGH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
905, Sihani Road, Ghaziabad, U. P.- 201003, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
MAXMIND

3816403    25/04/2018

M/S RESCUERS LIFESCIENCES LTD.
SCO-162-164, Indian Airlines Towers, Top Floor, Sector-34-A, Chandigarh, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
KAROJIMONT

3816477    25/04/2018
KARONEX LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H-6 T/F, GANESH NAGAR - II, DELHI - 110 092 also at BANGA NO. 6, CANTT. SADAR BAZAR, JHANSI, UTTAR PRADESH - 284 001

[Pursuant to sub-section (2) of section 7 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) and rule 18 of the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014]

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046

Proposed to be Used
DELI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
ABETTOR LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
Gat No 1262, Milkat No 1340 Ward No 2, Datta Nagar Wadki Pune 412308
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRACHI SONAWANE
Flat No. 11, Madhav Park Co-op. Hsg. Soc., Market Yard Road, Bibwewadi, Pune 411037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
TICIBA
3816540  25/04/2018
M/S. CADOMED PHARMACEUTICALS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
#18, Ground Floor, 1st Cross, 2nd Stage, Gangothri Layout, Mysore - 570 009.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
TISSUECAL

3816545  25/04/2018
ANURAG KAUSHIK S/O. SH. RAKESH KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT No. 61, JAMUNA ENCLAVE, MUHANA MANDI ROAD, MANSAROVAR EXTN. JAIPUR-302020 (RAJ.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
KOFHAULT

3816547  25/04/2018
ANURAG KAUSHIK S/O. SH. RAKESH KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT No. 61, JAMUNA ENCLAVE, MUHANA MANDI ROAD, MANSAROVAR EXTN. JAIPUR-302020 (RAJ.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.  
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
DEEPAK KUMAR DHANKUMAR PODDAR
208-C, VIMAN DARSHAN, 28/29, S N MARG, GARWARE CHOWK, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI - 400069
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAVANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
3816559   25/04/2018

PAUL DANG
55, COMMANDO COMPLEX ROAD, NEAR KALYANI FARM, NEWAL, KARNAL, HARYANA INDIA 132023
Individual Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :10/04/2018
DELHI
Medicinal, Ayurvedic and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3816576    25/04/2018 
VIRBAC 
1ère Avenue - 2065 m - L.I.D. 06516 CARROS France 
A "société anonyme" (S.A) legally organized under the laws of France 
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES 
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008 
Proposed to be Used 
DELHI 
Veterinary preparations; sanitary products for veterinary use; dietetic foods and substances for veterinary use; dietary supplements for animals; disinfectants; preparations for destroying weeds and vermin, fungicides, herbicides included in Class 05.
RBN HEALTHCARE
3816578 25/04/2018
VISHAL SHARMA
BHAGIRATH BHAWAN, P.O. BANAT, SHAMLI, U.P
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL HEALTHCARE PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
CODITOP

3816580  25/04/2018

VISHAL SHARMA
BHAGIRATH BHAWAN, P.O. BANAT, SHAMLI, U.P
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL HEALTHCARE PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
Dexomalt

3816608 25/04/2018
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Used Since: 23/05/2006
KOLKATA
SYRUP AND ORAL LIQUID CATEGORY OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE
TEARWYN
3816610  25/04/2018
M/S SHERWYN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
D NO 13-186/A, MADHUSUDAN NAGAR OLD MIRZALGUDA, MALKAJGIRI HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500047 INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
WYNGAT

3816611  25/04/2018

M/S SHERWYN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
D NO 13-186/A, MADHUSUDAN NAGAR OLD MIRZALGUDA, MALKAJGIRI HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500047 INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
PANLEAF

3816626  25/04/2018
FUJIN KAMI PHARMACEUTICO LLP
3/53, Shivaji Nagar, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122001, India
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
Office No.36,S-513,Second Floor,Sakarpur(opp.Metro pillar No.25,Car bajar) New Delhi-110092.
Used Since :05/04/2018
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
RELANAC

3816627  25/04/2018
LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2782440, 2782442, 2815250, 2815251, 3123565

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MEBLEAF
3816635  25/04/2018
FUJIN KAMI PHARMACEUTICO LLP
3/53, Shivaji Nagar, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122001, India
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
Office No.36,S-513,Second Floor,Sakarpur(opp.Metro pillar No.25,Car bajar) New Delhi-110092.
Used Since :05/04/2018
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
D-SAUCE
3816637  25/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH
DANDUPUR, DANDUPUR, CHRIST NAGAR, PINDRA, VARANASI-221003, Uttar Pradesh
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH VERMA
9/5465, STREET NO.5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, DELHI-110031.
Used Since: 01/04/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
FEXOTOS
3816639  25/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH
DANDUPUR, DANDUPUR, CHRIST NAGAR, PINDRA, VARANASI- 221003, Uttar Pradesh
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH VERMA
9/5465, STREET NO.5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, DELHI-110031.
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
KAILVESTINE
3816640 25/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH
DANDUPUR, DANDUPUR, CHRIST NAGAR, PINDRA, VARANASI- 221003, Uttar Pradesh
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH VERMA
9/5465, STREET NO.5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, DELHI-110031.
Used Since: 01/04/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
KYO-MR

3816641  25/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH
DANDUPUR, DANDUPUR, CHRIST NAGAR, PINDRA, VARANASI- 221003, Uttar Pradesh
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH VERMA
9/5465, STREET NO.5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, DELHI-110031.
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
TENDO HADE

3816644   25/04/2018

PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH
DANDUPUR, DANDUPUR, CHRIST NAGAR, PINDRA, VARANASI- 221003, Uttar Pradesh
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH VERMA
9/5465, STREET NO.5, RAGHUBAR PURA NO.2, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR JAIN CHARITABLE HOSPITAL, DELHI-110031.
Used Since: 01/04/2018
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
Purin Forte
3816651   25/04/2018
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Used Since :12/03/1999
KOLKATA
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE
ULTRALEAF

3816653  25/04/2018
FUJIN KAMI PHARMACEUTICO LLP
3/53, Shivaji Nagar, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122001, India
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
Used Since :05/04/2018

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
NOANGINA

3816656    25/04/2018
FUJIN KAMI PHARMACEUTICO LLP
3/53, Shivaji Nagar, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122001, India
LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
Office No.36,S-513,Second Floor,Sakarpur(opp.Metro pillar No.25,Car bajar) New Delhi-110092.

Used Since :05/04/2018

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Rauwal Tone
3816659  25/04/2018
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Used Since: 07/08/2007
KOLKATA
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE
EZOLER

3816665    25/04/2018

WHISTLER PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat no-107 Vikyath spring Alfa garden layout 5th right,Kodigehalli Main road,Bangalore,Karnataka - 560036
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ESZOLER

3816667    25/04/2018
WHISTLER PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat no-107 Vikyath spring Alfa garden layout 5th right, Kodigehalli Main road, Bangalore 560036
BODY CORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI , PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Salviyes Pharmical

3816763   26/04/2018

VAISHALI SALVI TRADING AS SALVIYES PHARMICAL
34, Mayasagar Society, Tagore Nagar No. 3, Vikhroli (East), Mumbai – 400 083, Maharashtra, India

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES

Used Since :08/06/2015

MUMBAI

Chemical preparations for medical & pharmaceutical purpose, Raw materials (API) veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides & medicines for human purposes included in class 05
MAHABEND
3816770  26/04/2018
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034
Company
Used Since :10/03/2008
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
MAHACIP

3816771  26/04/2018

AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034

Company

Used Since: 30/12/2007

DELIH

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
ROXIGARD

3816775  26/04/2018
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034
Company
Used Since: 27/12/2007
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
MAHALEVO
3816776  26/04/2018
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034
Company
Used Since :30/12/2007
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
TAMALPHA

3816778  26/04/2018
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, C-BLOCK, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI 110034
Company
Used Since :11/09/2014
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
URSOBIAC

3816790   26/04/2018
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1-A/2, MIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, TALOJA, RAIGAD (DIST), MAHARASHTRA- 410208.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL/ MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF LIVER DISEASES.
KWIKGEST
3816808  26/04/2018
MUHEEN KHAN
702, Anshik Dariva, Chunan Khan Soap Factory, Agra Road, Mainpuri, Uttar Pradesh:- 205001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASHANT KUMAR
OFFICE NO:-241/4, STREET NO 6-A, OLD ARYA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
KRITAP GOLD
3816809   26/04/2018
KRISHI RASAYAN EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;KRISHI RASAYAN EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
29, Lala Lajpat Rai Sarani (Elgin Road), Kolkata - 700 020, West Bengal, India.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.K. MODAK, ADVOCATE.
5/1 A, CENTRAL ROAD, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA - 700 032.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
856312
KOLKATA
INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITION INCLUDING PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
KRISTAR GOLD
3816811    26/04/2018
KRISHI RASAYAN EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
29, Lala Lajpat Rai Sarani (Elgin Road), Kolkata - 700 020, West Bengal, India.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.K. MODAK, ADVOCATE.
5/1 A, CENTRAL ROAD, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA - 700 032.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITION INCLUDING PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES.
DABUR MRITSANJIVAN

3816844  26/04/2018
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;DABUR INDIA LTD.
8/3, Asaf Ali Road, New Delhi-110002
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
AMROPHYLIN
3816939    26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
CADIDOX
3816942  26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
: Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
NEWSKIT

3816945  26/04/2018

CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
a Body Incorporated under companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
DECOLAY

3816947  26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
DFRT-6

3816948  26/04/2018

CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
FLOXOKIND  
3816949  26/04/2018  
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.  
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096  
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.  
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
KUFFVALUE

3816952  26/04/2018

CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
NEWMENTIN
3816953    26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
ONDEMUCH

3816954   26/04/2018

CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096

A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
CADVITOL

3816960  26/04/2018

CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096

A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Gautam Satyavir Singh & Co.
420, Arthala, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
LYCOCADIZ
3816963  26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
MYPOPLEX
3816964  26/04/2018
CADIZ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
A-51, CH. CHARAN SINGH MARG, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, GAZIPUR, DELHI-110096,
A Body Incorporated under Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHASHIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical & Ayurvedic Preparations
HEMIGABA NT
3817012  26/04/2018
HEMISPHERES PHARMA
45-8-556, Keerhinagar Colony, Gorrekunta, Warangal-506006, Telangana, India.
Sole ProprietorShip Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :02/04/2018
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
JIVITO
3817041  26/04/2018
JIMSUN LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.1, B-7, DATTANI APTS, 5A CHS, THAKUR SCHOOL LANE, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-67.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
JIKONA

3817042    26/04/2018
JIMSUN LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.1, B-7, DATTANI APTS, 5A CHS, THAKUR SCHOOL LANE, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-67.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ROSSARI BIOTECH LIMITED
201, A AND B, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, NEXT TO G.E. GARDENS, LBS MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-
400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :25/05/2015
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
ROSSARI BIOTECH LIMITED
201, A AND B, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, NEXT TO G.E. GARDENS, LBS MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :31/10/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
ROSSARI BIOTECH LIMITED
201, A AND B, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, NEXT TO G.E. GARDENS, LBS MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :30/11/2003
To be associated with:
3389097
MUMBAI
MEDITCINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
ROSSARI BIOTECH LIMITED
201, A AND B, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, NEXT TO G.E. GARDENS, LBS MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-
400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 30/01/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
ROSSARI BIOTECH LIMITED
201, A AND B, ACKRUTI CORPORATE PARK, NEXT TO G.E. GARDENS, LBS MARG, KANJURMARG (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :23/04/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
3817070  26/04/2018
ARCHAEA PHARMA (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
6/642, 1st Floor, Vikas Nagar, Lucknow-226022 (U.P.)
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.

Used Since : 26/05/2016

DELHI

All types of medicines
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, Medicinal preparations.
3817104  26/04/2018
BHAVESHBHAI HIRABHAI PATEL
A-5, POOJAN BUNGLOWS, NEAR SUKAN BUNGLOWS,NIKOL NARODA ROAD, NIKOL,AHMEDABAD-382350
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PREPARATION OF AYURVEDIC, INDIAN HERBAL MEDICINES, VETERINARY AND ALLOPATHY MEDICINES PREPARATION.
SEAGULL
3817121 26/04/2018
SEAGULL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
305-307, IMPERIAL TOWER, C-BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE, NARAINA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110028
An Indian company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 21/11/1984
To be associated with:
3012851
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3817148  26/04/2018
CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ DHOLKA ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
825297
AHMEDABAD
PAIN RELIEF MEDICINES, PREPARATIONS FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Ligaheal

3817162  26/04/2018

LOKESH GUPTA
119/471, Darshan Purwa, Raghubir Prasad Gupta Marg, Kanpur-208012

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicine.
NOXCON

3817204    26/04/2018
D. SRINIVAS REDDY
8-2-24/2/1, PLOT NO - 24, ROAD NO - 7, SHAKTHI NAGAR, CHINTALAKUNTA, K.V. RANGA REDDY, TELANGNA - 500074
A PROPIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREparATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
WOCUT

3817207    26/04/2018
D. SRINIVAS REDDY
8-2-24/2/1, PLOT NO - 24, ROAD NO - 7, SHAKTHI NAGAR, CHINTALAKUNTA, K.V. RANGA REDDY, TELANGNA - 500074
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-50024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparation for skin wound and cuts dressing
INFLARITE
3817317  26/04/2018
REKHA VIJ
32 FIRST FLOOR, OPP INDIRA BAL VIHAR, GORAKHPUR U.P 273001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
3817324 26/04/2018
SANJAY GHOSE DOSTIDAR
GABHA HEALTH FOODS, SHOP NO 3 AND 4, PARTH APPARTMENT, SECTOR 26 A GES KOPRI, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI - 400706, MAHARASHTRA.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2022004, 2022007, 2618437
MUMBAI
NEUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMANS, MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

OFMUST
3817330 26/04/2018
MR. PARAG ANANTRAY LALPURA TRADING AS KRISTAL PHARMACEUTICAL
6, SATYANARAYAN SOCIETY, B/H. KHENGAR PARK, BHUJ – KUTCH, PIN CODE: 370001, GUJARAT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
VECELTIS

3817331  26/04/2018

SUSHANT NAYYAR
FF-16, OMAXE SQUARE, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI -110025
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES; FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MINT FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
VEECYTO
3817332  26/04/2018
SUSHANT NAYYAR
FF-16, OMAXE SQUARE, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI -110025
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES; FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MINT FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
GLOBIKIND

3817337  26/04/2018

DR.CAN LABS PVT. LTD.
D.No.1-7-12, 3rd Floor, Kamala Nagar, ECIL, Hyderabad-500 062 (T.S)

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
MAHIVAY
3817366  26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Preparations For Destroying Vermin, Preparations For Killing Weeds And Destroying Vermin, Rodenticides, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations.
JUMANJI
3817368  26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Preparations For Destroying Vermin, Preparations For Killing Weeds And Destroying Vermin, Rodenticides, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations.
NEYMAR

3817369 26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195

THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Preparations For Destroying Vermin, Preparations For Killing Weeds And Destroying Vermin, Rodenticides, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations.
ENCROACH
3817370  26/04/2018
CROPNOSYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.5303,4TH PHASE,G.I.D.C.,VAPI At Village : VAPI,At District : VALSAD-396195
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Preparations For Destroying Vermin, Preparations For Killing Weeds And Destroying Vermin, Rodenticides, Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations.
TEROCOUCH
3817378  26/04/2018
SH. AMIT SETH PROPRIETOR OF M/S JONATHAN PHARMACEUTICALS
H.O. MANGAL DARSHAN, JN OF TURNER ROAD AND WATER FIELD ROAD, BANDRA, MUMBAI-400050, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MONTNEU LC
3817382 26/04/2018
J.HEMALATHA
Old No.12, New No.16, Aranganathan Subway Road, Saidapet, Chennai-600 015
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :22/03/2017
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
CEREOSTO

3817415  26/04/2018
AYTAS PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, P. No - 22/P, 2nd Floor, Sai Elite, Padmanagar, Phase -1, Chintal Quthbullapur, Rangareddi District 500037, Telangana
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
CEREGLU

3817419   26/04/2018

M. SATYAVATI
H. No. 9-11, Ghataladibba, Penugonda Mandalam, Sidhantham, West Godavari, Andhra Pradesh – 534326

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
BANDH

3817424  26/04/2018

SOMASHEKAR P. PATIL
No. 140/82, 1st Main Road, A.V. Road, Chamarajpet, Bengaluru - 560018
an Indian Proprietor trading as Patil Parimala Works

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

insect repellents
3817449  26/04/2018
LOTUS HERBALS PVT. LTD.
NO. 02, FOREST LANE, NEAR GHITORNI METRO STATION, SULTANPUR, M. G. ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 030.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3561212, 3656611, 3732457

DELHI
MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
SOLIFENGEN
3817458  26/04/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS
7TONE

3817472   26/04/2018
M/S. NATHSAGAR BIO GENETICS PVT. LTD.
A WING, 1ST FLOOR, SHOP NO. 527, NEAR FIRNA BANK OFFICE, MARKET YARD DINDORI YARD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, fungicides and herbicides
PQUAT

3817474  26/04/2018
M/S. NATHSAGAR BIO GENETICS PVT. LTD.
A WING, 1ST FLOOR, SHOP NO. 527, NEAR FIRNA BANK OFFICE, MARKET YARD, DINDORI YARD, PANCHVATI,
NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, fungicides and herbicides
DOBIFINE

3817558   26/04/2018
LATA RANI TRADING AS CHAUDHARY MEDICALS & SURGICALS
DHURI GATE, SANGRUR-148001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DOBZORB
3817559  26/04/2018
LATA RANI TRADING AS CHAUDHARY MEDICALS & SURGICALS
DHURI GATE, SANGRUR-148001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ETOSIP

3817575  26/04/2018

LATA RANI TRADING AS CHAUDHARY MEDICALS & SURGICALS
DHURI GATE, SANGRUR-148001 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
YORSURE
3817576  26/04/2018
LATA RANI TRADING AS CHAUDHARY MEDICALS & SURGICALS
DHURI GATE, SANGRUR-148001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DOBISEC
3817577  26/04/2018
LATA RANI TRADING AS CHAUDHARY MEDICALS & SURGICALS
DHURI GATE, SANGRUR-148001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
recti5
3817584  26/04/2018
HEALERS BIOSCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
No.47/2, T.Thimmaiah Road, Kadrenahalli, BSK 2nd Stage, Padmanabhanagar, Bangalore - 560070, Karnataka
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. KIRAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :03/12/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
REDALERT

3817692  26/04/2018
RAYUDU BIO ORGANICS
2-3-703/1/B, TIRUMULANAGAR, AMBERPET, HYDERABAD - 500013, TELANGANA, INDIA
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2,NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA
Used Since :02/11/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICATED MOSQUITO REPELLENT OIL, MEDICATED MOSQUITO GEL, MEDICATED MOSQUITO SPRAY, MEDICATED MOSQUITO CREAM, MEDICATED MOSQUITO MATS, MEDICATED MOSQUITO COILS AND MEDICATED MOSQUITO INCENSE STICKS BEING INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
GOMAG

3817696    26/04/2018
AGILIS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Lodha Supremus II, A Wing, Office No. 525, Wagle Estate, Thane (West) Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400604, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
RENSTOMOVE

3817699  26/04/2018
M/s Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
SPONDENETT

3817709  26/04/2018
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory
M/s.Burnett Research Laboratory, Kalachandpara, P.O. Duttapukur, PIN 743 248
Partnership Firm
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE ,PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
ELS WHEY

3817781  26/04/2018

ENDURANCE LIFESCIENCE
10th Floor, Devpath, Behind Lal Bungalow, off. C.G. Road, Ahmedabad-380 006 Gujarat, India
A partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Used Since : 06/04/2018

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class-05
ENDUSULIKE

3817789   26/04/2018

ENDURANCE LIFESCIENCE
10th Floor, Devpath, Behind Lal Bunglow, off. C.G. Road, Ahmedabad- 380 006 Gujarat, India
A partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class-05
TILIWOS
3817833    27/04/2018

DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GALDUF
3817834    27/04/2018

DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN  
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
DR S K MARWAH  
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Medicines for human purpose
FINOPTIS

3817836    27/04/2018

DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
ZIPPIGO

3817837   27/04/2018

DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
VENUVI

3817838  27/04/2018
DR. RAM KUMAR SAREEN
Flat No 1702, Tower 5 A, Suncity Parikarma Sector 20 Panchkula
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for Human purpose
ESCROWMED

3817889  27/04/2018

JAGSIR SINGH
7088, JANGIR SINGH FAUJI WALI GALLI, GURU NANAK PURA MOHALLA, BATHINDA- 151001

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
PANACOLD

3817892  27/04/2018
ANAND G. TRIVEDI
A-502, NARMADA ENCLAVE CHS LTD, SHIMPOLI CROSS ROAD, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400 092
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
Opesucra O

3817893  27/04/2018

DHIRESH CHAUHAN
5 Dhanadesh Apartment Indira Nagar, Nashik -9 ( M.H. ) Pin code - 422009

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/244/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
RAGATA
3817901  27/04/2018
RAKESH MISHRA
CHAUHAN PATTI, BATHUA BAZAR, GOPALGANJ, BIHAR-841 425.
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3654537

KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
fungicides, herbicides
3817930  27/04/2018
VRINDA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
74-BASEMENT FLOOR, VINAYAK RESIDENCY, INDRAPRASTH COLONY, NURSERY CIRCLE, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-
302021, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :14/03/2018
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
ARPIRANGE

3817975  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssec72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ATORVARANGE -E

3817976    27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
PROGERANGE
3817977  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
VOGIRANGE- M
3817978  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJI, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ORANGEBIOTIN

3817979  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gscc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
VALPORANGE

3817981  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210, 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MIRTARANGE
3817982  27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
PREPORANGE
3817984    27/04/2018
ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 63/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
METHYRANGE

3817985  27/04/2018

ORANGE MEDIPHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 631/168A, RAJEEV NAGAR, ISMAIL GANJ, WARD-II, LUCKNOW-226016 (UP)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3817994 27/04/2018
GANGDANY MOHAMMED YOUSUF
trading as; ATAA INDUSTRIES
5-7-336, NEAR AGHAPURA FUNCTION HALL, AGHAPURA, HYDERABAD-500001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAMMED MAQSOODALI
22-8-30, CITY CIVIL COURT ROAD, CHATTA BAZAR, HYDERABAD.2
Used Since : 01/03/2018
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL OIL
FUCORYL
3818038  27/04/2018
FUCOM LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
20, GOVIND NAGAR, KHAMLA, NAGPUR-440025, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Used Since : 18/09/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
REMIYAN 3D

3818046  27/04/2018

REMYAAN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
A-1/353, MADHU VIHAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3622894

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
CADOSORB

3818111  27/04/2018
J. B. CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
NEELAM CENTRE, B WING, 4TH FLOOR, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
CADWOUND

3818112   27/04/2018
J. B. CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
NEELAM CENTRE, B WING, 4TH FLOOR, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
SORBCAD
3818113  27/04/2018
J. B. CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
NEELAM CENTRE, B WING, 4TH FLOOR, HIND CYCLE ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030.
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
MERITRIP-DS

3818115  27/04/2018
K. S. THAKUR TRADING AS : M/S MERION CARE
SCO-3 A, SECTOR-12 A, CHOUDHARV COMPLEX, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CEFRAZEL-TZ

3818116  27/04/2018
K. S. THAKUR TRADING AS : M/S MERION CARE
SCO-3 A, SECTOR-12 A, CHOUDHARV COMPLEX, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
INFLAMERI

3818117    27/04/2018
K. S. THAKUR TRADING AS : M/S MERION CARE
SCO-3 A, SECTOR-12 A, CHOUDHARV COMPLEX, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BARRICOR

3818119  27/04/2018
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany
A company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
VISHWAJEET BAHETI
C/O BAHETI HOSPITAL, OPP. NANA- NANI PARK, BABASAHEB PARANJPE MARG, TILAK NAGAR, LATUR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3818129 27/04/2018
VISHWAJEET BAHETI
C/O BAHETI HOSPITAL, OPP. NANA- NANI PARK, BABASAHEB PARANJPE MARG, TILAK NAGAR, LATUR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3818130  27/04/2018
VISHWAJEET BAHETI
C/O BAHETI HOSPITAL, OPP. NANA- NANI PARK, BABASAHEB PARANJPE MARG, TILAK NAGAR, LATUR
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1853, 11/06/2018 Class 5

3818133 27/04/2018
MAYANK NIGAM
508, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WORLI NAKA, WORLI, MUMBAI- 400 018 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
NIVOVA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
Flat No. 404, B- Block Rajul Apartments, Prem Nagar, Madan Mahal, Jabalpur (M.P.) - 482001
Company registered under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
3818185  27/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR
570 NAI AABADI, GALI NO. 18, HANUMANGARH, 11 HMH, HANUMANGARH, RAJASTHAN, PINCODE 331513
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES
3818186   27/04/2018  
PANKAJ KUMAR  
570 NAI AABADI, GALI NO. 18, HANUMANGARH, 11 HMH, HANUMANGARH, RAJASTHAN, PINCODE 331513  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
VENUKA KUMRIA.  
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
MEDICINES.
3818187  27/04/2018
PANKAJ KUMAR
570 NAI AABADI, GALI NO. 18, HANUMANGARH, 11 HMH, HANUMANGARH, RAJASTHAN, PINCODE 331513

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES
3818328   27/04/2018
HERCULES NUTRA PVT. LTD.
PB-06, GROUND FLOOR, PUL BHANGASH METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110007, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
TAZOYUG

3818332   27/04/2018
MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD.
420, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22 K. G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
NEZMO IT
3818457   27/04/2018
NETRO PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
R NO 403, NANA APARTMENT SHREE JAI GANESH NAGAR, NAGINDAS PADA, OPP BHASKAR COMPLEX, NALASOPARA E, PALGHAR-401209 MAHARASHTRA
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
NEZMOCAL D3

3818458   27/04/2018

NETRO PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
R NO 403, NANA APARTMENT SHREE JAI GANESH NAGAR, NAGINDAS PADA, OPP BHASKAR COMPLEX, NALASOPARA E, PALGHAR-401209 MAHARASHTRA

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
3818462  27/04/2018
MR. PRAKASH RAO TRADING AS ZANTECH
B-2, BIMA NAGAR CHS., M. V. ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 069
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR DIETETIC USE
CAVILOCK

3818619  27/04/2018

DR. TAPISH GARG
SHOP NO. 5, 198-G BLOCK, SRI GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN-335001

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations included in class 5.
PROMMCURE

3818621  27/04/2018
DR. SACHIN AHUJA
SHOP NO. 5, 198-G BLOCK, SRI GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN-335001
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations included in class 5.
BLENDCEFF

3818625  27/04/2018

DR. SACHIN AHUJA
SHOP NO. 5, 198-G BLOCK, SRI GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN-335001

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations included in class 5.
3818745    27/04/2018
M/S. AGADA PHARMA
DOOR NO 10-226/5, CINEMA HALL CENTER, YERRABALEM VILLAGE, MANGALAGIRI MANDAL, GUNTUR DIST,
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
3818747   27/04/2018
M/S. AGADA PHARMA
DOOR NO 10-226/5, CINEMA HALL CENTER, YERRABALEM VILLAGE, MANGALAGIRI MANDAL, GUNTUR DIST,
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES;
RABEZOVI - DSR
3818796  27/04/2018
VITAM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H. NO. F-1/288, (KH NO. 86/21/1) STREET NO.- 2 MAHAVIR ENCLAVE NEW DELHI – 110045, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES
DOCTOR GRIPPOFF

3818797    27/04/2018

VITAM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H. NO. F-1/288, (KH NO. 86/21/1) STREET NO.- 2 MAHAVIR ENCLAVE NEW DELHI – 110045, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES
VITACONAZOLE
3818798  27/04/2018
VITAM HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H. NO. F-1/288, (KH NO. 86/21/1) STREET NO.- 2 MAHAVIR ENCLAVE NEW DELHI – 110045, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES
3818806  27/04/2018
DR KEE
J-23 BAGCHI MAHDEV DASS SARVODYA MOHALLA LAL QUILA DELHI-110006
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
3818812  27/04/2018
H R HYGIENE PRODUCTS PVT LTD
ADDRESS PLOT NO. 1-3, DIAMOND-2, BEHIND MADHUVAN WEIGHT BRIDGE, VILLAGE:- LOTHDA, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3718359
AHMEDABAD
COTTON SWABS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, COTTON BUDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
DANISTRED
3818827    27/04/2018
ASHOK DODA TRADING AS DANIEL CURE PHARMA
GOBINDGARH ROAD, NEAR GURUDWARA BABA DEEP SINGH NAGAR, ABOHAR-152116 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3818853    27/04/2018
MANOJ.M
MANOJ.M, PROPRIETOR OF ARETE HEALTHCARE, 4/8-3 LAKSHMIRAM ARCADE, VIYYUR POST, THRISSUR DISTRICT - 680010. KERALA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FEBIN JAMES, ADVOCATE
Febin James, Advocate, 2nf Floor, Peace Tower, Opposite, District Panchayath Office, Ayyenthole, Thrissur District, Kerala, 680003
Used Since :29/01/2016
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TOXILOC

3818863    27/04/2018

PRIYANKA JAIN
FLAT NO. 202, JAGRATAN TOWER, 349-M.G. ROAD INDORE M.P.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Feed supplements for veterinary use.
SHILCURMA
3818865  27/04/2018
SHILPA MEDICARE LTD
10/80 RAJENDRAGUNJ RAICHUR KARNATAKA 584102
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETING OF PHARMA GOODS
LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
PROXIZEN
3818908  27/04/2018
MEDON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. 235, BHOLA CHAUBEY GALI, CHUTIA, RANCHI, JHARKHAND, PIN. 834001
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
LULITRUST

3818909  27/04/2018
ELANCER PHARMACEUTICALS
316, Kalani Nagar, Opposite Ram Chandra Jha School, Indore-452005 M.P.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
3818928  27/04/2018
FARMCARE BIOSCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
156 KHA KASARI KAURIHAR ALLAHABAD, ALLAHABAD - 229412
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Nutritional supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
GLIMIZIDE
3818993  27/04/2018

GARINE SRINIVAS
ESSESS PHARMA, H.No. 8-16-93/1, PLOT No 31, GROUND FLOOR, 4th LANE, SRI KRISHNA NAGAR COLONY, CHINTAL KUNTA CHECK POST, I.B. NAGAR, SAROOR NAGAR (M) - 500001, RANGAREDDY CIR2 (DIST).

Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
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3819009 27/04/2018
M/S. SHREEM DRUGS PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO. 94, SHYAM-3 INDUSTRIAL HUB, CHANGODAR, SANAND, AHMEDABAD – 382213, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :19/04/2018
To be associated with:
908

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
UDIRIGHT

3819080  27/04/2018

REENA DEVI
C/O SOLVMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD, MAURY VIHAR, TRANSPORT NAGAR, KUMHRAR,NEAR RICE MILL,
P.O.- CHHOTI PAHARI, P.S. AGAMKUAN, DISTT.- PATNA-800026 (BIHAR).
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
ESOLPRAZ

3819081  27/04/2018

REENA DEVI
C/O SOLVMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD, MAURY VIHAR, TRANSPORT NAGAR, KUMHRAR,NEAR RICE MILL,
P.O.- CHHOTI PAHARI, P.S. AGAMKUAN, DISTT.- PATNA-800026 (BIHAR).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
PACIREDD
3819117  28/04/2018
M/S REDCURE INDIAN PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
LIG-257, HOUSING BOARD COLONY SUBHASH NAGAR, MAHARAJPUR JABALPUR, MADHYA PRADESH, 482004 IN
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
MENOJIYO
3819119  28/04/2018
S. ANANTHARAMAN, PROP.TRADING AS SHRI VIJAYAM ENTERPRISES
7/2, Arunacahalpuram Main Road,Adyar, Chennai 600020
A Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; nutritional supplements, protein dietary supplements, mineral food supplements, vitamin preparations; dietary supplements; plasters, materials for dressings; medicinal herbs, herbal preparations for medical use, material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants
3819151 28/04/2018
MRS. MAMTA GUPTA TRADING AS HENBURY (INDIA) LIFE SCIENCES.
BHAWANI GANJ, DUMARIA GANJ, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HEPAHIT
3819174  28/04/2018
ANI HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
NANHERA ROAD, KULDEEP NAGAR, AMBALA CANTT., HARYANA-133001
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Preparations, Medicinal Preparations and Veterinary Preparations and substances.
PANTROMED
3819184  28/04/2018
MEDOX REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
126B GALI NO 54 1/4 E-3 MOLARBAND EXTN, BADARPUR BORDER, NEW DELHI - 110044
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
K-2/7, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN 2, NORTH DELHI, DELHI 110009
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, Medicine, Pharmaceutical drugs, Drugs for medical purposes
TERNAWELL

3819216   28/04/2018

MOHD. AFZAL
27, PHOOLWALI GALLI, AMINABAD, LUCKNOW-226018 (U.P.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN PRABHAT
W-26/F-40, NEAR LABOUR COURT, NAYATOLA, MUZAFFARPUR-842001 (BIHAR)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
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ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sri Devi Temple Towers, No. 6, Second Main Road, Near Sembakkam Swimming Pool, Sembakkam, Chennai-600073, Tamil Nadu
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
3819268  28/04/2018
ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sri Devi Temple Towers, No. 6, Second Main Road, Near Sembakkam Swimming Pool, Sembakkam, Chennai-600073, Tamil Nadu
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
3819269    28/04/2018
ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sri Devi Temple Towers, No. 6, Second Main Road, Near Sembakkam Swimming Pool, Sembakkam, Chennai-600073, Tamil Nadu
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
3819270  28/04/2018
ORDAIN HEALTH CARE GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Sri Devi Temple Towers, No. 6, Second Main Road, Near Sembakkam Swimming Pool, Sembakkam, Chennai-600073, Tamil Nadu
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
ENVIROCIDE

3819282  28/04/2018

SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA,FLAT NO.309,IN 2ND FLR,SURVEY, NO.575,SITUATED AT
ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
SWABIPREP
3819283  28/04/2018
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA,FLAT NO.309,IN 2ND FLR,SURVEY, NO.575,SITUATED AT
ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
CIDESOL
3819284  28/04/2018
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA,FLAT NO.309,IN 2ND FLR,SURVEY, NO.575,SITUATED AT
ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
BAXILLOCID

3819285  28/04/2018

SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA, FLAT NO.309, IN 2ND FLR, SURVEY, NO.575, SITUATED AT
ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
PEROXICIDE
3819286   28/04/2018
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA,FLAT NO.309,IN 2ND FLR,SURVEY, NO.575,SITUATED AT
ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA
THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SPECTRUM BIOCIDES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SLN URBANA, FLAT NO.309, IN 2ND FLR, SURVEY, NO.575, SITUATED AT ALWAL VILLAGE, HYDERABAD - 500067, TELANGANA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
CONZO-ZOLE
3819430  28/04/2018
ASHISH KUMAR SHAH TRADING AS : ALISTA PHARMA
221-D DEFENCE COLONY, JAJMAU KANPUR-208010
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
3819464  28/04/2018
SIDDHARTH SOMAIYA
10 M.L.DAHANUKAR MARG MUMBAI CUMBALLA HILL MUMBAI 400026
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
KILNI FORT
3819495  28/04/2018
BAILOR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O DHANANJAY PANDEY S/O AKHILESH PANDEY, H NO-50, SARVODAY PATH, DIMANA ROAD, PO + PS:- MANGO, JAMSHEDPUR, PURBA SINGHBHUM, PIN:- 831012, JHARKHAND
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
ROZRX

3819553  28/04/2018

SHILPA P PANDIT
IB/401, ACME COMPLEX, G. M. LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI 400104

An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PRODUCTS
3819582  28/04/2018
VINOTH M.
GROUND FLOOR, 8, ANNA PILLAI STREET 2ND LANE, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600001, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Baby food, Cereals for babies, Dietetic substances for babies, Foodstuffs for babies, Milk powder for nutritional purposes for babies
HTI MULTITRADE LTD.
SCF-95, CELEBRATION PLAZA, DANA MANDI GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

skin care (Pharmaceutical preparations for —); Pharmaceutical; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters; materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth; dental wax; disinfectants; ACNE MEDICATIONS; AIR DEODORANTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; ALLERGY CAPSULES; ANTI ITCH CREAMS & OIL; ANTI BACTERIL SOAP; BABIES DIAPER; BABY FOOD; CALCIUM SUPPLEMENT; COUGH SERPS; DIETARY FIBER; CO-ENZYMHEARBL PILL FOR DYEBTIES; MEDICATED BRUSH ON ORAL CARE GELS; MEDICATED CLEANEES FOR SKIN WOUNDS; MEDICATED CREAMS FOR THE FEET; MEDICATED DIAPER RASH CREAM; LOTION FOR SUN BURN; MEDICATED TOOTHPASTE; MEDICINAL HERB EXTRACTS; METICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE; MOSQUITO REPELLENTAS FOR APPLICATION TO THE SKIN; Niacinamide PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT IF ACNE; SANITARY NAPKINS
Pregavolin SR

3819621  28/04/2018
BILAL AHMAD LONE TRADING AS LISEN REMEDIES
WANGAM, DISTT. SHOPIAN
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CHETSODA
3819630  28/04/2018
TREBUCHET LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
PLOT NO 46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST LAYOUT, TEACHERS COLONY, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI 600099
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TREBUTOR

3819637  28/04/2018
TREBUCHET LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
PLOT NO 46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST LAYOUT, TEACHERS COLONY, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI 600099
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SARENL-D
3819674  28/04/2018
RAJESH BHARDWAJ
VILLA NO-14, UMAID HARITAGE, RATANADA, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 5.
3819678   28/04/2018
RAJESH BHARDWAJ
VILLA NO-14, UMAID HARITAGE, Ratanada, Jodhpur, Rajasthan
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 5.
HARMATVIT
3819763    29/04/2018
AJIT SINGH PROPRIETOR HARMATTAN LIFE SCIENCE
Vill. Nanded, Hasalpur, Indore- 453661, Madhya Pradesh, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Provision to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
COQFORD
3819781  29/04/2018
M/S MILFORD PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C/0 GEETA SRIVASTAVA MOH. KHIRIGHAT, OLD BASTI, BASTI - 272001 IN, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
MUMFOL
3819782  29/04/2018
M/S MILFORD PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O GEETA SRIVASTAVA MOH. KHIRIGHAT, OLD BASTI, BASTI - 272001 IN, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
SACDOL
3819805  29/04/2018
SHOURYARCHA CONCEPTUAL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-601, Chembur Sindoo C.H.S.L., B.No.83, Tilaknagar (MAHADA), Chembur, Mumbai 400089
Pharma Sector
Company
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical medicine for human consumption
ProElite

3819806  29/04/2018

SHOURYARCHA CONCEPTUAL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-601, Chembur Sindoo C.H.S.L., B.No.83, Tilaknagar (MAHADA), Chembur, Mumbai 400089

Pharma Sector
Company
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical medicine for human consumption
KLEEM
3819807  29/04/2018
SHOURYARCHA CONCEPTUAL PRIVATE LIMITED
A-601,Chembur Sindoo C.H.S.L.,B.No.83,Tilaknagar (MAHADA), Chembur, Mumbai 400089
Pharma Sector
Company
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical medicine for human consumption
ZALTAUR
3819850  30/04/2018
SEPTALYST LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
208, ARCADIA COMPLEX, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE-WEST, THANE-400607,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, CAPSULES FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, TABLETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
SADAFAL

3819876 30/04/2018

KISHOR KUMAR LALJIBHAI GABANI
B/316, TIRUPATI SOC, OPP.PANI NI TANKI, YOGICHOK, NANAVARACHA, SURAT.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3820001  30/04/2018
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore, Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3820004  30/04/2018
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
3820009  30/04/2018
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216334335, rkflaw@gmail.com
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
PRO-OMEXA

3820011  30/04/2018
SANJAY SETHI PROPRIETOR ZENNAR LIFE SCIENCES
PLOT NO- 51, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -2, CHANDIGARH- 160002, (U.T) INDIA.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
TRILACTIN-LD
3820079  30/04/2018
RAVI PRAKASH TRIPATHI
197, Dilezakpur, Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh-273001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA JAIN
H-2697, Sector-49, Sainik Colony, Faridabad, Haryana
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical
SHIVAM GARG
H.NO 12, NAC MARKET, SHIVALIK ENCLAVE, MANIMAJRA (CHANDIGARH)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3760146

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
ARKAPIP

3820159  30/04/2018
RKG PHARMA PVT.LTD.
301,"MARIGOLD, "B-33, KRISHNA IND.ESTATE, GORWA, VADODARA-390016.GUJARAT.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SRIGDHA

3820207  30/04/2018

M/s. SRIGDHA INFRA PROJECTS

OCC: BUSINESS R/O, H.NO. – 2-3-349/2 PLOT NO. 23, ROAD, NO. 5, SAINAGAR COLONY, NAGOLE, L.B.NAGAR,
HYDERABAD – 500068, TELANGANA, INDIA

A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L

NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since : 25/08/2012

CHENNAI

Medicine; Pharmaceutical preparations; Pharmaceutical drugs; Pharmaceuticals; Bulk drugs, Pharmaceuticals;
Pharmaceutical preparations; Pharmaceutical drugs; Capsules for medicines.
MEFSAVE P

3820222  30/04/2018

PMR SAVE PHARMA
SHOP NO. 4, C-WING, SIGRUN SPLENOR BLDG., SIGRUN SPLENDOR CHS LTD., MADHUBAN TOWNSHIP GOKHIVARE, VASAI (EAST), DIST. PALGHAR – 401208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, CAPSULES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, TABLETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CELLINTUM

3820344   30/04/2018
SHAILENDRA KISHOR PROPRIETOR OF M/S SURANDA LIFESCIENCE
197, 7th Floor, Max Heights Sec-62, Kundli Sonepat, Haryana - 131028 (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
BLISPAM
3820374  30/04/2018
DAIKON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-16/1530, PLOT NO-68, 3RD FLOOR, BAPA NAGAR, ARYA SAMAJ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110005
2499635
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700019
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CITINEXT
3820375   30/04/2018
DAIKON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-16/1530, PLOT NO-68, 3RD FLOOR, BAPA NAGAR, ARYA SAMAJ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110005
2499635
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700019
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PROBICHET
3820538 30/04/2018
TREBUCHET LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
PLOT NO 46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST LAYOUT, TEACHERS COLONY, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI 600099
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations
ROXISTAR

3820549  30/04/2018
BIORIS PHARMACEUTICALS
HANUMANGARH TOWN, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical Preparations
BIOVALP

3820551  30/04/2018
BIORIS PHARMACEUTICALS
HANUMANGARH TOWN, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical Preparations
RHUMALAP LINIMENT

3820556   30/04/2018
RAVI GUPTA S/O RAJ KUMAR
BATHINDA-151001, PUNJAB, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparation, Included in Class 05.
D-PANACT
3820587  30/04/2018
DWD PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Dalamal House, 4th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATECHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOB TI ALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
ZESTINURON
3820588  30/04/2018
DWD PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Dalamlal House, 4th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOB TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
LCIXONE

3820589    30/04/2018

DWD PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Dalamal House, 4th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
LESPORE

3820596  30/04/2018
DWD PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Dalamal House, 4th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBİ TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
DETRACYCLINE

3820598  30/04/2018
DWD PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Dalalal House, 4th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
12 BCHET

3820627      30/04/2018
TREBUCHET LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
PLOT NO 46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST LAYOUT, TEACHERS COLONY, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI 600099

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical preparations
TREBUCCAL

3820628  30/04/2018
TREBUCHET LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
PLOT NO 46, 4TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST LAYOUT, TEACHERS COLONY, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI 600099
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations
JUEBULLY
3820734 01/05/2018
KARAN GOOMAR
trading as: KARAN GOOMAR
16, RAJINDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, MOSQUITO REPELLENTS COILS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING LEETK DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
DRHANDSOMME

3820735   01/05/2018
KARAN GOOMAR
trading as ;KARAN GOOMAR
16, RAJINDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINE, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, MOSQUITO REPELLENTS COILS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING LEETK DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
D'conjst

3820820 01/05/2018

BERRY AND HERBS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
D 6396, CHITRAKOOT SCHEME, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302020

MEDICINE BUSINESS
Private Limited Company

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceuticals Preparations, Eye Medicines and all other medicines
ESPLORO

3820844    01/05/2018
ESPLORO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No. 14, CSE Pocket 1 DDA Market Sector 17 Dwarka, New Delhi -110078
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV GARG
RZ-195A, ROSHAN GARDEN, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI-110043
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
To deal in Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use
ITRAPLORO

3820845  01/05/2018
ESPLORO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No. 14, CSE Pocket 1, DDA Market Sector 17 Dwarka, New Delhi 110078

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV GARG
RZ-195A, ROSHAN GARDEN, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI-110043

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
To deal in Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use
CEFTIFLEX
3820876  01/05/2018
SH. HARMANPREET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S NOVENTIS HEALTH CARE
SHOP NO. 74, NEW GRAIN MARKET, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY
PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
MARKCARE

3820883  01/05/2018
M/S ARLAK BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
# 671, DR. WARYAM SINGH STREET, NABHA, DISTT. PATIALA, PUNJAB.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HERBAL CREAMS FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
M/S BIOSHINE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. B-4/41-B, MODEL COLONY, YAMUNA NAGAR-135001, HARYANA.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AVICUS
3821016  01/05/2018
PFICUS DE MED PVT.LTD.
No 9&10, 2nd Floor, Sri Siddhi Vinayaka Complex, RHB Colony Mahadevpura Bangalore-560 048
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2016
To be associated with:
3268413, 3268416
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
ROSUCUS

3821018  01/05/2018
PFICUS DE MED PVT.LTD.
No 9 &10, 2nd Floor, Sri Siddhi Vinayaka Complex, RHB Colony, Mahadevpura, Bangalore-560 048, Karnataka
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2016
To be associated with:
3267469, 3267471
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
XENAGLIP
3821158  01/05/2018
M/S. STANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
805, SHITIRATNA, PANCHVATI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-06, GUJARAT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
XENAGLIPTIN
3821159  01/05/2018
M/S. STANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
805, SHITIRATNA, PANCHVATI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-06, GUJARAT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
AMBRODIVA

3821223  01/05/2018
DIPRAJ CHAUHAN TRADING AS MEDIVA LIFECARE
KH NO. 82, ISLAM NAGAR, HIMSHIKHA, PINJORE, PANCHKULA, (HARYANA)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
YOCRIBACT

3821252    01/05/2018

RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO. 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR 50-B, CHANDIGARH - 160047
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
YOCRIZONE
3821254  01/05/2018
RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR 50-B, CHANDIGARH-160047
LAMBARAMAN2014@GMAIL.COM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
YOCLOFIN
3821258   01/05/2018
RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR 50-B, CHANDIGARH-160047
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
ELMENTOCAL

3821271  01/05/2018
M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West, Delhi- 110042, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P , M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZEPTOFER-XT

3821276 01/05/2018
M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West, Delhi- 110042, (India)

COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZEPTOVIT

3821277   01/05/2018

M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West, Delhi- 110042, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZOSTACIN-OZ

3821278 01/05/2018

M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West, Delhi- 110042, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZOSTADOL-SP

3821279 01/05/2018

M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West ,Delhi- 110042, (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P, M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZOSTAFIX-LB

3821280  01/05/2018
M/S CYNOR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 679, Ground Floor, Block – CW, Sanjay Gandhi Transport Nagar, North – West ,Delhi- 110042, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
BANSHI-D
3821586   02/05/2018
SWAPAN KANTI GHOSH TRADING AS BANSHIDHAR CHEMICALS
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Herbicides.
Phoslamer

3821652  02/05/2018
YTILIGA PRIVATE LIMITED
E-43/1, OKHLA PHASE II, NEW DELHI, DELHI-110020
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Nefrolog
3821657   02/05/2018
YTILIGA PRIVATE LIMITED
E-43/1, OKHLA PHASE II, NEW DELHI, DELHI-110020
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3821943  02/05/2018
MOHAMMED IRFAN BELLARY
33, 2ND FLOOR, COCKBURN ROAD, NEAR CANTONMENT RAILWAY STATION, OPP-CHURCH, BANGALORE-560051
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ALOEPET

3821959  02/05/2018

G. RAMA
NO: 1, MURUGESAN STREET, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 030, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2,NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
FASTLEV

3822072  02/05/2018
SUMAC PHARMA PVT. LTD.,
D.No.5-5-35/54/B1, Plot No.200, Prashanti Nagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 072 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/10/2004
To be associated with:
1329423
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
MILLIGLIM

3822073   02/05/2018

Alapati Ravi Chandra, Proprietor, Trading as MILLIGRAM LABORATORIES
Plot No.104, Maruthinagar Colony, Road No.5, Lothkunta, Secunderabad – 500 015 (T.S) India.

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations, food supplements and nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement.
BRILINERV

3822076   02/05/2018

Alapati Ravi Chandra, Proprietor, Trading as MILLIGRAM LABORATORIES
Plot No.104, Maruthinagar Colony, Road No.5, Lothkunta, Secunderabad – 500 015 (T.S) India.

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations, food supplements and neutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement.
STONE DAFA

3822303  02/05/2018

JITENDER KUMAR MITTAL
2-G, RAM NAGAR, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
TID SAFA
3822306    02/05/2018
JITENDER KUMAR MITTAL
2-G, RAM NAGAR, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL, AYURVEDIC AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS